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NDRC FOREWORD 

EVENTS of the years preceding HMO revealed more 
and more clearly the seriousness of the world 

situatiori. many scicijtists in this rounuy came to 
realize theneed ol organizing scientific research for 
service in a national emergency. Recommendations 
which they made lo the White House wire given care- 
ful and sympathetU attention, and as a result the 
National Defense Research Committee [NDRC] was 
formed hy Executive Order ot the President in the 
summer of 1940. The members of NDRC, appointed 
by the President, were instructed to supplement the 
work of the Army and the Navy in the development 
of the instruinentaliues of war. A year later, upon the 
csiabUshment of the (Mice of .Scientific Research and 
Development jO.SRl)], NDRC became one of its 
units. 

The Summary Technical Report of NDRC is a 
conscientious effort on the part, of NDRC to sum- 

duplicated  in  the Summary Technical  Report of 
NDRC, the monographs are an importani part of the 
stor of these aspects of NDRC research. 

In conn ast to the information on radar, which is of 
widespread interest and much of which is released to 
the public, the research on subsurface warfare is 
largely classified and is of general interest to a more 
restricted group. As a consequence, the report of 
Division (> is lotmd almost entirely in its Summary 
Technical Report, which runs to over twenty vol- 
times. The extent of the work of a Division cannot 
therefore be judged solely by the number of volumes 
devoted ti it in the Summary Technical Report of 
NDRC: account must be taken of the monographs 
and available reports published elsewhere. 

Any great cooperative endeavor must stand or fall 
with the will and integrity of the men engaged in it. 
This fact held true for NDRC from its inception, and 

marize and evaluate its work and to present it in a    for Division 6 under the leadership of Dr. John T. 
useful and permanent form, it comprises some sev- 
enty volumes broken into groups corresponding to 
the NDRC Divisions. Panels, and Committees. 

The .Summary Technical Report of each Division, 
Panel, or Committee is an integral survey of the work 
of that group. The first volume of each gi .Mip's repoi t 
contains a summary of the report, stating the prob- 
lems presented and the philosophy of attac king them 
and summarizing the results of the research, develop- 
ment, and training activities undertaken. Some vof- 
umes may be "state of the art" treatises covering 
subjects to which various research groups have con- 
tributed information. Others may contain descrip- 
tions of devices developed in the lalmratories. A 
master index of all these divisional, panel, and com- 
mittee reports which together constitute the Sum- 
mary Technical Report oi NDRC is contained in a 
separate volume, which also includes the index of a 
microfilm record of pertinent technical laboratory 
reports and reference material. 

Some of the NDRC-sponsored reseat dies which 
had been declassified by the end of 1945 were of suffi- 
cient popular interest that it was found desirable to 
report them in the form of monographs, such as the 
series on radar by Division 14 and the monograph on 
sampling inspection by the Applied Mathematics 
Panel. Since the material  treated in them is not 

Täte. To Dr. Täte and the men who worked with 
him—some as members of Division 6, some as repre- 
sentatives of the Division's contractors—belongs the 
sincere gratitude of the Nation for a diflicult and 
often dangerous job well done. Their efforts contrib- 
uted significantly to the outcome of our naval opera- 
tions during the war and richly deserved the warm 
response they received from the Navy. In addition, 
their contributions to the knowledge of the ocean 
and to the art of oceanographic research will as- 
suredly speed peacetime investigations in this field 
and bring rich benefits to all mankind. 

The Summary Technical Report of Division (t, pre- 
pared under the direction of the Division Chief and 
authorized by him for pu! ion, not only presents 
the methods and results ol 'ly varied research and 
developnieni programs bm ssentially a record of 
the unstinted loval cooperation of able men linked in 
a common tffoft to contribute to the defense of their 
Nation. To them all we extend our deep appreciation. 

VANNEVAR BUSH, Director 
Office ojScientific Research and Development 

J. R. CONANT, Chairman 
iVfl' onal Defense Research Committee 
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FOREWORD 

rr^ms VOLUME deals with the physical properties of 
A the niodimn in which subsurface warfare is waged. 

It i- nuuh more th;ui an auouruol theoceanographk: 
research stxinsored by tlic Division. It is a text in 
whirh the science of physical oceanographv is pre- 
sented with special reference to the significant appli1 

cations ol thai science to naval operations. Because ol 
this, it should prove to be of widv interest to all Navy 
personnel. 

The Division is deeply indebted to Mr. (',. O'D. 
Isclin, Director ol the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution, not only for his willingness to imdcnake 
the lask of collecting and editing the material pre- 
sented in this report, hut also for the liuiifui partici- 
pation o! lii> institution in the research and develop- 
ment program pi the Division. 

Special acknowledgment should also be made to 
the contributions from the Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography of the University of California. The 
staff of that institution provided not only broad 
knowledge of the problems involved but also special- 
ized knowledge of conditions in the Pacific Areas. 

From the beginning this research program has re- 
ceived the most cordial support of the Navy. The 
Bureau of Ships, Hydrographie Office, and forces 
afloat united to assist in every way both the progress 
of the work and the application of the results to 
operations. 

JOHN T. TäTE 

Chief. Division 6 
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PREFACE^ 

"TIHYSICAL oceanographv is one of the most back- }r or/ 
*■ ward oi tiic geophysical sciences. In general n can 
be said that unti! quite recent years the physical as- 
pects oi the ocean weie studied mainly as an adjunct 
to marine biology. The practical applications seemed 
to lie in fisheries problems, and the thinking of some 
oreanographers has been influenced accordingly, 
Others have been mainly concerned with the geo- 
graphic approach. More recently a number of me- 
teorologists have become interested in the circulation 
problem in the sta ixcause of (he several analogies 
with atmospheric problems. 

Perhaps for theru: reasons one iinds, on file whole, 
rather little in the standard oceanographk text books 
that is helpful in undf rstanding the irammission of 
sound in sea Wüter. The chief aim of the present vol- 
ume has been to remedy this situation. It is hoped 
that it may be useful to those continuing with under- 

water acoustics to have available a simple summary 
of those aspects of physical oceanography which help 
to explain the behavior of sound in sea water. Since 
up to the present time rather little oceanographic re- 
search has been carried on in conjunction with 
acoustical studies, to those trained in die laboratory 
sciences this volume may seem rather elementary and 
none too well documented. Nevertheless, at the pres- 
ent stage of physical oceanography, we doubt that it 
would be profitable to treat the subject more ex- 
haustively. The fact remains that our knowledge con- 
cerning the ocean is stilll rather superficial. 

It is hoped thut in the future underwater acoustics 
and physical oceanography will develop in close asso- 
ciation, If the present volume does nothing more 
than to indicate how closely these two subjects are 
intertwined, it will have served a useful purpose. 

C. O'D, iSELiN 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

AS THE instrumentation of warfare at sea lias tle- 
-A -veloped, and as- these -instruments are used by 
skiiiful operators from faster ships or at more nearly 
their extreme range, the final limitation is frequently 
imposed by the physical characteristics of the me- 
dium which vary both seasonally and geographically. 
Thus in a very real sense there is an oceanography of 
naval warfare. 

As far as. subsurface warfare is concerned, naval 
oceanography has already developed far enough to 
play a part in both operational and materiel activ- 
ities. Knowledge of the sound conditions often makes 

"it possible to use sonar gear more effectively and-is 
sometimes a factor in deciding the proper tactical 
deployment of vessels. Enowledge concerning the 
subsurface distribution of temperature and salinity 
improve» the diving operations of submarines and to 
a considerable decree affects their choice of offensive 
and evasive maneuvers. Oceanographic limitations 
have caused considerable modification of the stand- 
ard procedures for operating sonar gear and have in 
some cases influenced its design. They have also re- 
quired the development and manufacture of instru- 
raents to aid in predictions. 

As time goes on, it becomes increasingly clear that 
just as climate and terrain affect the strategy of 
armies, so seasonal and geographical characteristics 
of the oceans must enter into the planning of the 
Navy. Winds, waves, and currents influence subsur- 
face warfare, as well, as aerial and amphibious opera- 
tions, in ways that are new and different but no less 
real than the limitations they placed on the old 
Navies. There are paiticular times and places best 
suited to the operation of the dsrerse and specialized 
modern fighting ships, and skillfm planning includes 
oceanography in the list of operational factors to be 
considered. 

It is the primary purpose of this report to discuss 
the general principles of oceanography, particularly 
in relation to subsurface warfare. Special emphasis is 
placed on the parts of the subject that are most inter- 
esting from the practical standpoint, namely the tem- 
perature and salinity of the upper few hundred feet 
of water and their seasonal and geographical varia- 
tions, winds and waves and their effects on sound con- 

ditions, and lK?ttora sediments in relation to shallow- 
water echo ranging. However, the discussion is not 
limited emirely to matters of immediate practical 
importance since a more general knowledge of physi- 
cal oceanography is esscntiai for proper interpreta- 
tion of sonar charts and bathythermograph records. 
The theoretical aspects of the subject are necessarily 
dealt with in a brief and nontechnical fashion here. 
For more complete treatment there are several stand- 
ard textbooks of oceanography available.1^3 

Physical oceanography has been somewhat slower 
to develop than the other branches of the geophys- 
ical sciences, in part because of the expense and diffs- 
culties of carrying out research on shipboard and in 
part because until recently it was not generally real- 
ized how many practical advantages were to be 
gained through increased knowledge of the physical 
characteristics of this ocean. It was. the biological as- 
pects of oceanography which were at first empha- 
sized, rather than the physical. 

1 he Germans seem to have been early aware of the 
potential importance of physical oceanography to 
modern naval operations, but it is not known at this 
time how far they developed the subject in relation 
to underwater sound transmission. It is known that 
during the period between the two world wars, the 
Deutsche Seewarte at Hamburg and the Institut £ilr 
Meereskunde at Berlin were strongly supported by 
the government, and the German Navy had an ocean- 
ographic laboratory at Wilhelmshafen. Able staffs 
were assembled and German naval vessels were used 
in extended field surveys. One result of this active in- 
terest in oceanography on the part of the German 
Navy, namely an atlas of the changes in density of the 
water, both horizontally and vertically, was found in 
1941 on a captured German submarine, 'Ulis was 
designed primarily to guide the diving officer, but 
nothing so definite can be cited in connection with 
sound transmisson. The Japanese government has 
also taken an active interest in hydrological surveys. 

Although in our country the Hydrographie Office 
had pioneered in the early development of the sub- 
ject, when currents and weather at sea were more 
important to navigation than they are today, of 
recent years the further exploration of the ocean has 
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INTRODUCTION 

bee?! kh 'argely to private institutions. Before the 
present war only a very small beginning had been 
.aadc by our Navy in the sludy of the physical factors 
influencing underwater sound (ransmission or the 
oj>cratioii of submerged submarines. The relatively 
few physical occanographers in this country were 
only vaguely aware of how their studies might be of 
interest to the Navy, 

There have been four active centers of research in 
physical oceanography in this country during the 
war years: namely, the Oceanographic Unit of the 
Hydrographie Office, the Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography [SIO], at La folia, the Ocesnographic 
•Section of the University of California Division of 
War Research [UCDWR], at San Diego, and the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institudo?? [WHOIJ. As 
far as the oceanography of subsurface warfare is con- 
cerned, the two latter laboratories have carried out 
more of the research, but the interests of these four 
groups have been so close that it would be difficult in 
this report to place credit where it, is due. In fact, 
even the personnel has been freely exchanged. In 
general, of course, at "Woods Hole the studies have 
dealt particularly with the Atlantic Ocean, while for 
the most part at San Diego and La Jolla data from 
the Pacific have been analyzed.' 

It is perhaps'worth nosing in passing that ocean- 
ography is of importance to the Navy in a number 
of ways quite different from those discussed here 
and, therefore, at some of these laboratories active 
research has been in progress which is more or less 
unrelated to submarine warfare. For example, on the 
biological side studies have been carried out of she 
fouling of underwater surfaces. In mine warfare the 
currents and the character of the bottom sediments 
sometimes must 1M; taken into account. In amphibi- 
ous operations results of research on waves are im- 
portant. To some extent these few examples have 
teen cited to explain why the few quallHed occanog- 
raphers available in this country at the start of the 
war have had to take up many and diverse studies. 
They have Ix-en ab'y assisted by scientists and tech- 
nicians from related fields, but there has been too 
little time as yet to develop any one of the practical 
naval aspects of the subject as fully as is perhaps 
warranted.  - 

It is therefore worth considering in this volume 
not only what has been done but also what problems 
remain unsolved. With both these aims in mind, the 
report begins with an account of the investigations 

that were undertaken to determine the effects of 
oceanography on subsurface warfare, the instru- 
ments that were developed, the methods of using the 
instruments for prediction purposes, and the ways m 
which these methods might be improved. It con- 
tinues with a chapter on the transmission of sound 

"in sea water and another on submarine «living prob- 
lems. Since other volumes of the series deal specific- 
ally with these subjects, both are treated summarily 
here, giving only such facts as are needed for the prac- 
tical interpretation of the oceanographic material 
that follows, lite latter is divided into two parts. One 
deals primarily with the temperature and salinity 
»trurture of the ocean and its daily and seasonal 
changes due to heating, cooling, evaporation, and 
the various other physical processes that take piace at 
the surface of the sea. The other is concerned with 
the effect on sound comlidons of geographical and 
local variability of the oceans. Here are discussed 
ocean currents and eddies, coastal waters and bottom 
sediments, and special phenomena associated with 
winds and tides. - * 

ä-ä   PÄEWAR INVESTIGATIONS OF THE 
ROLE OF REFRACTION IN UNDERWATER 

SOUNB TRANSMISSION 

As far as is known, in this country the role of re- 
fraction in echo" ranging was first seriously con- 
sidered in 1937 when some transmission measure- 
ments were made off Guantanamo, Cuba, accompa- 
nied by measurements of the vertical temperature 
structure of the water. The latter was determined by 
means of doseiy spaced mercurial thermometers. It 
was shown that the decrease in the speed of sound 
with depth, due to the decrease of temperature with 
depth near projector level, could sometimes cause 
sufficient downward refraction so that the beam 
passed beneath a shallow target, except at relatively 
short ranges. Very shortly afterwards the same idea 
was advanced indepemlenüy at the West Coast 
Sound School [WCSS], San Diego. It is important to 
note that both off Guantanamo and San Diego the 
echo-ranging operations were carried out in deep 
water in areas where the effects of downward refrac- 
tion are particularly striking. A large percentage of 
the earlier tests of sonar gear had been conducted in 
places where refraction effects were not so frequent. 

In the course of the transmission measurements off 
Guantanamo, and during a second cruise off New 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SURFACE VESSEL BATm'THERMOGRAPH 

London the (ollowhig summer, it became obvious fo record only as it is lowered or raised. However, the 
(hat an insirumeiu which would record teniperaliire only way to be certain ihat the thermal element is 
concinuousiy against depth as it is lowered into the iunctioning properly is to record most of both the up 
sea would havea great advantage in refraction studies and the down temperature changes. Agreement be- 
over the conventional deep sea reversing ihermome- tween the two traces is prooi' that vertical and not 
ten» of oceanography. A crude, model of such an in- horizontal gradients have been measured. 
struhleht was at thai, time being tested at the Woods Another maior requirement is that the tempera- 
k*.%st^    ^ ^i..i„iiii.;^i apisSi.   ^li^lJlUiJUII.    1 l.'IS   EÄiStl UlilclR lUfc ICvUCU illii.'5l UC rSiaOyciy ilCte iiOlfl InC C'HeClS Us 

had been named the bathythermograph [BT] and vibration so that very slight femperature changes 
was in fact actually used on a few occasions during with depth can be observed, especially in the upper 
the second  series  of  transmission  measurements. 50 feet of the water column. This netessity practically 
.Modificaiions resulted in a somewhat improved BT precluded the use of diving planes, Also, it a^ain 
which gave fair results when used from a vessel mov- raised the question of whether or not the insiruraent 
ing at 6 or 7 knots and which was used successfully for should be constructed to record only the down trace, 
oceanographic studies."-4 since vibration is most likely to occur during the 

raising. It was decided that such vibration as oc- 
'•2     DEVELOPMENT OF THE SURFACE curred was not serious enough to offset the advan- 

VESSEL BATHYTHERMOGRAPH ta8e 0^ hav"1gäKHäl traces recorded on the slide. Since 
that time, however, there has been an increasing ten- 

Beginning in October 1940. the performance of the dency to take readings at high speeds, thus increas- 
BT was further modified by WHO! working under ing the vibration and sometimes making it difficult 
contract with the National Defense Research Coin- to interpret the records. Vibration is therefore the 
mittee with the idea of using it as a naval instrument, greatest weakness of the surface vessel BT discussed 
It was then realized that for use by the surface vessels here, and modiiications may be required, 
of the Navy such an insunment had to be workable The instrument must be used repeatedly from a 
at speeds of at least j 2 to 15 knots, and this imposed relatively fast ship, making it almost impossible to 
very defmite limitations on the design. It will be have it record on deck. Insulated electric cables would 
worth while here to discuss briefly these limitations, never stand use on a high-speed winch. Finallv, be- 

First of all it was essential to have a light, rugged cause at best there is a good chance that the wire may 
insmiment that could utilize the sounding-lead prin- become fouled in the screws resulting in the loss of 
ciple of falliiig freely through the water in order to the instrument, it should be inexpensive and easy to 
gain sufficient depth before the drag of the wire by manufacture. Thus a mechanical type of thermal 
which it is recovered becomes limiting. The alter- dement is almost a necessity. 
native would be to give the instrument diving fms to These considerations and the tests carried out dur- 
aki in its descent, which would require in turn a ing the auttimn of 1940 in the western North Atlantic 
heavier cable to retrieve it and a more powerful led to a. simple, rugged design which has not been 
wmrh, thus increasing both the expense and the essentially altered since. A Bourdon-type thermal 
difficulties of handling the gear.                                  , dement, which is compensated bv a bimetallic strip 

In order to exploit the sounding-lead principle to take care of the difference in temperature between 
the instrument must have a very rapid thermal re- the water inside the Instrument and that through 
spouse. Otherwise it could .not record the vertical which it is passing, acwates' a .pen arm that records 
temperature changes accurately. This is desirable on a smoked glass'siide mounted rigidly on the pres- 
from another standpoint as well. Any instrument sure element (Figures l-S). The pressure element is 
which is either lowered or raised at less than the of the bellows type, having a stiff Internal spring and 
maximum possible speed begins to be influenced by an accurately machined internal guide rod. The 
horaontal^ temperature variations. This could be effect of increasing external pressurelno shorten the 
overcome m part, it is true, by causing the instrument length of the bellows. 
_,__._.                „,.,..       ,         ,               . Tfu- speed o£ response of the thermal element h 

.' I he instrument used in this work was ihc otiigrowih of a u »u       .         on                          "«^"»«s «!,Hitm JS 

preliminary mode! called an "oceanograph/' which was built by SUcn t"at about 80 per cent of the full temperature 
Eosaby and Lang« at WHOI in 1934. range can be achieved in less than I second. While 
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TEMPERATURE   ELEMENT PRESSURLELEMEMI 
STYLUS 

ARM. 

XYLENE   FILLEO 
TÜ8IN6 

LLOWS 

HELICAL 
SPRING 

FioiiRB !. Diagram of bsuhyihcrmograph. 

the absolute accuracy of such a thermal system is not    records  vertical  temperature gradients accurately 
notably great unless it is hequemly calibrated, it    enough for practical purposes when combined with a 

good pressure elemeiu. A rough temperature calibra- 
tion can be maintained, provided the surface tem- 
perature is observed with a reliable mercurial ther- 
mometer. 

Early in the developmem of the BT a basic deci- 
sion had to be made. Should it record temperature 
against depth or, on the assumption that salinity is 
constant with depth, should it record the speed of 
sound? To have the instrument read directly in terms 
of the velocity of sound was obviously the direct ap- 
proach to the refraction problem, yet in the end other 
considerations outweighed this one. Approximately' 
70 to 30 per cent of the time there exists near the 
surface a virtually isothermal layer which is stirred 
by convection and by the wind. However, this is not 
an isovelodtv layer, because of the effect of pressure 
on the speed of sound. Thus the proper performance 
of the thermal element can be much better judged in FKSUREZ. Photograph of installation. 
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THE BATH¥THERMO€RAPH FOR SUBMARINES 

terms of temperature slum in terms of veiocity. Fur- 
thermore, the oteanographic aspects of sound trans- 
mission are much more easily understood in terms of 
temperature. As a result of this decision, the empha- 
sis in the present report is on temperature rather than 
on changes in the speed of sound. At tise same time it 
was decided to use the Fahrenheit temperature scale 
in accordance with Navy practice. 

'•a     THE BATHYTHERMOGRAPH FOR 
SUBMARINES 

During lire course of the development of the sur- 
face vessel BT it became evident that a corresponding 
instrument for submarines would have several prac- 
tical applications. During the summer of 1941, in 
response to a request by the Commander of Subma- 
rines, Atlantic Fleet, a number of temperature-depth 
recorders were built at Woods Hole and tested in sub- 
marines both off New London and off Key West. At 
firs, the BT for submarines was thought of primarily 
as an acoustic instiument. That is, it would be used 

FICUKE ;>. Pliotograpfl of a bafhythermograin. 

to predict maximum range of the sonar equipment 
on the submarine, as well as the performance of her 
adversary's gear. However, early in the tests off Key 
West it besann; evident that vertical temperature 
changes could be interpreted in terms of density with 
sufficient accuracy to be of considerable assistance to 
the Jiving officer in maintaining proper trim. Thus a 
second use arose for the instrument, which has be- 
come at least as important as its original purpose. 

TUBINS  m   SUISTEH 

OUTSIDE    CÜMNINQ     TOWE« 

.CARP 
HOLDER 

TEMPERATURE 
/ / 

-COUNTER 
WEIGHT 

BOURDON   TUBE_''   /_STYLUS 

F!«URE4. Diagram of submarine bathythermogniph. 
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INTRODUCTION 

i '.}■ bisi location for live thermal eletnenl on die the huii of the Mibmai ine. Another Komtioii lube 
nP ■ {the stiluiiarine is still a mailer to be settled by was used as a pressure elenu'iu by connectiti}»; it with 

Qelirulivc tests. Locating i" higli orr the conning unver the pressure line leading to a depth gauge, lite gen- 
has in the past been an acceptable compronme be- 
tween a slid higher position which would be prefer- 
able for acoustical purposes and a lower position 
which would favor diving. It is possible that two in- 

erai leatures oi the insJaliation are shown diagratn- 
maticaliy in Figure ll. 

From the standpoint of subsurface warfare, the 
densitv of sea water is reiativelv somewhat more sen- 
sitive to ciianges in sahmty than is tiie specti o! sound 
(see Sec lion 3JJ.3.)i Therefore recenth tliere has been 

siaiiations will be used later. Except for this ques- 
tion, the initial design problem of the HT for sub- 
marines was not a diificult one. it was a matter of under deveiopnu.-nt a so-called salinitv-compensated 
building a sufficiently rugged and simple inslnunent BT for submarines."- This measures temperature, 
which would hi into the available; space. Again a salinity, and pressure, am! computes and records 
Bourdon-type thermal element was used with suit- both ballast change and the speed of sound against 
able compensation for temperature changes inside depth. 
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Chapter 2-   , 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS FOR PREDICTING 

SONAR AND DIVING CONDITIONS 

THE early investigations of sound conditions that 
led to the ckvelopmeiuof «he hsthytkerniqgroph 

[BT] have been comimu-d. it t|i.il<:kly became ap- 
parent that the whole prohlfm of sound tfansmtssion 
in sea water was highly compkx and that echo and 
listeaing ranges might be limited by any one of half 
a doxen or more factors. A gre.-ät deal of fundamermd 
research was therefore necessary before it was pos- 
sible to devise a simple and accurate snethod of trans- 
lating the basic temperatnre-depih curve of the BT 
into a practical prediction of somir condiilons. 

Wariiine exigencies required thai as cjuickly as 
possible the resnhs of investigations ix: inrned into 
practical information for the men on the ships. Pre- 
diction methods have therefore been revised Cre- 
qnently as new research suggested the desirability of 
modifying existing methods. Proper camion was ex- 
ercised in accepting snch moddkations, and so far 
only one extensive revision of ollicial procedure has 
been required; nevertheless, the rapid devclopmeiits 
in this held have resulted in some confusion, which, 
however unfortunate, seemed to be justified by the 
needs of the moment. 

Aside from manuals on the operation and main- 
tenance of the BT, official literature on the subject 
can be classified into two main groups: 

!. Prediction manuals. These are designed so that 
the observer on board ship can make practical use of 
any particular baihythermogram by determining 
within certain probable limits the range that can be 
obtained on a submarine and can sherefore operate 
the ship and sonar equipment according to the most 
fffickm tactical usage for thai panicniar range. The 
submariner obtains information sämiiasiv useful to 
him on the best depth for evasion, probable ping and 
listening ranges, and the most efficient diving pro- 
cedure. 

2. Charts, These include sonar charts showing 
average echo ranging conditions, average diving con- 
ditions (in the Submarine Supplements), and bottom 
sediment charts for shallow-water sonar work. Charts 
of average conditions are of less tactical value than a 
bathythcrmogram obtained at the time and place 
needed, because conditions are generally too variable 

to permit accurate enough predictions on the basis ■ 
of averages. On the other hand, they provide a per- 
spective unobtainable from a small number of bathy- 
thermograms and hence are useful not only to the 
observer for determining how often BT lowerings - 
should be made, but also for morfe important stra- 
tegic purposes. 

It is beyond the scope of the present work to dis- 
cuss the Navy BT literature and Its scientific origins, 
in detail. However, a more limited discussion is war- 
ranted because frequent reference will be made 
throughout the volume to the official literature in 
connection with the oceanographk. part of its back- 
ground. The history and the purpose of the predic- 
tion methods will therefore be described briefly. 
Where obvious improvements can be made, cither by 
collection of more observations or by better use of ' 
existing data, these will be mentioned. 

2.1 PREDICTION MANUALS 

In February 1941 a report1 was published sum- 
marizing what was then known about the refraction 
of sound in sea water and the oceanographk factors 
chiefly responsible. The present report is in pan an 
expansion of the oceanographk section of this earlier 
study which was based largely on the experience 
gained at the time of the early transmission measure- 
ments previously mentioned. 

Shite the idea that sound is refracted in sea water 
In accordance with the principles of geometrical op- 
tics was not generally accepted, much of the discus- 
sion in this early report was in support of a simpie - 
refraction theory. The report was especially con- 
cerned with demonstrating that as a first approxima- 
tion the vertical temperature distribution alone pro- 
vided a good means of calculating the refraction pat- 
tern. Such cakidations were later simplified by the 
inuoduciion of a refraction slide rule,8 and recently 
there has been published a collection of a large num- 
ber of such calculations for the common vertical 
temperature disti'ibmions.s Another contrihusion 
was the development of the sonic ray plotter,4 

?v!orc recent studies of the transmission of siamiard 
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10 METHODS FOR PREDICTING SONAR ASD i)äV!NG CONDITIONS 

sonar gear have shown that the clearly defined acous- 
tic shadow zones 'hick arc predicted on the basis of 
geometrical opücs are by no means always observed. 
Only in the case of sharp downward refraction does a 
marked acoustic shadow zone appear. The weak- 
nesses of the simple refraction theory are not yet fully 
 i .„^,1   „-.^1   A*   *K^   sis»i<*  '"»f   *futt   it/rjimiy  SOlüTld unueistoixi imu at mt uure ^t uus ,-,.st.i.n „»»,«...-. 

field measurements are still being actively secured. 
On the other hand, the reduction in sound intensily 
below a sharp thermocline, the so-called layer <ifeii 
in echo ranging, which is predicted by the simple 
theory, does in fact exist. Thus no matter what the 
fma! result of the transmission studies may bs, it is 
clear that under contemporary operating conditions 
vertical temperature gradients, especially when they 
arc marked, are often the limiting factor in subma- 
rine detection. It is also clear that as the sensitivity oi 
sonar equipment is increased and as submarines be- 
come more skillful in taking advantage of the oceano- 
graphic factors in their favor, success in subsurface 
warfare will depend more and more on which side 
has the better understanding of die medium. 

According to current theories of antisubmarine 
and prosubmarine warfare, there are certain advan- 

■ ■■•»■■ ■■"■■■■■"■' i* ■    • 

tages to he gained by knowing the changes ol maxi- 
mum sonar range with depth. In addition, it is. gen- 
erally agreed that our submarines can change depth 
more quickly and more silently if the diving officer 
understands the changes in density in the superficial 
layers of the ocean. 

Although the scientific theory of sound transmis- 
sion in sea water remained undeveloped in many of 
Its details, it gradually became possible by synthesis 
oi the available scientific information with data on 
observed maximum echo ranges to work out simple 
schemes for range predictions that arc accurate 
enough for practical Navy purposes. Such schemes 
were published in the otikial prediction manuals.3'" 

A number of problems arose in writing the man- 
uals. In the first place, it had become clear that the 
refraction slide rule method of calculating acoustical 
ray diagrams was too ponderous and time-consuming 
to be of much practical value at sea. It was not 
enough to perform the relatively simple operation of 
delenninin^ the limits of the so-called shadow zone, 
because except in the case of strong downward re- 
fraction, the intensity of sound near the outer limit ol 
the direct sound field was generally too low to return 
a detectable echo, it was necessary to go further and 
to calculate the distribution of intensily within the 

beam. This was a long task generally requiring 2 
hours' work or more by an experienced calculator, 
and it was hardly to be recommended as a standard 
Navy procedure. The alternative was a method of 
dassifving BTslides according to the most significant 
features of their temperature structure, such as the 
depth of the mixed surface layer (known as layer 
depih in Navy literature) and the strength of nega- 
tive gradients near the surface and below the mixed 
layer. Then the probable echo range could be pre- 
dicted according to simple rules for each type of tem- 
perature pattern. 

Am such method has both advantages and disad- 
vantages. The vertical temperature structure of 
ocean waters is at times complex, and no simple 
scheme for classifying it will be accurate in all cir- 
cumstances. The methods in the manuals reduce 
such errors to a relatively low percentage but do not 
entirely eliminate them. In fact more careful scien- 
tific methods have thus far failed to show complete 
correlation between bathythcrmograms and observed 
ranges. The discrepancies are presumably due to a 
combination of several factors such as absorption and 
scattering of sound, and small and frequently chang- 
ing variations in the refraction pattern that cannot 
be determined easily. These factors have not and per- 
haps never can be fully evaluated. 

But even if the oceanographic variables were un- 
derstood completely, it would be a mistake to sup- 
pose that maximum echo ranges could be forecast 
with great precision under practical circumstances. 
There always remain unforeseeable factors, such as 
target aspect and speed, that may introduce varia- 
tions in maximum range of as much as plus or minus 
one-third of the piediction. With such large unavoid- 
able errors in the predictions it would be fruitless to 
complicate the system by small and relative!; insig- 
nificant refinements in refraction classification. 

Moreover, a manual must take into account the 
fact thai the predictable part of sonar performance is 
not always determined by water conditions. Indeed 
it is difficult to form an estimate of how much of the 
time the oceanographic factors arc really limiting. 
If the antisubmarine vessel is a destroyer or destroyer 
escort and is not operating at loo high a speed, if 
standard heavyweight sonar gear is being used, if the 
operator is skillful, and there is no electrical or me- 
chanical trouble, then, in deep water cither the 
weather or the temperature distribution may become 
limiting. Thus oceanographic factors may be llmit- 
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PREDICTION MANUALS 11 

ing only a small percentage of the time or most of the 
lime depending on the ship, its equipment, sonar 
personnel, and type of duty. 

The non-oceanographic factors can he evaluated 
for any particular ship and any set of operating con- 
ditions by means of a few experiments. The current 
manual for the surface vessel BT (see reference 5) was 
intended primarily for ships of the destroyer escort 
class or larger, using standard heavyweight sonar 
equipment. The manual therefore evaluates prob- 
lems of echo ranging as they apply to this particular 
type of vessel, with proper allowances for self noise 
and the effect of heavy weather in reducing ranges. It 
assumes that the gear is operating properly, but to 
make sure this is so, ways are suggested for testing its 
performance. 'Thus it is not merely a manual of re- 
fraction conditions but is a realistic approach to the 
whole problem of echo ranging. 

The prediction manual for submarines (see refer- 
ence 6) is similar in basic plan to the manual for sur- 
face ships. Prediction methods are not completely 
uniform, but the differences are a result of the special 
qualities and needs of submarines. The submarine 
has a much wider variety of uses for the BT than does 
the surface vessel. Perhaps the most, important use is 
for predicting ballast adjustments so that diving can 
be accomplished as quietly as possible and with ? 
minimum of lost time. From the standpoint of acous- 
tics it is used to determine various things such as the 
best depth for evasion, ping ranges and listening 
ranges on surface slaps, and to a lesser extent maxi- 
mum echo ranges at periscope depth and at various 
other depths for use in evasion. 

Each of these acoustical predictions is a separate 
problem hi which refraction plays a role but is more 
or less modified by other factors of a non-oceano- 
graphic naiure. In some respect», the submarine at 
periscope depth is in a more favorable position for 
echo ranging than a surface vessel. Self noise can be 
reduced to a low level, and its deep projector and its 
stability in heavy weather reduce quenching and 
pitching effects to a minimum. However, both the 
greatest range at which a submariner can obtain an 
echo from a surface vessel, and the greatest range at 
which he can bear the pings of a surface vessel trving 
to echo-range off him are affected by the speed of the 
surface vessel, though in different ways. Prediction of 
maximum listening ranges must include allowances 
for submarine and target ship speed as well as wind 
force. 

The submariner's knowledge of refraction condi- 
tions and his practical utilization of them have been 
limited by the fact that the temperature element was 
mounted on the conning tower, so that at periscope 
deptii it was impossible to determine the tempers-.ture 
structure in the upper 20 feet of water. Therefore, 
submariners have not had the knowledge that would 
permit them to make full use of the short periscope 
depth ranges that occur when there is a pronounced 
temperature decrease in the upper few feet. This, 
combined with the desirability of great depth for in- 
creased evasion time, means that in most cases a sub- 
marine will go deep when being attacked. However, 
new installations providing a temperature element 
on the periscope shears will allow more accurate de- 
tcrminatior of refraction conditions and enlarge the 
choice of evasive tactics. 

Prediction methods presumably will be improved 
in many small ways in further editions of the manu- 
als. In many cases the available information has not 
been so complete as might be desired. In time this 
situation will be corrected and the accuracy of pre- 
diction methods will be increased. There is great 
need for elaboration of acoustical methods in shallow 
water. It may very well prove impossible to predict 
maximum echo and listening ranges in shallow water 
with an/ degree of precision, for it is too complex a 
subject to resolve itself easily into a few basic rules. 
However, there are tactical considerations such as 
selection of proper receiver settings and signal length 
and manipulation of tilting beam that can lead to 
great improvements in sonar performance. Predic- 
tions for echo ranging in deep water should also be 
improved if possible, particularly in respect to ranges 
on a target, at known depth. This becomes important 
with the advent of accurate depth-determining gear, 
since good predictions of range at the depth of the 
target will modify and improve the tactics of reattack. 

Far more important than these minor revisions of 
existing methods are the changes and addiiions that 
must be made, in order to keep abreast of current 
Navy developments. New gear requires careful study 
to determine how oceanographic factors affect its 
operation. Within the short space of World War II. 
there were several major developments in sonar 
equipment, and one of the.,e in particular, the tilt- 
ing beam, has created new functions for the BT 
which are actually more important than those for 
which it was originally intended. Submarine listen- 
ing methods are expected t-.> improve a great deal. 
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12 METHODS FOR PREDICTING SONAR AND DIVING COKÖITIONS 

This applies both to the equipmem itself and to re- 
duction of self noise. Jin general, listening has not 
been studied nearly so thoroughly as echo ranging, 
and its full potentialities and the rules governing its 
use will not be developed for some time. 

New tactics ma)' also have oceanographic Implica- 
tions that are an important part of the statistical 
examination of their chances for success and niay 
modify their use or determine whether or not they 
may be used in a particular situation. All such devel- 
opments require changes in the existing manuals. 

2-2 SONAR CHARTS 

Early in the development of B'I methods, only a 
.few ships were equipped with the instruments and 
there was no possibility of making all necessary in- 
stallations within less than a year or so. The need was 
apparent for. some sort of informatkm to aid sonar 
personnel in imderstandlng the effects of oceano- 
graphic factors on echo ranging and In knowing ap- 
proximateiy what kind of sound conditions might be 
expected in different parts of the oceans. The answer 
to'this need was the sonar charts, which show average 
echo ranging conditions for all the oceans at differ- 
ent seasons of the year. 

Since their beginning the charts have gone through 
-■jevera! revisions and have changed In both their 
form and In the purposes for which they are used. 
With the increase In the number of BT Imtallatlons, 
ships arc no longer dependent on charts for all of 
their information on sonar conditions. However, the 
charts have been incorporated in the prediction pro- 
cedure and are used in con junction .with the BT to 
determine how often lowerings need to be made, to 
indicate layer depth whenever tactical conditions 
pm'eni a deep.lowering, and for various other pur- 
poses. They are equally applicable to submarine op- 
erations, though the Submarine Supplements dis- 
cussed in Section 2.3 have in certain strategic areas 
replaced them with similar but more detailed infor- 
mation. And finally, since they are the best available 
informatjoii on what kind of sonar conditions can be 
expected at any given place and time, it Is expected 
that the charts may serve a purpose in planning naval 
operations. 

The constrtictioii of these charts requires a nice 
balance between a purely statistical analysis of the 
available bathythermograms and general oceano- 
graphic knowledge. The data on the winds are on the 

whole adequate, but the distribution of badivther- 
mograms and oceanographic stations for a.ty one 
month is still most unsatisfactory. Even when the 
observations from three months are combined, there 
are very large areas without a single observation. 

If the observations were evenly scattered, both 
geographically and with time, a purely statistical 
treatment might not be seriously misleading. How- 
ever, in any given area, even as large as a 5-degree 
square, It often happens that the available data are 
mostly from a single month and are not well distrib- 
uted. The result is that it is still advisable to use a 
certain amount of art in drawing the contours, even 
In the case of the Northern Hemisphere oceans for 
which roughly 200,000 bathvthermograms and 
oceanographic stations are now available, Except for 
the Southwest Pacihc, there are less than .1,000 obser- 
vations in all three Southern liemisphcreoceansrom- 
bhicd. Figure 1 »hows the positions where bathy- 
th« rmograms have thus far been obtained. Surpris- 
ingly, it has turned out that general oceanographic 
knowledge Is on the whole adequate for this particu- 
lai purpose. The charts constructed before the bathy- 
thermograms were available in quantity differed only 
slightly from the newest editions as far as accuracy of 
oceanographic information is concerned. 

In successii'e revisions the sonar charts have gone 
through an evolution parallel to that of the predic- 
tion manuals. In the beginning they were based 
entirely on refraction, and the range contours on the 
charts simply represented average layer depth based 
on the known wind and current systems. In later 
editions other factors have been considered, 

The charts have been expanded to contain the 
periscope depth range chart, and the assured range 
and layer depth chart. The first of these shows the 
average percentage of time that th^- periscope depth 
range is reduced to less than 1,500 yards by unfavor- 
able temperature gradients near the surface of the 
water or by strong winds, of force. 7 o more on the 
Beaufort scale (relationship of the Beaufort scale to 
other velocity scales is shown in Figure 2)." 

« The Beaufort scaie was originally devised bv Admiral Sir 
Francis Beaufort in S805 on the basis of h<nv mudi canvas a man 
o' war of that, time could carry under different winds. An at- 
tempt to pface the scale OH a snore objective footing was made 
by Dr. G, C. Sirepson, whose revised scale was accepted in 1926 
by (he Imermulona! Meteorological Committee. It is this re- 
vised scale which is presented graphically in Figure 2, It relates 
the Beaufort Bunibers to wind iiieasiiraiients made with an 
anfmoeicterniomitel in an open situation at a htiglu of 33 feet 
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SUBMARINE SUPPLEMENTS I.t 

30        40       SO 
MILtS   PER   HOUR 

FIGURE 2. Beaufort scale oi wind force compared with 
other vclocitv scales. 

The assured range ami layer depth chart shows the 
average range on a submarine which is at the besi 
depth for avoiding detection (which may he peri- 
scope depth or just below layer depth), and it also 
shows the average layer depth. The range contours 
on this chart give the average range as indicated by 
temperature gradients when the wind is less than 
force 7. In regions where strong winds iremiently re- 
duce the assured range to less than 1,500 yards, the 
percentage of time this occurs is indicated. This type 
of chart depends primarily on large-scale occano- 
graphic features which can on the whole be judged 
rather well from a knowledge of the seasonal cycle. 
\x. will be improved considerably when more is 
known about the details of geographical variations 
in the seasonal ihermal cycle. 

These two types of charts have been constructed 
for both winter and summer conditions in all the 
oceans. Winter in the Northern Hemisphere is dc- 

{10 rnetcis) above sea level. The heigh! is iniportaiit, since when 
the air is stable 'i.e., with colder air underlying wS'rincr air) the 
wind velocity may vary greatly willi itltitude. Such a situation 
is common when she sea surface is much colder than the air, as 
oi' ccnain continental coasts its the sinnniei trtne. tinder such 
ciiTinnstances, the reading of an aiu'inometer mounted 'in a 
naval vessel's masthead is not necessarily a reliable indication of 
the effective wind force by the Beaufort scale. 

lined as December through February and summer as 
June through August. The same months arc used in 
Southern Hemisphere charts, but the seasons are of 
course reversed. For the North Pacific: and North 
Atlantic (here arc also three smaller charts that show 
graphically the monthly variation in the average 
periscope  depth  range,  assured  range,  and  layer 
depth. Thus, in a general way the sonar charts show 
the whole seasonal temperature cycle for these areas. 

Future sonar charts will  be improved with the 
gradual acquisition of more BT records. There arc 
very few areas in the oceans that have as yet a com- 
plete yearly cycle of BT observations, and there are 
very large areas where observations for onlv one 
month have been obtainesl. In such cases it is neces- 
sary until more records have been obtained to base 
the charts almost entirely on general oceanographic 
knowledge, wind observations, ami a scattering of 
hydrographic stations. Collection of usable records 
will also be accelerated by more accurate data accom- 
panying the bathylhermograms. Without the correct 
position, time, and date a BT slide is useless for put- 
poses of analysis. Many of them have been discarded 
because the positions were niissing or obviously in- 
correct. Perhaps other errors not so obvious have es- 
caped attention and have been responsible for some 
of the variability on the charts. 

ft has been apparent in the preceding discussion 
that sonar ranges are dependent not only on various 
purely oceanographic factors but also on winds, 
weather, and climate in general. These relationships 
will be discussed in some detail in the chapters that 
follow, although it will be seen that our knowledge 
about them is as yet by no means complete. 

2.3 SUBMARINE SUPPLEMENTS 

Submarine Supplements to the Hydrographic 
Office;'« Sailing Directions for particular areas and 
seasons have been issued to provide submariners with 
local information about diving and sound condi- 
tions. .Vlthough their general fmution is somewhat: 
similar to that of the sonar charts, the scope is much 
broader. The Supplements contain charts of average 
diving and echo ranging conditions, but they also 
discuss the oceanography of the region i» respect to 
effects of weather and seasonal climate, so that the 
usefuhicss of the charts is increased by providing real 
understanding of local conditions. Previous experi- 
ence of submariners in the area is also made available 
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14 METHODS FOR PREDICTING SONAR AND DIVING CONDITIONS 

bv including excerpts of action reports that discuss 
the practical utilization of existing oceanographic 
conditions. 

The first Submarine .Supplement, covering the Bay 
of Biscay area, was issued by the Hydrographie Office 
in June 1943, and it was followed shortly by a second 
one on late summer conditions in the Japanese Em- 

able enough to justify plans for expanding the pro- 
gram and publishing Supplements for all areas of 
strategic importance 

The type of information in the diiferent Supple- 
ments naturally has varied somewhat, depending on 
the oceanography of particular regions. In regard to 
sonar conditions, the most important leature has 
been data on the best depths for avoiding detection 
bv echo ranging activities, and this has been sup- 
plemented with material on assured ranges, maxi- 
..,„.„ ..~u„ ,..,.>(.•«; if n^risrrtnp d'1!Hh  tVDCS ot bottom 

in shallow water areas and their sonar significance, 
listening conditions, and local acoustic phenomena 
such as biological noise. Diving problems have been 
emphasized somewhat more than sonar conditions. 
Material on this subject has included ballast changes 
required for diving and cruising in the area and 
salinity corrections to BT data. 

The Submarine Supplements have not been in- 
tended for immediate tactical use. Figures on average 
conditions and probable variations are poor substi- 
tutes for exploratory dives, although they are useful 
enough when an emergency prevents such dives from 
being made before beginning offensive or defensive 
action. On the other hand, an understanding in ad- 
vance of conditions and a general knowledge of the 
imurooriate tvnc of operations to be used proves ad- 
vantageous from both the tactical and strategic stand- 
points. Strategy of latger scope, of planning a sub- 
marine campaign according to optimum balance be- 
tween desired objectives and necessary risk will also 
utilize oceanography of the type discussed in the 
Supplements, which show the areas and seasons most 
favorable to submarine operation. 

These publications, like the sonar charts, have 
been something in the nature of an experiment, It 
has not been certain throughout their development 
what information was needed most, nor were the 
available observations so complete as might be de- 
sired. The difterem Supplements have therefore 
been variable in quality and in manner of presenta- 
üon, and revisions are needed to make them more 

comprehensive and more uniform in general style 
and content. 

As in the case of prediction manuals, further de- 
velopments in subsurface warfare will necessitate 
occasional revisions of the Supplements. Statements 
previously made about changes in response to modi- 
fications of sonar equipment apply equally to all 
these puhlications. Also it seems likely that subma- 
rines in the future may operate at greater depths than 
at present. This would require extensive revision of 
all charts and considerable changes in both strategy 
and tactics. 

2.4 BOTTOM SEDIMENT CHARTS 

Submarine warfare in coastal waters made it ap- 
parent early in World War II that there was great 
need for study of the problems of echo ranging in 
shallow water and the development of rules for both 
prosubmarinc and antisubmarine forces. Accord- 
ingly, the production of bottom sediment charts was 
begun, which showed the distribution of different 
kinds of sediments with notes on the way in which 
they might be expected to affect sound ranging. This 
work was begun at a time when inforrruion on the 
acoustic qualities of bottom sediments was very in- 
complete. Indeed the whole problem of echo ranging 
in shallow water is a difficult one that has not yet 
been solved in all its details. 

The different kinds of bottom that were shown on 
the first charts were picked more or less arbitrarily. 
It was known that bottom reflection and scattering 
could materially increase or decrease echo ranges m 
shallow water and that in general A .smooth hard bot- 
tom extended the range, while a rough bottom short- 
ened it, But the details of acoustical classification of 
these bottoms were not known, nor where the boun- 
daries should be drawn between them. A detailed 
geological map would obviously be too complex for 
the purpose at hand, therefore it was necessary to 
group the many types of bottom that occur under 
the sea into a few general classes. As it later turned 
out, the choices were fortunate and, as experimental 
data have accumulated, only slight modifications of 
the range predictions have become necessary for the 
six major bottom types now in use. 

In examining the effect of bottom structure on 
echo ranging, it is important first of ail to consider 
the composition of IKJUOIH sediments. It is the tex- 
ture of the sediments that largely determines bow 
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much at the sound that reaches the bottom will be 
absorbed and how muth will be reflected back into 
the water. The softer the houom is, the more sound 
will be absorbed^. Thus a soft mud bottom will not 
rellect enough sound to return an echo from a sub- 
marine, and echo ranges can be predicted, as in deep 
water, according to the refraction pattern. A sandy 
DOXtOnl, Oil uiC uuics   älttnii, ulay iC;SiVT4,l iieatiy ail a.uc 

sound, so that there wiü ä>e liuic correlation between 
refraction and the range obtained 

In the bottom sediment charts, the criterion estab- 
lished for estimating the relative iirmness or softness 
of the bottom was grain size,1' as determined by me- 
chanical analysis. The classification has been reason- 
ably satisfactory from the acoustical standpoint ex- 
cept in the case of mud, in which it is now apparent 
that texture alone is not an adequate criterion. Two 
mud deposits with the same particle size may behave 
very differently with regard to the absorption of 
sound, one absorbing it completely, the other not at 
all. It is suspected, although not proved, that mud 
which gives some extension of range by reflection 
contains considerable clay, which imparts firmness to 
the structure. Tests of the plasticity of critical de- 
posits are needed to determine this theory. Once the 
problem has been solved by a proper combination of 
acoustical tests and laboratory analysis, the classifi- 
cation can be altered accordingly. If the percentage 
of clay in the samples proves to be the answer, many 
such areas could probably be located by geological 
inference and this information placed on the charts. 

The construction of bottom sediment charts neces- 
sitated the synthesis of material from several sources 
—navigational charts, oceanographk surveys, acous- 
tical tests, and general geological knowledge of the 
way sediments are transported and how they are re- 

*' The size iimits were set arbitrarily as follow»: 
MUD   —• 90 per cent smaller than 0.062 mm. 
SAND AND MUD-Between 10 and 90 per cent snialicr 

than 0.062 mm. 
SAND — Less than 10 per cent smaller than 0.062 imn and 

90 per cent siualier than 2.0 üäui, 

STONY— Rimmicd or angular pieces of rock more than 
2.0 mm and less than lOcin,which appear to rep- 
resent glacial drii'i or other transported material. 

ROCK. — Rocks of a size greater than 10 cm or pieces bro- 
ken from rock ledges or where Ijottoro photo- 
graphs show projectingi'focks or rock ledges 

CORAL— Calcareous masses of coral, algae, or other lime 
secreting organisms, as shown by samples or bot- 
tom iähotoijraphs. 

lated to bottom topography. Perhaps the best way to 
understand how this was done is to review the history 
of the charts. 

i'rior to the war. hundreds of bottom samples and 
cores in all types of sediments had been taken by the 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography and the Woods 
Hole Oceaiiographic Institution in  the course of 

Mechanical anal- ji'j»}/?. att>fii(Myv 

yses had been made on most of this material, so that 
considerable information was available for the con- 
struction of charts that could be used for acoustical 
work in local areas. Where coverage by actual 
samples was not complete enough, additional ones 
were immediately taken. The first bottom charts of 
the east coast included the easterly end of Long 
Island Sound, Block Island Sound, the approaches 
to New York, and Massachusetts Bay. These were 
used in experimental sound ranging by the Colum- 
bia Universkv Division of War Research at the Ü. S. 
Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory at New London 
and for ambient noise surveys off New York and in 
Block Island Sound. On the west coast, similar charts 
were made for the vicinity of San Diego and San 
Francisco Bay and were used by the Univcrsitv öf 
California Division of War Research at the Ü. S. 
Navy Radio and Sound Laboratory, San Diego, for 
acoustical tests of the bottom. During these charting 
programs, close contact was maintained between the 
cast and west coast groups so that the classification of 
sediments and the methods of chart construction 
wentid be comparable in every respect. 

Acoustical tests in areas such as the San Diego 
offing, where bottom types varied widely in relatively 
short distances, retjuired great care in demarcating 
bottom zones and keeping within the zones during 
tests, In some areas where abunda-at bottom samples 
showed sand, or sand and mud, dredging revealed the 
presence of scattered rock ledges, and in these areas 
the reverberation level was distinctly higher than in 
other zones where such ledges did not occur. Thus it 
was apparent that very careful sampling was required 
for acoustical work on the bottom, and both dredge 
lines and bottom samples were needed along the 
course of proposed sound field runs. 

In rocky areas, dredging often proved slow and 
laborious, and photographs of the bottom taken with 
an underwater camera" were found to be a better 
method. These photographs, of which examples are 
shown in Chapter 9, were quite adequate for the pur- 
pose when taken at closely spaced intervals, ant! often 
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FrMmr. 3. Cha« showing areas covered by botioin sc-dimen! chart«. 

revealed useful details of bottom topography that 
could not be determined by bottom samples. 

As 'soon as the preliminary program of charting 
and acoustical tests in local areas had progressed far 
enough to provide a scientific basis for further work, 
a general charting program was l»gim. Outside the 
areas where satiiples-were obtainable, it was neces- 
san to depend principally on bottom information 
collected during government hydrographk surveys 
together with the small amount of material reported 
in various oceanographic investigations. The surveys 
varied greatly from place to place In detail and relia- 
bility, depending on the impomuce of the region to 
navigation and on the country that conducted the 
survey. In all these cases involving transfer of infor- 
matlon from navigational charts to charts of sound 
ranging conditions, judgment needed to be exercised 
on two counts: first, to attempt to compensate for 
lack of adequate information on- the navigaiional 
charts by judging the situation according to what is 
known atout particular areas that have been sur- 
veyed by more thorough methods; second, to simplify 
the charts by using in some cases a classification that 
is functionally correct from the sound ranging stand- 
point although nor necessarily accurate geologically. 

The methods used in this work will be described in 
detail in a later chapter. 

During the course of several years* work most of 
the important strategic areas have been charted, in- 
cluding the coast of the united States, the Philip- 
pines., the Japanese Islands, the cast coast of China, 
French Indo-China, Malaya, the eastern side of the 
Bay of Bengal, parts of the East Indies, and selected 
areas off the European and African coasts. The loca- 
tion of these charts is shown in Figure 3. 

The bottom sediment charts are used for range 
predictions and are incorporated In the classilication 
schemes in the manuals. They are therefore an im- 
portant part of the general tactical considerations 
involved in the spacing of vessels and the operation 
of-sonar equipment so as to obtain maximum effi- 
ciency. They are equally important to submarines in 
the latter respect and can also be used in choosing 
favorable operating areai. It seems probable, how- 
ever, that the full value of these charts will not be; 
realized until work now underway has been com- 
pleted. This will include not only-general improve- 
ment of the charts along the lines already discussed, 
but also modifications of sonar equipment intended 
specifically to improve performance in shallow water. 
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■Chapters 

TRANSMISSION OF SOUND IM SEA WATER 

»■i     PROPAGATION OF SOUND WAVES 

SOUND waves propagated in ajionrogeneous medi- 
um radiate outward from the source in straight 

lines. If the sound source is constructed so as to be di- 
rectional, then most, of the sound will be projected in 
ihe form of a conical beam with its axis perpemlk- 
ular to the face of ihe projector. Ihis situation is 
shown diagnumnatirally in Figure 1, in which. A, B, 
and C are successive sound impulses (pings) which 
can be visualized as sections of the coot* that cosisli- 
tutes (he highly directionai and most intense part of 
the emitted sound. Sound of weaker intensity will be 
projected at greater angles as indicated by dotted 
Hues in the lignrc and will return an echo from a 
target at close range as indicated by the enlarged en- 
velope of the sound impulse at A, but the greater the 
range the smaller will be the angular width of the 
effective cone, which with standard Navy sonar gear 
is approximately 10 to 12 degrees wide at ranges 
greater than d&0 yards. 

s.u Fact©» Afectiag Traasmissioa 

Because of divergence, the intensity of sound de- 
creases with increasing distance from the sound 
source. Except for some small loss by absorption, we 
can assume that the total amount of energy in the 
sound pulse is the same at ranges A, B, and C But as 
the cross sectional area of the bfam increases, the 
amount of sound that will be intercepted and turned 
back by a target ol unit arm decreases. Since the in- 
crease in the diameter of the pulse is proportional to 
the range, the increase in its area Is proportional to 

the stjuare of the range. It follows then that within 
any area of constant size within the sound pulse, the 
intensity decrease will be inversely proportional to 
the square of the range. 

When the sound striking a target is scattered back, 
then the reflected sound traveling away from. the 
target suffers Intensity loss by divergence in the same 
way as docs the outgoing sound pulse from the pro- 
jector. Therefore, in passing from target to receiver 
the intensity of the echo decreases as the inverse 
square of the range. Combining these two losses, the 
total decrease In intensuy between the outgoing 
sound pulse.and the echo that comes back is propor- 
tional so the inverse fourth power of the range. For 
every tenfold increase in range, the Imenshy in the 
direct beam will be decreased to 1/100 of its original 
value, and the echo intensity by the time It reaches 
the receiver will be reduced to 1/10,000. Absorption 
of sound by the water makes this decrease in sound 
intensity even more rapid, panicularly at long 
ranges. All this explains why the sound of a ping at a 
range of !0,000 yards may be louder than an echo 
from' a target at 1,000 yards, and why echo ranges are 
distinctly limited by the power of the gear. It also 
makes it clear that a very great increase in sound out- 
put would l>c required to produce a moderate in- 
crease in echo ranges. 

The strength of an echo depends on t?ie size of die 
target as well as on range. Thus a large vessel returns 
a stronger echo than a small one, and for a ship of any 
given size the beam aspect, presents a better target 
than bow or stern. 

These are a few of the simple properties of sound 

FKJURE i, UJagraniinalk drawing of outgoing ping showing shape o! Ijoain pattern and divergence «! sound ra) 
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¥mv»M 2. Diagramnwsk drawing of oiitgoing iiiisg showing effect of refraction. 

trausmisskm in a homogeneous medium. However, 
the sea is far S'roni homogeneous and, moreover, in 
echo ranging the source of the sound is c|iute near the 
surface, which complicates the situation by reflecting 
ant! scattering sound. The physical characteristics ot 
sea water—its temperature and saliaity, the number 
and she of the particles suspended in it, and the dis- 
turbances of its surface—vary widely from place to 
place and from time to time. All these affect trans- 
nussion, and underwater sound is therefore subject 
not only to expected divergence and absorption, but 
also to varying degrees of refraction, reflection, and 
scattering. ,    - 

REFLECTION 

Reflection occurs both from the ocean bottom and 
from the underside of the sea surface. If these surfaces 
are smooth, extension of range may result through 
reinforcement of the direct sound beam. If they arc 
rough, sound iviii be scattered in all directions, and 
that pan winch is returned to the kwaiion of the 
original sound source, thereby interfering with echo 
recognition, is known as reverberation. The bottom 
effects are important enough to be regarded as the 
controlling factor in echo ranging wherever the 
depth of water is less than about 100 or 200 fathoms. 
•Surface reflection and scattering are usually less sig- 
nificant in standard echo ranging. However, at short 
ranges (less than 1,000 yards) reverberation from the 
surface forms the principal background in echo rang- 
ing and may be «he conti oiling factor in the detection 
of small objects whenever the sea is not calm. 

llEFRACriON 

Variations in the temperature and salinity of sea 
water can profoundly affect sound transmission be- 
cause they produce variation In the speed of sound as 
it travels from one point to another, and this in turn 
causes refraction of sound waves. It was shown in the 
introductory chapters how discovery of this phenom- 
enon led to the development of the bathythermo- 
graph [BT] and accompanying prediction methods 
as instruments of naval warfare. At this lime it is 
worth-while to discuss the principles of the simple 
refraction theory as it was first developed, since it 
provides an adecpiate framework for the essential 
facts oh underwater sound transmission and the way 
in which maximum echo and listening ranges are 
affected by temperature gradients. It should be kept 
in mind, however, that while the theory is in approxi- 
mate agrcemeut with the most important observed 
results, subsequent experiments have shown it to be 
an incompiete explanation. Discussion of these later 
modilicatrons of the refraction theory is beyond the 
scope of the present work but will be taken up in 
other volumes of the Summary Technical Report of 
Division 6. 

Sound waves travel in straight lines only in a me- 
dium in which the specif is everywhere constant. In 
sea water the speed of sound generally varies with 
depth. Suppose, for example, the speed increases with 
depth. In that case every ray of the sound beam will 
be curved toward the surface. The more rapid the 
change of speed with depth, the more strongly the 
rays will be curved. This bending of the sound rays is 
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called refraction, h will aid in understanding refrac- 
tion (o imagine that the lower part o£ the beam, in 
the example just cited, keeps getting slightly ahead 
of the upper part, because of the slight dilierence in 
speed in the water at the levels at which the two pans 
of the beam travel. It is a fundamental law of wave 
motion that the rays, which indicate fhe direction of 
travel, are always perpendicular to the wave fronts. 
A wave front is the surface occupied bv the front of a 
sound signal at any instant. Because the lower part of 
the wave front keeps gaining on the upper, the beam 
will curve upward. 

If the speed decreased with depth, the beam would 
bend downward. Refraction always causes a sound 
ray to shift its course toward the water in which the 
speed is lower. Iltis condition is illustrated in exag- 
gerated form in Figure 2. 

VELOCITY OF SOUN» 

The speed of sound in sea water depends on the 
temperature and composition of the water. In gen- 
eral these cjuantities vary bosh horizontally and ver- 
tically, but only the latter is of any great significance. 
While hori/ontal changes in the speed of sound will 
cause changes in the time required for a signal to 
travel heuvcen rw » points, this effect is small and 
never serious in echo ranging. But changes in velndtv 
with depth, even slight ones due to warming of the 
surface water on a bright, calm day, deflect the sound 
beam from the hori/ontal plane and may cause it to 
overshoot or undershoot the tat get. 

In echo ranging work, in which only the upper few 
hundred feet of water are involved, temperature is 

generally the most important factor causing varia- 
tions in sound velocity. The chemical content of sea 
water, of which salt is the major constituent and the 
only one which need be considered, is relatively uni- 
form in the open ocean and is therefore less impor- 
tant titan temperature in determining sound veloc- 
ity. Furthermore, as will be shown later, in layers 
where vertical salinity gradients exist there is nearly 
always also a vertical temperature gradient. Another 
minor factor is pressure, which increases proportion- 
ally wiih depth. The effect of these three variables on 
the speed of sound is shown in Figure 3, It will be 
noted that they all change the velocity in the same 
direction. An increase in temperature, salinity, or 
depth (pressure) causes an increase in the velocity of 
sound. 

GRADIENTS 

In sound transmission the vertical velocity gra- 
dient is more important than the velocity itself, since 
it is the change in velocity with depth that determines 
how much refraction will take place. 'Fhe velocity 
gradient is readily determined from the gradients of 
salinity and temperature. The salinity gradient is de- 
fined as she rate of increase of salinity with depth, in 
parts per thousand (%H)) per foot. The temperature 
gradient is the rate of increase of tenipcralurc with 
depth, in degrees Fahrenheit per foot. These gra- 
dients arc therefore called positive if the quantity in 
(juestion increases with depth, negative if it decreases. 

It will be seen later that in the great majority of 
cases temperature gradients in the sea are zero or neg- 
ative. Moreover, except in certain  localized areas 
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\ 
tempenuurc giadients control the sound velocity 
gradients. With a zero gradieiu in sempcnmin: 
(mixed layer), echo ranges are long because the sound 
rays are very nearly straigl«, having only a slight up- 
ward curvature due to the pressure effect. On the 
other hand, with a strong negative gradient near the 
surface, echo ranges will be short because the sound 
beaih is refracted sharply downward, in the ocean it 
is common to find a mixed layer overlying a negative 
temperature gradient. In such cases the echo range 
on a target in the mixed layer will be long, but the 
part of the sound team that enters the negative gradi- 
ent will be refracted downward, resulting in reduc- 
tion of range. 

There are two phenomena which may cause re- 
duction of range by refraction. With a strong nega- 
tive temperature gradient from the surface down- 
ward, each ray of the sound beam curves down in a 
great arc, and beyond the horizontal limits of the 
beam is a so-called shadow zone into which no sound 
penetrates other than by scattering. An echo-ranging 
vessel will not be able to detect a target in the shadow 
zone, but as soon as the latter comes wsthin the direct 
beam the echoes will come in loud and clear. This Is 
the situation illustrated In Figure 2, in which the 
submarine at A is In the direct beam and the one at - 
B is in the shadow zone. 

With slighter negative temperature gradients and 
generally with any gradient underlying a- mixed 
layer, the shadow zone is not very clearly defined. But 
downward refraction at any depth below projector 
level exaggerates the normal divergence of sound 
rays. And since the intensity of sound within the 
beam Is Inversely proportional to the divergence of 
the sound beam, refraction under these conditions 
has the effect of reducing echo intensity and thereby 
mluring the range. Thus a target in the negative 
gradient beneath a mixed layer may he within the 
direct beam but still Ise undetectable because the 
echoes are too weak to IK? hfrrd against the back- 
ground of reverberation and ship's noise. "Tills is 
known as layer effect. 

BOTTOM EFFECTS , 

As stated previously, sound transmission in shal- 
low water Is complicated by bottom effects. Wherever 
the depth is* greater than 200 fothoms, the bottom can 
be neglected in echo ranging. In contrast, where the 
water is less than 100 fathoms deep, the bottom sedi- 

raerus frequcmly become the limiting factor in deter- 
mining maximum range. Between the 200-fathom 
contour and dte HMi-fathom contour is a zone of un- 
certainty as far as the effect of the bottom is con- 
cerned. However, the bottom usually slopes so steeply 
between these two contours that only a small fraction 
of the ocean area is involved.  . 

What makes the situation particularly difficult, in 
shallow water. Is that both the texture of the sedi- 
ments and the topography of the bottom are acoustl- 
caliy important. The bottom scatters some sound 
back toward the source, giving rise to reverberation 
above which the echo must be recognized, and it may 
also act as an efficient rellectlng surface for extend- 
ing sound into areas where the intensity would other- 
wise be too low to return an echo. Thus a smooth, 
hard bottom can Increase the maximum range over 
what would be eXj>ected under the same refraction 
conditions In deep water-, but a rough bottom may 
cause such loud reverberation that the echo cannot 
be recognized. 

Variations in echo and reverberation Intensity re- 
sulting frommultiple reflections frequently result in 
the so-called skip distance effect. Contact may first be 
established at relatively long ranges through bcttom- 
reliected sound, but at medimn ranges where the-di- 
rect sound beam strikes the bottom, reverberation 
may be strong enough to IMSV »he echo. Then at 
short ranges the echo level may be higher than the 
reverberation level, and contact will lie regained. If 
the target Is dose to the bottom, skip distances are 
uncommon. Such a target will be struck by the sound 
beam at approximately the same range at which the 
bottom Is struck as well. .Thus, maxima hr echo 
strength may be expected at the same ranges at which 
the bottom reverberation will also be strong. If the 
reverberation is strong enough to mask the echo at 
one particular range, it- will mask the echo at all 
longer ranges as well. Whether bottom reverberation 
is strong enough to mask an echo depends primarily 
on the bottom matetial, and also on the depth of the 
water, the strength of he echo, and the rcfr;- ctioa pat- 
tern." The range at which masking by reverberation 
is first likely to occur Is e<|ual to alxmt four to six 
times the depth of the water, provided that strong 
negative temperature gradients" are present. The 
range over which such masking may persist for a 
shallow target, will vary, depending in part on the 
sediment, bat common!)' if is about 500 to 700 yards. 
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When the water is isothermal to the bottom, the 
range at which masking by reverberation is first likely 
is more nearly ten time» the water depth. 

Except over soft mud bottoms, which absorb 
nearly all the sound reaching them, or where there is 
strong upward refraciion, layer effect is absent or 
much reduced its shallow water because the low in- 
tensity parts of the direct sound isekl are more or less 
(died with botiom-reflecied sound. 

OTHER FACTORS 

False echoes are relaliyely frei|uent In shallow 
water, although well-trained operators should nearly 
always be able to dassify them correctly. False echoes 
may be of se%'eral varieties: echoes from schools of 
fish, bottom Irregularities, or wrecks, and sharp local. 
rises in the reverberation level under condltiops of 
strong downward refraclion. ■ 

The ambient noiseievei will vary in shallow water, 
not only because of noise of biological, origin and 
noise from waves, but also depending on the prox- 
imity to the shore, especially if the surf is heavy. In 
addition, the, noise level will depend somewhat on 
the reflecting qualities of the bottom. 

Therefore, in general it can be concluded that 
sound conditions in coastal waters are highly variable 
and tesid to be poor except over a smooth, sandy 
bottom. These factors have in general been favorable 
to^ubmarmes. Since shipping must converge off the 
main ports and since mitch cargo is carried coastwise, 
it is frequently possible for submarines to lie in wait , 

in particular areas that are oceanographically suit- 
able. These advantages are partly offset by the fact 
thai effective air coverage is more easily maintained 
near land; nevertheless, submarine activity could 
continue in coastal waters, especially where favorable 
oceanographk factors coincide with a high density 
of-shipping. It is apparent therefore that both pro- 
submarine and antisubmarine groups must recogimc 
and understand the problems of range prediction in 
shallow water. 

These, then, are the major factors involved in the 
transmission of sound in sea water. The BT fills the 
obvious need for an instrument to measure the tem- 
perature gradients in the water. The prediction 
manuals serve to convert this mforraation into a 
form that is tacdcally usable. However, there always 
remains the question of how long the observed condi- 
tions will remain reasonably constant, or to put it 
another way, how often BT readings will be required 
and what sound conditions arc likely to be the next 
day and the day after. These questions are partially 
answered by the sonar charts, but the latter are of lim- 
ited value in the saute way that a chart of average 
weather conditions is limited In Its value for predict- 
ing the weather tomorrow. Use of the charts and of 
BT predictions in general will therefore be much 
Improved if It is tempered by Judgments based on . 
some uodemandmg of physical oceanography and 
weather and the interrelations of both with sound 
conditions. The basic principles of this knowledge 
will be summarised In Parte 2 and S, 
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Chapter 4 

SUBMARINE DIVIMG PROBLEMS 

i.l INTRODUCTION 

IN THE chapters that follow there are nunruTOu1 

references to submarine diving problems in con- 
nection with particular oceanographic com!a iom. Be- 
fore the clevelopraent of the submarine bathythermo- 
graph fJBT], the submariner had no method for de- 
termining quickly and easily the oceanographic 
characteristics of the waters in which he was operat- 
ing. Diving and maintaining trim at the desired 
depth were largely a matter of trial and error and 
were therefore costly in time and effort. The diving 
rules developed in connection with the BT have 
greatly simpHfied these operations. The whole sub- 
ject is covered in detail in Volume 6B of Division 6. 
In the meantime the subject will be outlined broadly 
by way of introduction to oceanographic considera- 
tions discussed in other chapters of this volume. 

A submerged submarine has two methods of chang- 
iop depths which may be used singly or together. 
First, it can change its buoyancy by regulating the 

, amount of sea water in its ballast tanks. Flooding bal- 
last makes the submarine less buoyant so that it sinks; 
pumping ballast makes it more buoyant, and it rises. 
Second, the elevation of the diving planes can be 
changed so that as the sidmiarine moves through the 
water it planes up or down, A modification of this 
method is to ballast unequally fore and aft. The hull 
then lies at an angle in the water, and the planing 
effect is produced without changing the diving 
planes. 

It is of the greatest importaiice in submarine oper- 
ation to be able to change depth efficiently. It often 
takes an appreciable amount of time to flood or 
pump the requisite amount of water. During offen- 
sive or defensive operations a delay of a few mimites 
caused by faulty judgment, as to the correct ballast 
change' may be costly. The noise involved In diving 
operations is also an important consideration when 
operating among enemy ships thai may be maintain- 
ing a listening watch. 

With these considerations in mind, it is evident 
that optiinuns efficiency in diving operar ions means 
achieving the best possible balance between speed in 
completing the chaisge in depth and quit' icss of 

operation throughoui. It implies knowledge before- 
hand of what ballast changes will be needed and 
when, so that the submarine will not at any time be- 
come dangerously out of trim and require a sudden 
burst of speed or other noisy operation to keep- it 
under control. 

■1.2 DENSITY xmim 
Maintaining efficient diving operations would be 

simple il" the buoyancy of sea water were everywhere 
uniform. Since it Is not, the variations in density thai 
occur make each dive a separate problem requiring 
slightly different tactics. These, are considered briefly 
beiow.,' 

II, for example, the submarine is in trim at peri- 
scope depth, its overall density is approximately the 
same as that of the surrounding sea water. Conse- 
quently, It has no great tendency either to rise or sink, 
and such small movements as occur are readily cor- 
rected with slight changes in the angle of the diving 
planes. As the vessel travels at periscope depth if may 
move into water of greater or less derisliy. An increase 
in temperature makes the watet expand so that it is 
lighter. The density also depends on its salt content 
(see Settion 5.1). Such changes in density require re- 
ballasting to bring the submarine back into trim. 
However, these lateral density changes are relatively 
slight in most cases, and it requires no great effort to 
keep the vessel on a horizontal course. 

If a submarine in trim at periscope depth dives in ■ 
water of imiform density, it gradually gets out of 
trim because the increasiiäg pressure at greater depths 
compresses she hul!, making the submarine less buoy- 
ant. Therefore under these conditions a submarine 
must pump ballast during the dive in order to main- 
tain trim. The amount of water to be pumped out 
depends on the size of the submarine and on its com- 
ptcssibility, the latter 'varying with the type of con- 
struction and, to a lesser-extent, with,individual 
vessels. 

The case alwe is one of the rarer examples of a 
diving operation, because «he water is notoftea of 
uniform density down to the maximuan depth of 
submarine operation. 
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FICURE 1. Siibtnarine bathytherniogram showing effect <>f 
teojpersture gradients on ballasting operations. 

« TEMPERATURE -YARIATIOWS 

It WJSS,pointed out in the iritrcKiuction that the 
temperature may decrease from the surface down- 
ward or in the water underlying a mixed surface 
layer. With decreasing temperature the density 
would increase downward. The-sea may be thought 

■of as a series of horizontal layers one below another. 
In which the density is either uniform or increases 
downward by a greater or lesser amount, 

Ä layer of increasing density gives a diving subma- 
rine more support and tends to counteract the com- 
pression effect. It is conceivable that the two effects 
■may justbsdance, so that a diving submarine will re- 
main In trim all the way down. On the submarine 
BT card (Figure 1) are printed isoballasi lines, which 
show the amount of temperature change with depth 
that will, by its effect on the density .oC the water, 
exactly balance the compression effect of a subma- 
rine oi the type for which the card was prepared. In 
any layer where the teraperaitire-depth trace parallels 
the isoballast lines, the diving submarine will remain 
in the same state of trim throughout the layer. I£ the 
temperature is more nearly trniform, so that the trace 
crosses the isoballast lines toward the right, a diving 
submarine will get heavier and will have to pump 
ballast to- regain trim. In a strong gradient that 
crosses toward the left, it will be light and will have 
to flood ballast. 

As is already apparent from previous discussions, 
it Is comsion to find lemperature conditions in the 
sea of the kind shown in Figure 2, in which there is 
a surface layer of mixed water arsd an underlying 
layer with a sharp decrease in temperature. Suppose 
a submarine is in trim at periscope depth (Position 
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Fir.iiRE 8, Submarine b;miyihemog?am showing diving 
operations In a »nixed layer with an underlying ncgafive 
gradient. 

A) and' makes a dive with no ballast changes. As it 
goes through the mixed layer it gets heavier and 
sinks more rapidly. But the temperature gradient 
below gives it more buoyancy again, and it finally 
comes to trim at Position B,,where the temperature 
trace intersects the same isoballast line that passed 
through Position A. This is an example of a very 
quick and efficient dive chat 'makes full use of & 
knowledge of the temperature conditions. It would 
be much less efficient to dive in trim, pumping while 
in. the mixed layer andjooding again below it. How- 
ever/If there were no temperature gradient, below 
the raixed layer, it would be more efficient as well as 
safer to remain more or less in trim all the way clown. 
Thus, the correct diving procedure  depends on 
knowledge of the vertical temperature structure of 
the water. The example described above is unusually 
simple since it is not cosmnonly possible to dive with- 
out making any ballast changes at all. Nevertheless, 
the general principle holds in almost any case, that 
it 1.5 possible to dive more efficiently in water of 
known temperature structure than in an imknown 
situation because when the diving officer knows the 
total amount of ballast change that will be needed, 
he can make the proper adjustments at an even rate 
through the entire operation and will not. be slopped 
by a sharp density gradient or forced to increase the 
noise output of the submarine in the effort to get 
through the layer. The time thus saved during a dive 
may be as much as 10 or 15 minutes. 

In order to obtain proper knowledge of the tem- 
perature structure of the water;it is necessary for the 
submarine to make frequent exploratory dives. Den- 
sity conditions are best dealt with in an emergency 
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if d recent BT record is available. How often such 
dives are needed depends on the variability of tem- 
peraLure conditions where the submarine is operat- 
ing, and for this purpose sonar charts and Subma- 
rine Supplements provide the submariner with infor- 
mation about local variability. In offensive and de- 
fensive operations, however, this informailon about' 
average layer depth is obviousiy less useful than the 
more complete and specific knoivledge obtained by a 
recent exploratory dive. 

The use of BT records for the control of diving 
makes no aliowancefor vertical density changes due 
to saliniiy structure. Throughout the greater part of 
the deep oceanic regions variability of sadinity is an 
Insignifscant factor, but there are local areas, partic- 
ularly in shallow water, where it is Important. In 
such places temperature records must be used with 
discretion and supplemented where possible by sal- 
inity data in the Submarine Supplements or by gen- 
eral oceaisographk knowledge of the. kind described 
in subsequent chapters and dealt with more specÜi- 
.cally in the volume on diving control previously re- 
ferred to. More adequate mforniationt can .be ob- 
tained ■ by the use of the salinity-compensated BT. 
Whether or not it will be useful enough to justify 
Imialllng such a complicated and bulky insiTwment 
will perhaps depend on the location of future stra- 
tegic,areas, 
-. Further reference to the saliniiy-compensated BT 

may be found in Section 1.3 on "The Bathythermo- 
graph for Submarines." 

«    PROGRESS OF FOREIGN NATIONS 

It Is not known whether foreign nations have de- 
velofjcd diving control to die same degree astmr own 
Navy, but It can at least be assumed that they under- 
stand the advantage of making use of density layers 
and have charts of average conditions ssradar to those 
in the Supplements. This-much,-as stated previously, 
has been determined from a captured Cernian sub-. 
inariue, and the usefulness of density layers is too 
obvious to escape any submariner. For them it is a 
fortunate coincidence that from both the arousuc 
ami diving standpoints" density layers provide the 
.best possible protection in evasion. The so-called 
"layer effect"' has been mentioned, which reduces 
the echo and listening ranges on a submarine sub- 
merged well below the top of a density layer. It is also 
apparent, that a submarine in the middle of such a 
layer recjulres little effort to maintain constant depth. 
If k rises it will be in water of less buoyancy and will 
tend to sink again. If It goes deeper it will encounter 
more buoyant water. Hence, it is not only easy to 
raamialn quiet operation, creeping, or balancing 
with the motor stopped, but also it Is easier to main- 
tain control of the ship during a depth-charge attack. 
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■    Chapter 5 

THE SASIC VERTICAL THERMAL STRUCTURE 

OF THE OCEANS 

»•' THE FHIMAilY SUgBIVISIONS - 

ALTHOUGH in this report we are concerned only 
with die physical characteristics of the water 

/ down to the greatest depth in which a submarine can- 
operate, it Is advisable at the outset to consider briefly' 
the vertical structure of the water column as a whole. 
The main ocean" basins average some 2,500 fathoms 
(15,0(10 feet) in depth. Until recently submarines 
seldom descended to depths greater than 500 feet, but 
the lower limit may now be approaching twice this 

' depth. Nevertheless, in the open ocean even 1,000 
feet is only a small fraction of the dt:pih of the whole 
water colimm. 

■ From rnsny standpoints, the upper one or two 
thousand feet is the most interesting pan of the 
ocean. It is the "part that. Is most affected by winds and 
weather, by seasonal changes In temperature, and by 

'geographical variation in climate. The surface 
waters of the oceaää are therefore highly variable. 
This variability presents many problems of joint In- 
terest to the science of oceanography and- to the prac- 
tical applications ■ of oceanography to subsurface 

■ warfare. 
By contrast the deep waters of the ocean are static. 

Theniost violent storms have little effect at depths 
greater than about I-,,500 feet. Seasonal and geograph-' 
ical varlatiom are slight Butspcaking-in the absolute 
sense, no part of the ocean Is completely static. Water 
-movement in the great depths takes place as a very ' 
slow drift of a large ma.« of water, in contrast to the 
more rapid and localized surface airrenls, but large 
volumes: of water are transported by this means. Such 
movements are directly related lo interchanges be- 
tween surface.and deep water, which In turn play a 
part In determining the temperature pattern of the, - 
upper warer. Therefore, it Is hardly possible to un- 
derstand -either vertical temperature structure or 
oceanic circulation without considering to some ex- 
tent, the ocean as a whole. 

The basic thermal structure of the ocean is illus- 
trateil in Its simplest form In Figure 1, which is typ- 
ical of winter conditions in mlddadrudes. It is essen- 
tially a three-layered system: a relatively warm and - 
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FK;!«!-: 1. Bask themia! sirutfure of ihc ocean-typicai 
wlirtCT conditions in inid-laiiuides. 

shallow surface layer xvkidi Iras very nearly the sa-.ac 
temperature as the air above It, and which is stirred 
by the wind so that the,temperature changes little 
with depth; a very deep mass of much colder water In 
which temperature decreases very slightly and uni- 
formly with depth; and a third layer of transition 
between, known as the main thermociine. The term 
thermodine-in oceanography is used for any layer in 
which temperature decreases markedly with depth. 
This is a stable Situation, that is to say, density also 
increases, with depth, ,   .  .     - 

The concept of stability as a function of the den- 
sity appears frequently in any discussion of ocean- 
ography, and It Is important to understand just what 
is involved. The density of sea water is dependent on 
its temperature, salt content, and the pressure of the 
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FictüEB, Effect of twnpcrature, salinity, and presssir*ett 
density. 

surrounding water.-Detmiy increases when, the sal- 
inity or pressure increases, but it decreases when the 
water expands with iiicreaslng temperatyre. When 
these properties arc known, the density can be deier- 
mtnctl readily from standard tables such as those of 
Knudsen.1 Graphically the relationship can be repre- 
sented.as hi Figure 2. It can be seen that the effect of 
pressure is slight, and it usually can be neglected in 
oceanographic studies. Teinpcrauu'c and salinity are 
die-factors ordinarily considered, and in most cases 
icraperattire is snore impoitant. 

Water masses of different density tend to arrange 
themselves In more or Jess horizontal strata with the 
lightest water at the surface andihe most dense water 
at the bottom. 'Hits is a stable situation since work is 
required by wind or forces produdng turhulencein 

order to depress the light water or raise the heavier 
sufficiently to mis. them to homogeneity. The effec- 
tiveness of the resistance of stable layers to vertical 
turbulence is indicated by the form of the tempera- 
ture curve In Figure ls in which the depth of the 
mixed layer is a relatively small part of the whole 
water column. 

Continuing the discussion of the simple, three- 
layered winter ocean, FigureS shows a diagrammatic 
sketch of a north-south profile through the North 
Atlantic. The relatively warm surface layer is roughly 
lens-shaped in profile, being deepest in rsid-latltudes. 
The thermocline, too, is deepest and thickest in raid- 
latitudes, and it 'intercepts the surface in a narrow 
batjd, Just beyond the poleward limit of the warm 
surface layer. In latitudes higher than about 50° 
the entire water column-Is ■relatively cold, and this 
water is continuous with the cold deep layer -that 
underlies the thenmKisne further south, 

■ To a certain degree, the distribution of the three 
primary layers is in agreement .with the previous - 
statement that waters of different densily »end to 
form stable horizontal layers. However, it is also evi- 
denl that-thclayers do not achieve corapl .i äbühy, 
else they would l>e found at all liniti-A--. h-c-r. At- 
equator totte poles and with uniform'thickness. One 
of the main reasons for this lack of uniformhy is the 
variation in temperature and amount of solar radia- 
tlosi at different latitudes. In the tropics the water is 
Ixjing heated. As it decreases In density it expands, 
and spreads northward and "southward along the sur 
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face, gradually cooling as it approaches high lati- 
tudes. As the warm mrfm? water is drained off from 
the tropics It is replaced by underlying cold water 
that flows I« underneath from the polar regions. 
Thus it is apparent that the deep water layer of all 
the oceans is ultimately derived from high latitudes 
aiid-has much the same-characteristics of salraky and- 
temperalisre as the surface waters of those regions. 

At a latitude of about 50° North Is a zone, pic- 
tured dlagrammadcally in Figure 3, 'where there is 
a considerable amount of ■ miscing beiwcee- arctk 
water a«d the warmer water from the. south. It is a 
confused region, hydrographkaliy speaking, with 
much eddy movemeui between masses of water at 
contrasting temperature and salinity, so that some« 
limes the warmer water near the surface overlies the 
colder waic'r a5id sometimes the colder water overlies 
the ",'j-i ■■■■:-r water. The surface water carried to this 
region 'from the tropics" Is more saline than the p dar 
water. As it gets colder in high latitudes it becomes 
dense enough to sink and become pan of the main 
thermodine. At the polnä ,= .o-u'sig the surrounding 
surface wa*er converges to take its pHce. Because of. 
this eharaeteristlc,--the region around 50" North Js 
called- -the suimrrtic canvergehce (a similar '/one in 
the Southern Hr:- , . reis known as iiv .vihantmr- 
ik convergence). In the thermocline, as in the deep 
layer, there Is'a slow drift of water from its point of 
origin In high latitudes toward the tropics. 

The basic vertical temperature structui'c and the 
CTCulattoa of the ocean have been described-as phe- 
nofnena of healing and cooling- and ol water raovc- 
i',. ->> ■ produced by these changes in deasky. It will 
be shown that this basic picture is modified by a num- 
ber of factors, in particular by the - winds, by 'ths. 
earth's rotation, by the configuration of the ocean- 
basins, and by the seasons. These factors will l>e con- 
sidered-fur tiier in the■ 3ppropräat''*■ places. In the 
meantime, the review of the temperaUiä-t ssriiruire i». 
continaed with »".summary of pracUctsl '; , «icallons 
and an examluaslon of some of the temperature ob- 
sert'atioiB that have been made. 

From ■ the- rtandpoinr, of subsurface warfare the - 
a foremen iloned generalisations concernsng the dis- 
tribution of the three primary thermal layers may 
be roughly summarized as follows: 

1. In. winter beyond a latitude of about 50° in 
mid-ocean, and again In mid-latitudes, the water - 
will be viriualiy isothermal down to the lower limit 

'of .«ibmaririe operation. 

2, The main thermocline approaches thesurfacein 
the equatorial region, becoming shallow enough to 
affect submarme operaiitms by shortening the range 
on a submarine that Is submerged belowihe isother- 
mal layer. The same Is true near the edge o£ surface 
currents,- such as-the Gulf Stream, that transport 
tropkal v .-. ;o higher lathmt?-. • '- ;;dckeningof 
the mi?«-1 la r in the central bavn- of 1 it oceans 
and she thinning at the periphery are largely the re- 
sult of the wind systems ef the earth, which produce 
surface currents n,- ■ "< ■• «-can, dt r ..- >. '.e water in a 
peat eddy -in middatltudes In each ocean and tend- 
ing to concentrate the warm surface layer in mld- 
ocean. The "effect 01 - - , lii . -, 
prove soutMl ranges i ' • ', • '. , , r>-1 
reduce them'ai the |x!riphcry, 

3. In the subpolar convergences, where foe warm' 
water and the cold %vater are in close contact, the con- 
clitions arc variable. .Sometimes positive letnperarure 
gradients, sometimes negative tempentture gradients 
arecnc.-H 

Follow"; ■ ,is sketch of the vertical temperature 
distribution Ina somewhat diagrammatic and ideal- 
ked ocean Is a samph - -'.,..,,: 
this simple picture hm been cferlveu. 11:«; staiKlüfd 
instrument of physt- •...<•., ny tes ten the 
deep-sea reversing thermometer. Pairs of: these instru- 
ments are usually lowered in seri^- rm s wire cafiie, 
the thermometers being attached "to ä frame kiiows» 
as a vrnterAmttlf.: The mechanism is tripped by a 

"■enger sent down on the cable, whk-h causes the 
thennornelers 1« ?urri upside JD-VS:, hreaklng the 
njercurv'- urmis ba ;? i.^trrda the K «pes tis 5 as 
the depth of reversal. At the same time the bottle' 
■-*<' .-* . '\'ii s ^ a sample of water from the same 
dep*'»   Thw      it      1 '?fc«ftai!on, ;u H . «  l1 *\ 
consists of pair* of temperature readings, usually m 
approximately MMkneter (SSO feet) depth intervals , 
and a water .wunplc from rudt clept! 
lyzed for salinity and often for varkms diäsolved stib- 
J*t«inces aswell. 

By using \l\t deep-sea reversing thermometers in 
pairs iris■ possible to overcome the difficulty that is 
caused by-the current or the drift of the vessel which 
ordinarily prevent the wire supporting the instru- 
ment from hanging vertically. In each pair of ther- 
mointter» t>nc h f .\ .«ed by a •, '  -i 
presstire of the water. Because of the eoinpressibiiitv 
of the glass of the unprotected instruroent, it -will 
record a somewlm higher temperature than the pro- 
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:tect.ecl instrument with which it is paired. From the 
■differences in reading of the two instxumems the- 
:dc-pth can be calculated with ä very satisfactory de- 
gree-of, accuraey.       ' ■,.       ■  ■ 

When good quality deep-sea reversing iherinora- 
cters are used at sufficiently close depth intervah and 
the ' depths■ have been corrected for'the changing 
angle of the supporting wire cable3 a sn«M:rth curve 
joining the observed points on a temperature-depth 
plot gives a reliable,pktnre of the major feitures of 
rite vertical thennaJ structure at the "station in ques« 
lion. Unfortunately, in the past it has not always 
been possible to use reversing themiometers at suffi- 
dently close depth intervals, csperJally near the 
surface. 

While the baihythermograph. [BT] has very obvi- 
ous ..advantages, in its-stasidard form it records the 
temperature down to a.depth'of only 450 feet. Fur- 
thermore, the horizontal distribution of BT observa- 
tions is as yet inadequate. Therefore, many of the 
tempcrausre-depth curves given below are primarily 
based oti reversing thermometer observations, but are 

so drawn as to agree near the surface with the avaü- 
abie'BT data Irom the area ir question. ,, 

S.I.I , ftiglt JUatlmdes 

iJnldrttjnately very- few data" are "available from 
high latitudes in midwinter. Some "of these are plot- 
ted in Figure 4 and show that the water column is 
indeed essentially isothermal. Surface temperatures 
close to 32 F are frequently encouniered in the open 
ocean, and even lower close to the land.-But what 
forms the "bottom, water in low latitudes is not ihe 
coldest water produced.each'winter near the surface 
in high latitudes, butthe densest. This is water which 
has a salinity close io 34.8 0/m> and water of such a 
salinity is not found at the surface over wide areas' in 
winter where the temperature falls to nuich below 
35.6 F.  .      ,    , -"■:... 
5J'S "MM-Iätitiides" 

Many winter stations have been occupied near the 
centers of the great wimJ"driven"eddies. A selection 
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FIGUR*; ß. TemjArature-depih airves for leiv laiiiudes in 
winter. 

is shown In Figure 5. It will be seen that the relatively 
warm,. isothermal - surface layer extends down to 
about 1,000 or 1,600 feet. The main thermodine, In 
which temperature decreases by about 23 F occupies 
the depths between approximately 1,000 feet und 
S,600 feet, while below in the deep water tempera- 
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^10000- 
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ture dea-eases at a fairly imlform rate o£ about I F 
per 1,000 feet. 

9.1 J Tropics 

Fignre 6 shows several stations from low latitudes. 
It will be seen that in the tropics the lower limit of 
the-main thermocllneis-iit about 2,100-feet, some 
1,500 feet less than in mid-lathudes and that it ex- 
tends up. to within about S00 feet of the surface. Be- 
cause of the higher surface iemperatures the total 
-temperature drop across, the main thermodine is 
about l:5 F greater than in raid-latitudes. The rale of 
decrease of temperature with depth' is also imirfi 
greater, espeda!!)' m the upper third of the main 

, thermocline. As pointed out above, because of the 
small seasonal range in su^ace teiBpermture in- the 
tropics, summer observations would show much the 
same tempersture-depth distribution. 

.1,4 Nöitfe-Somli Tciaperatiire-Beistli 
Profile in Mid-Ocean 

Unfortunately it. is Impossible to show the thermal 
structure of any of the oceans in north-south profile 
based on midwinter oceanographk stations alone. It 
Is-necessary to combine smti'.ms made at diferent 
seasons of the year and to rely largely on BT data to' 
TccoMtriict the surface layer. This is |usdfied.-because 
-below the depth of wind-stirring', seasonal tempera- 
ture-change» are relatively small-and result mainly 
from «asona! changes in -the strength-of the -main 
enrrems which.only slightly alter the average depth 
of the main-thermocline. 

In Figure 7 ehe available data from the North and. 

ISSO0 

¥mm 7. Nort' -south tcmpcraUire-depthprofile in mid-Atiamic in winter. 
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Smith Aiantlc have been combined »no a raid-ocean 
profile. In both hemispheres winter conditions arc 
shown. In other words, south of the equator the tem- 
peratures near the surface are typical of the July- 
August period. It, will be seen that, the Southern 
Hemisphere half of the section- is esscmialiy a mirror 
image of the northern half and that both are in agree- 
ment with the more diagrammatic Figure 3, discussed 
alKH'C.   . 

" Such- attempts as have beer, made to' construct 
similar'north-south profiles of the other oceans all 
show the same basic sobdivisions: a deep mass of .rel- 
atively cold water, having hut a slight and nearly ■ 
uniform decrease of .temperature with depth: a maitf 
thciTiiodme at mid-depths, except in high latitudes;. 
and above the main thermocilne in winter a layer of 
relatively warm water of varying ihkknesjun,which 
there is virtually no remperausn- ■ .-,•-•■■ with depth. 

IM*5      Ueofpsapliical Van ■■■..• s ©I tlse 
Frifitts; ,        ' ^, 

IlccaHse of ihc diffi-ryliy of represei'iiifig die oceast 
n a fh ee-diios mt     I     ■ j M    

;'   -  4     - 155, tore- 
sort to indirect methods In order to okture the hori- 
xontal and vertical, dimensloiw of the three primary 
layers, .   -^ ■        :' „ :'V -,■■- 

The differeoee between the msnimuia (winter) sur- 
face temperature and the temperature at a depth of 
•"'' t ■-x i« •-.. , 41 cf|i!atorlal 
»he top of the main 1 heiTiioclifse eKtends we!J sbovc 
the 6CM)-foot level, sothat the temf>erjiture differ- 
ence between ihe-smiacs.* and this depth is relatively 
large. Noithward and soutu • h J > ^ 
comes rsinth n f < •        re la^      • , tnd the 
tiiermorlinc comes to lie at a greater depth. Beyond 
the,polewarst,llwiits. s>f she mainiherjncMine.tMre is 
li   Set mp ra u    eis d   le|  n,   1   H'-dteyero 
line marks off gpproxiiHaitiy the limits of the main 
thersnoclinc and the position of-the subpolar con- 
vergences previously iiietwloned,^   ■-' 

Some Idea ol ihc ft-, ? ;.Val variations of the 
warm surface layer can also be obtained from the 
bye v1 1 or« the sonar charts. The« arc repro- 
duced In Figure §, which shows die average layer 
depth during December, January, and February, and • 
in Figure 10 which is for JHHC, July, and August. A 
prcd'if skfsnitlon o£ layer depth fe difficult, but it Is 
muaüv sfic depth to the .most prominent break in the 

tcmpcralure-depih curve. This is commonly at the 
top of the seasonal thcrmocline, If present; otherwise, 
at the top of the main thermocline. The charts for 
the winter season.(Figure 9, Northern Hemisphere; 
Figure 10, Southern) show the geographical details of 
some of the features that have already been men- 
tioned: a mixed layer of S(MHect;,or more in each of 
the central basins in micl-latittules, a shallower layer 
toward the con linen is on each side and toward the 
equator. However, a» tltere ?   «    ■ -d chatigc in 
layer depth in the region of %{%•:• :> ; nm converg- 
ences, the sonar charts show little evidence of this 
phenomenon,- 
- -In the part of the,- ehartit .depleting the summer 
season layer depths are, of course, shallower because 

e surface waters, and the 
>mkkm of the inahi thcr- 
parl of the charts is post- 
mperalure cycle has been 

of seasonal warming ol 
dians no longer show t 

.-.'iiitjcline. Discussion of ; 
|x>ned trail! the seasons' 
cic'scribed.       -    , 

Thr km%'.f «*•.-. 1 t-A ibe main thermocline and the 
< ^ sg -dt-ei water arc of lew « - rest ftom «he 
praaueal, standpoint than the surface" layer. How- 
ever, in a few pi?« • Lf «i„Jii I' esi'-yj' 
wjrfacc M» th?; 13«ls rii in opei 31 iliefri, A^ 
was shown sit -.previo.o8--Inures, ifeeK is s^gractoiti 
change in she ,slo|»e of she temperature-depth curve 
between ä» '        r      < -    ,    • n^ctine and the 

.cfcep'water. At no place is there a sharp break where 
the one ends and the other begfaä. Bist Cor- practical 
{.««■poses the lower linnt of flic main-thermocinic can 

i-   /     u       i .^J"'-; -I F, beiow ivhkh 

slig-ht. 
I -   qu     > n k-pth o ll-d gi 

- ''f' ' .. .. ; >t 2.CKK) feet, although in ä 
few areas it Is mucit shallower. Along the west coasts 
of the coniiucmts, currents set up by the trade winds 
transport surface water,away Irom the land, ililn- 
nlng out the wann surfa«- .- 1 > / < ui- I. . i.1 

dine and deep water layer are drawn-up near the 
surface. This- process is known as upweiling, and' 
where it occurs to a pronounced degree,.the 41-ciegree 
isotherm may rise to within 30O;feel of the-suriace. 

To,the north and south of ;.e ecpiaior the 41- 
degree isochersi! slopes dcKvmvani rcacliisji;; its great- 
est depths, ' . 0 .- < 1 Je e s'r-lü.ti Ht I« 
mid-latitudes. It shoals toward the periphery of the", 
wind-driven eddies and comes to the surface in 
higher latitudes in the sub|>olar convergences. 
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"  DIURNAL AND SEASONAL CHANGES' 

5•2•,    Heat, Exchange at tie Sea Surface 

Since the tenspenuure of the earth as a whole is not 
changing appreciably,   it   is  clear   that  the  total 
aniount of heat received from the sun must exactly 
equal the amount lost by radiation back into space, 
Bui though the total heat budget must always bal- 
ance, the solar radiation and the loss of heat by radia- 
tiot! from the surface (called back radiation) at any 
one place and time seldom do. At any given, place 
and time the surface of the planet Is either warming 
or cooling. Local variations notwithstandings the in- 
tensity of solar radiation is largely a function of lati- 
tude and season, and the difference in tenifjerature 
between the tropics and the poles would be much 
greater than it is if It were not for the relatively free 
circulation of the atmosphere and the oceans. This 
causes the large-scale transfer of water mentioned 
earlier, and locally It gives rise to convection currents 
and largely controls the immediate details of the sur- 
face layer. 

Since the surface of the sea is an interface between 
air and water, the heat exchange involves other fac- 

■ tors besides radiation. Conduction may be In either 
dsrecdon depending on wheiher air or water Is 
warmer,, fivaporation (and its opposite, condensa- 
tion) and prectpltatioji affect: not only temperature 
but salinity as well, am! so influence the density of the 
water in two ways. In the case of evaporarion, the two 
factors always work together;-.evaporation makes the 
water denssr both by ojoling It and by incressmg its 
salinity. Precipitation, on the other "hand, always 
snakes the water fresher, and so tends to, make it less 
dense, Imtit may either warm or cool it according to 
the temjieratiire of the rain. Figure 11 shows a bathy- 
thermogram taken a few hours after a heavy rain. 
Here the" rain was evidently «»Icier than the sea aad 
there is a strong ^positive temperattire gradient be- 
tween the layer of cool, fresh, rain-dilated water and 
the warm, sahy water underneath. 

Of the.processes just mentioned all. but solar radia- 
tion influence directly only the surface- film. In the 
absence of mixing, only conduction and diffusion, 
which are relatively Ineffective, can carry downward" 
the changed surface conditions. Solar radiation, liow- 
ever, has some power of penctrarion. The depth of 
{jenetration varies-with the wave length of the radia- 
tion, being greatest in the visible part of the spec- 
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FiGtme II, tahyähcrmopasn showing fKwitive tera|>era- 
iwre gradient at the surface due to rain. 

trum 4Rd imich less for infrared and ultraviolet rays. 
I» general, im any' water of uniform transparency 
the rate of a bsorption for any particular wave length 
will be constant; that Is, if a certain per cent of the 
entire amount of energy of that wave length is al>- 
sorbed in the first inch of depth, the same per icat of 
the remaining energy will be absorbed in the second 
inch, and. so on. This characteristic Is illustrated in 
Figure 12,-in which the percentage of light pene- 
tration is plotted on a logarithmic scale against 
depth. The fact that the data for each kind of water 
follow very nearly a straight line is indicative of a 
constant rats of absorption.. Light penetration de- 
pends to a large degree on the transparency of the 
water. Pure water is highly transparent, but the sea 
is more or less turbid; it contains opaque particles in 
suspension' that absorb almost ail the radiation that 
strikes them. Hence Figursv 12 shews a greater depth 
of light penetration fn the dear waters of the central 
Atlantic than in the more turbkl coastal waters. 

Since heat is produced when radiant energy Is ab- 
sorbed, the data on-light absorptioii give an idea of 
the general characteristics of surface heating. How- 
ever, it Mlmpottam to note that by'far the most sig- 
nificant part of surface heating Is accomplished not 
by, visible light but by infrared radiation, which, has 
less power of penetration and a much higher absorp- 
tion rate. Thus, if absorption curves for infrared 
radiation ■ were shown in Figure 12 (which is for 
visible light only) they would-be much more nearly 
horr«>iMal, and would cross, say, the 50 pet cent line 
only a few feet hdow the surface even in the clearest 
water. Furtlier, it is obvious that the absorption curve 
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Fir.WE 12. Absorption of visible light by sea water. 

for torai incident solar energy will not be linear, since 
it combines all wave lengths present. Figure 13 shows 
the absorption of torM solar energy as computed for 
several differe JI, sinds of. ocean water. In the absence 
of convection or turbulent mixing the temperature 
gradient produced by solar heating can be expected 
approximately to follow such an absorption curve. 
The heating will be greatest at the surface and will 
decrease rapidly with dept! . The niaximura depth 
at which a measurable increase in water temperature 
occurs will be perhaps 10 to 50 feet. 

This situation is nearly always modified by vertical 
mixing which tends to distribute the heated surface 
water downward. Thus the observed temperature 
increaseat the surface is less than would be predicted 
according to radiation measurements, and the in- 
tsrea« at lower depths is greater. Indeed in 70 or 80 
per cent of the observations that have been made, 
vertical mixing-has been sufficient to distribute heat 
completely uniformly, so that there is no observable 
temperature gradient. 

DIURNAL WARMING 

The dally variation In the temperature of the 
superficial layer of water that occurs as a result of 
beating during the day and cooling at night is known 
as diurnal warming, An example of the kind of di- 
urnal warming that occurs during calm weather is 

pgaeEtmss or TOW. JUSSOEWT SOUM« tmnm 

FieusE 13  Absorption by sea water of tola! incident solar 
energy. 

shown by the series of bathythermogramii in Figure 
14. in the early morning the temperature of the water 
was "essentially uniform. During the middle of the 
morning surface heating became strong enough to 
create a slight negative gradient in the upper few 
feet. Heating progressed during the day, and the 
negative gsadient reached its maximum develop- 
ment in the late afternoon. Then cooling processes 
and vertical mixing gained the upper hand, produc- 

■ i.ng a shallow mixed layer which apparently deep- 
ened during the night until the negative gradient 
was destroyed. Early the following morning the water 
column was again essentially isothenuai except for a 
slight positive temperature gradient at the surface. 
The latter occasionally happens when surface cool- 
ing is pronounced and the weather k calm. 

Figure' 15 sho%vs a similar series of bathythermo- 
grams taken during a 2-day period. The general fea- 
tures of diurnal warming are similar to those previ- 
ously shown, but »he figure serves to illustrate minor 
variations in the form of the negative gradient and . 
the depth of heating such as are commonly en- 
countered.   '   ,   , 

Sdmetimes during very calm weather the negaüve 
gradient formed during the daytime is not com- 
pletely destroyed at night. Then the next day's stir- 
face headng is superimposed on the residua! gradient 
from the prevknrs day. Figure 16 shows an example 
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of the very strong icmpcnuure gradients that can 
result from such a situation. Vertical mixing is re- 
duced to a minimum, parly because of cairn weather, 
ami also because turbulence decreases with increas- 
ing stabiiuy. These temperature curves thereiore ap- 
proximate very closely slie theoretical curve for the 
penetnttion of solar radiation. 

Bv contrast, Figure 17 shows a series of bathyther- 
mograms taken on a day when there was a gentle to 
moderate breeze which maintained a shallow mixed 
layer separated from the »tain tody of isothermal 
water below by a small thennocline. With still 
stronger winds ihe mixed layer would extend deeper, 
and generally when the wind force is 4 (Beaufort) or 
more, the downward distribution of heat takes place 
rapidly enough to prevent the formation of shallow 
negative gradit-nis. 

Small amounts of diurnal warming occur frc- 
quentiv with üsile or no effect on sonar performance. 
However, the establishment of negative gradients at 
or slightly below projector level can cause marked 
reduction of echo ranges. The amount that the range 
is reduced :depeiicls not only on the total decrease, in 
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FifiURE !8, Diurna! frequency of reduced ranges in vari- 
ous areas. 

temperature in the water atovc target depth, but also 
on the form of ihe ten^jeraturc-depth curve. In gen- 
eral, however, a tempcrafure difference of 0,4 F or 
more between the surface and 30 feet will seriously 
reduce the range, and this has been chosen as a defini- 
tive value in the Navy manuals. 

From the sumd|>oitU of subsurface warfare it is 
jiuporiatu to know under what conditions range re- 
duction can be expected,' Since diurnal warming is 
most pronounced in t'iC aitcrnoon, it is expected 
that range reduction will be most frequent at that. 
time. This is lllusfrated in Figure 18, which shows the 
jjtrcentage of perisco|)c depth ranges less than 1,500 
yards determined by the prediction rides used for the 
Sonar Charts. According to these rules, a temperature 
decrease of about 0.4 Fahrenheit in the top 30 feet of 
the ocean reduces the periscope-depth range to less 
than 1,500 yards. To compute the data required for 
Figure 18, all the available bathythermograms have 
been used for eight oceanic areas, whose |JOS!tions are 
charted in Figure 19. The maximum frequency of 
short ranges occurs at about 1600 local time in all 
the areas, and the minimum frequency is at night. 
There are also geographic variations in the fre- 
quency distributions, short ranges being more com- 
mon in coastal waters than in deep oceanic areas in 
the same Jatitude, and more common in high and 
mid-latitudes than in low. The frequency of range 
reduction Is also greater in summer than in winter, 
and tiic difference is more pronounced in the higher 
latitudes, where there well-defined seasonal 
climatic cycle, than in the tropics where the weather 
is more uniform throughout, the year. 

A complete analysis of diurnal heating would re- 
quire consideration of all the processes of heating, 
and cooling at the sea surface. The variability of 

' these pwjscesses depends on local weather and climatic 

l^f I    t ^v 

sso'     mr    w     eo*      sof 
PieiiRE 19. Posiidons of areas used in Figure 18. 
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Fifami-; 20. Eifert of wind on diurnal warming. 

factors; hence these factors can be used to predict 
diurnal heating. The variables which appear to be 
most significant are the noon altitude of the sun, 
wind force, the degree of-cloud covet age, the differ- 
ence in temperature between air and water, and the 
humidity of the air. 

In the spring of 1942 a 25-da)' study2 of solar heat- 
ing was made in the Gulf of Mexico. Hourly BT 
lowerings were made during all tins period and de- 
tailed meteorological records were kept. The prin- 
cipal couclusions drawn from these data can be sum- 
marized as follows: j 

i. During spring in the Gulf of Mexico the effect 
of the wind on the downward penetration of heat can 
l^e plotted as in Figure 20. This diagram shows the 
Negative temperature difference to be expected as she 
wind strength and the heat balance vary. 

2. At the time these observations were being car- 
ried out, a negative gradient of 0.3 degree was con- 
sidered critical. To produce such a gradient with a 
force 4 \vind the excess incoming heat, between the 
hours of 0800 and 1100. must exceed 200 calories per 
stuiare centimeter. With a force 3 wind the minimum 
heat value is MO and with a force 2 wind it is 100. 

3. On no day was the residual heat sufficient to 
produce the critical temperature gradient wish a 
force 5 wind, 

4. The heat balance can be calculated from hourly 
meteorological observations made during the morn- 
ing, or it can be estimated with somewhat less accu- 
racy from such a nomogram as shown in figure 21, 

using the average cloud coverage and the average 
difference in temperature between the air and the 
water during the morning. 

5. On only two days did the morning observations 
fail to forecast the afternoon temperature gradients 
as well as could be known by computing the heat 
balance for the whole day. On diese exceptional days 
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0600 1000 i400"!800 
LOCAL   TIME 

FIGURK 28.' Temperature-depth curves from  a  Pacific 
weather station illustrating diurnal warming. 

overcast skies in the nioraing changed to clear in the 
afternoon. 

Similar series of bathythermograms .have been 
faken at a weather patrol station in the northeastern 
Pacific (40°N, I500W). They serve to show several 
additional characteristics of diurnal wanning which 
should be included in the present discussion. Twen- 
ty-four daily series of hathythermograins were ana- 
lyzed. Each series consisted of observations covering 
the period from 0600 to 2000 local time, pins at least 
one from the following morning. In each case the first 
observations showed either completely isothermal 
water or isothermal water imderlying a slight posi- 
tive gradient. Then there developed at the surface a 

negative gradient which sometimes reached a depth 
of nearly 50 feet. By the following morning this had 
completely disappeared and the water was once more 
isothermal or slightly cooler at the surface. For each 
series the temperature was measured at 5-foot depth 
intervals and plotted in Figure 22 as the average dif- 
ference between the temperature at each depth and 
the temperature at 50 feet. Thus an average picture 
is obtained of the amount of heating and cooling 
over a period of several days. 

Figure 23 presents the same measurements In a 
different way. Here the average increase in tempera- 
lure above that at the 50-foot depth is plotted against 
time, for each 5-foot level. This makes it possible to 
compare easily the amount and rate of temperature 
increase at different depths. The figure shows that the 
greater the depth, the later the hour when the water 
reaches its maximurn temperature. This is because at 
any considerable distance below the surface the gain 
in heat is not so much from absorption of radiant 
energy as from downward conduction by vertical 
eddy motion, which takes place increasingly slowly 
at greater depths and causes a progresslvedag in the 
rate of heating. 

Thus far the discussion has largely centered 
around the simplest cases of diurnal warming, in 
which the negative gradient represents the effects of 
I day's heating. From the practical standpoint, how- 
ever, it is important to consider- all cases of surface 

g § 
DIURNAL    TEMPERATURE    INCREASE 

I r 

FKUIRE 29. Diurna! temperature change at various depths from the surface to 50 feet. 
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FifiURE 24. Reiaiionship beswee« shaüow temperature 
gradients and wind at different seasons. 

negative gradients, both the sirapJe ones ant! those in 
which a period of calm tveather has pmnnted the 

- accumulation of a negative gradient for several days. 
For this purpose a large group of BT observations 
frota the Pacific have been examined from the stand- 
point of the weather conditions at the time the ob- 
servations were made. 

In Figure 24, the upper graph shows th«: frequency 
of negative gradients for different wind" forces tor 
each season of the year. Any measurable decrease in 
temperature between the surface and a depth of SO 
feet was cailed a negative gradient. In the lower 
graph are plotted the median values of those tem- 
perauire differences which were not zero; if the iso- 
thermal cases had been included, a majority of the 
median values would, of course, have been zero. 
Thus, the two parts of Figure 24 must be considered 
together; the upper part shows how often measurable 
negative gradients occur; the lower, their relative 
strength when they do occur. In general, Figure 24 

"shows the greater frecptency of negative gradients 

,. ,   mm mms (smwrnry 

FICüKE 25. Ächuionship teween shallow »«npcratiire 
gradients and wind at different Satiiudes during the sum- 
mer season (June, July, and August), 

during the warmer part of the year, and' it also sug- 
gests that seasonal changes affect the magnitude of 
the gradients more than they affect the frequency of 
their occurrence. A possible weaknessof the figure Is 
that it combines data from a wide range of latitude. 
Perhaps most of the winter observations showing 
negative gradiemscarae from relativdy low latitudes. 
It h to l>e hoped that as bathythermograms become 
more numerous the various factors isifluendng the 
Connadon and persistence of temperature gradients 
may be more clearly separated. 

Figure 25 shmvs the effect of wind on surface heat- 
ing at different latitudes during the summer season. 
In the wintertime the difference between high lati- 
tudes and low. latitudes is undoubtedly much less, if 
not actually reversed. 

Both Figures 24 and 25 are in general sgreement 
with previous statements.that wind-generated ver- 
tical turbulence is destructive to surface temperature 
gradients. But whereas in the previous discussion it 
was stated that diurnal heating does not develop 
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3 4 5 ö 7 
CtOUO   COVEWMSg STEMTHS» 

Wi&um. 26. Rcladonship between shallow tciiiperaturf 
gfadienis and dou<! coverage. 

ctouD eovcBAse !T£«THS( 

Ficuwi 27. Achuion.ship between »haüow rempcTature 
gradients and doud coverage. 

when ihe wind is much more than force 3 (Beaufort), 
here it. is apparent that a small but significant iium- 
ber of rsegative gradients are found when the wind 
fora- is 5, 6, or even 7. The difference lies in the feet 
that any^ average set of observations will contain a 
number of cases in which a strong negative gradient 
is built up during several days of calm weather. Then 
the stability so obtained re<|uires a much stronger 
wind to dc toy the gradient than would have been 
needed to prevent its formation in «he first place. 

The Paciüc observationshavealso t>een con-elated 
with cloud coverage. The usual method of evaluating 
douds by esshnating the per cent of sky covered is by 
no means an accurate measurenient of the extent to 
which clouds reduce solar radiation. Nevertheless, 
Figures 26 and 27 show a significant relationship be-. 
tween the amount of clouds and suppjeTtsioii of sur- 
face heating except in the morning observations. In 
this case it seems likely that during the hours o£ the 
day when back radiation exceeds insolation, clouds 
may sometimes serve as a blanket holding in the sur- 
face water's heat. 

The effect on diurnal warmmg of the difference 
between air and sea temfX'ratures has not yet been 
analyzed thoroughly except in the small group of 
Gulf of Mexico observations previously referred to. 
There it proved to be one of the more important fac- 
tors. Moreover, the available data on the geograph- 
ical distribmion of air-sea temperature difference 
(Figure 28) indicate that areas where this difference is 
iargest coincide with regions of pronounced diurnai 
warming. 

The whole problem of surface heating is com- 
plicated by the fact that the various processes are so 

closely interrelated. The quantuath'e relationships 
cannot be solved without a great deal more scientific 
work on the processes involved and statistical exami- 
nation of the observations. However, it is not too 
much to expect that eventually echo ranges will be 
predicted in much the same way that weather fore- 
casts are made. 

CONVECTION    , 

Convection has been mentioned frequently In con- 
nection with heat exchange at the surface. It has been 

.N\M//i\\Y/A\f/y, 
'\\Y/A\t/4\T/'4' kW/^W/ÄW//! 
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FICUKE 29. Diagrammatic representation of convectitm 
cdis. 
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apparent that much of the time the sea surface is 
being cooled by evaporation, back radiation or con- 
duction. Thus si very thin layer of water develops at 
the surface, which is cooler and therefore denser than 
the water just below, producing an unstable situa- 
tion, and causing the cool water to drain downward 
through the warmer water below. This convection 
process is generally accompanied by movement due 
to wind friction, and 'the effects "of the two are not 
easily separable. 

Studies ol convective motion in the surfaice layer3 

were begun only a year' or two before the war. Pat- 
terned motions in the surface ol a lake were reported, 
and attention was drawn to the fact that floating golf 
weed In the North Atlantic was sometimes distrib- 
uted in lines extending up and downwind and some- 
thnes scattered at random. It is rtrange that the long 
lines of gulf weed which are so common in the 
warmer areas of the North Atlantic had never before 
been connected with a patterned flow, involving ah 
ternatmg bands of convergence and divergence of- the 

/surface water. This can be pictured diagraimuatically 
agin Figure 29. It follows then that when gulf weed 

-Is sufficiently plentiful so that some of it gets caught 
up in each convergence, an estimate of the thickness 
of the almost Isothermal layer can-be easily made.'If 
the convection cells were circular in cross section, the 
crosswind spacing of the weed would be justtwke the 
depth of the mixed layer.'Actually the observations 
which are at hand Indicate that the average ratio is 
nearer 1.8 and thus in Figure 29 the ceils have been 
shown as being slightly compressed late-rally. 

Experiments with drifting bottles and observations 
of the orientation in. relation to the wind of the float- 

' log Jelly fish, Physalia, indicate4 that- the effect of the 
earth's rotation is to Increase the vigor and width of 
the cells rotating to the right (In the Northern Hemi- 
sphere), so-that the circulations on the average have 
theibrm shown in Figure 30, 

Obviously the wind controls the orientation of 
these cells and contributes some of the esiergy re- 
quired to maintain them. However, surface cooling Is ;. 
a critical pan of the process. When the air Is warmer 
than the water and when evaporation is low, well- 
developed convection cells are not encountered. How 
much surface cooling as-required to initiate them is 
not known. 

it is probable that at low wind veiocities convec- 
tion may take quite a different form, for it Is a com- 
mon sight in- calm weather to find the gulf weed 

FictiHE SO. Asynsmetrical coaveetkm cell». " 

rafted together in roughly circular masses,-indicating, 
that the cooled surface water may be draining down- 
ward at scattered points in much the same iMMiner 
that "chircmeys" .-.' ^k'mg air develop at low wind 
velocity when the air is being warmed" from .below. It 
also seems possible' that beyond some critical masi- 
mura wind, velocity, which probably-varies with the 
rate of surface cooling, the patterned type o£ convec- 
dve flow breaks down and. the motions become ran- 
doi«. But however thi$ may be,; It Is clear that over a 
fairly wide range of wind velocities pstlerned con- 
vection plays an important part- in. maintamlng a 
surface layer which Is nearly isothermal vertically. 
The convective layer may be shallow and, as a whole 
gainiiig in heat, as when diurnal warming is active, 
but as long as the surface itself -is being cooled some " 
form of overturn will be maintained. 

If this general idea of connective motion is ac- 
cepted, then for present purposes several general 
conchmoiM can be drawn, although It is admitted 
that these matters are not as .yet on very firm ground: 

I. Convection will lie most active where the hu- 
midity-Is at a minimum and where the air tempera- 
tures are lowest in comparison to surface tempera- 
tures (see Figure 28).- 

■2, The more active the convection, the greater Is - 
the probability that a deep and virtually isothermal 
layer will be found at the surface; that-is, tempera- 
ture condidorts will be favorable for echo ranging. 

3. Within the convective layer, sheets of slightly 
colder, dotvnward-moving water can be expected. 
Under some conditions tills may be i-esponsible for 
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the devdopmem of "fTUcrostructure," that Is, small- 
stale vertical variations ift lemperatiäre ami salinity, 
whicli may have an unfavorable effect on echo.rang- 
ing or at least make die strength of echoes higWy 
variable. Further study of these factors will be re- 
quired, however, before it wil! be possible to assess 
their practical value properly. 

EFFECT OF WINS 

The amount of energy required in produce vertical 
mixing in the surface layer depends upon the density 
gradient. If this h negative, that is, if the density Is 
greatest on top. the water is anstabie and already lias 
the potential energy required for vertical movement. 
If the density gradient is zero, in other words, if the 
water is of uniform density, a sufficient force must be 
applied to overcome the frkdonal resistance of the 
water. Finally, if the density increases with depth, the 
force required to produce vertical mixing must be - 
strong enough to overcome the difference in weight 
between layers of water of different density. Thus, 
water whose density gradient Is positive is highly 
stable. Neverthelesi-, such water is fairly susceptible 
to lateral movements which follow along the planes" 
of equal density. Such horkoTUal motion entails fric- 
tion between two layers of diiferent velocity, and 
gradually water from the lower layer is dragged into 
the upper and vice versa. Thus, in time a positive 
density gradient can be weakened and destroyed by 
wind-generated frkuonal forces which at first acted 
only laterally..- 

In she absence of surface cooling, the wind, if it is 
suilidently strong. Is capable of forming or deepen- 

ing a mixed surface layer. In other words, the fric- 
tional effect of the wind is important, whether or not 
it is aided by convection. Ä thermally stable surface 
layer once formed will be broken down by a wind, 

- provided it blows hard enough and long enough. 
Especially In the latitudes of variable winds the ef- 
fects of wind-stirring can be clearly seen on many BT 
records. In fact, with spring observatiom It is some- 
times possible to-interpret the record in terms of the 
winds during the past week or more,    ' 

A hypothetical case is Illustrated in Figure SI. The 
initially stable situation (Curve A)-was changed by 
a wind, first to Curve B and later to Curve C. There 
followed another period of warming and light vrinds 
so that.Curve D developed. As the wind increased 
again this became Curve E. This is the explanation 
of much of the thermal variaLIIhy at shallow depths. 

It Is important to notice in Figure 31 that as the 
mixed layer forms, the thermal stability Just below 
increases. This same phenomenon will be evident 
during the autumn mondis in the diagrams showing 
the seasonal cycle, Figure 35 for example. The sharp- 
ness of the upper part of the ihermocline increases as 
the depth of the rmxedjayer increases as a result of 
local cooling and wind-stirring, and this is of im- 
portance in considering layer effect. 

The effect of the wind in malmalning or deepen- 
ing an isothermal surface layer is complicated by the 
fact that the wind also sets up a current near the sur- 
face which may remove the mixed water from a given 
area almost as fast as it is formed. Presumably such a 
current requires some time to develop (see Section 
7.1,4), while the effect on vertical mixing is more Im- 
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mediate. Thus, brief and variable winds are usually 
resjxmsible for the effects illustrated in Figure 31. 

WAVES AND WAVE TRANSFORT 

Waves are among the most obvious of marine phe- 
nomena, and they have always had a direct and no- 
ticeable effect, upon ships, as any ocean traveler 
knows. Antisubmarine ships are no exception, and 
especially in tin: case of smaller vessels, the motion 
produced by the waves may be a serious deterrent to 
efficient echo ranging. In addition, the process of 
echo ranging itself is affected and sometimes mark- 
edly impaired by the noise of breaking waves and by 
quenching effects. 

.   . Aside from their direct effects on echo ranging, 
waves play an important indirect role through their 
influence on local oceanographk: conditions. To un- 

-   derstaod these effects it is necessary to examine some 
of the simple properties of wave motion. 

in its simplest form a wave is a regular, progressive 
displacement of the surface from its mean level. How- 
ever, the actual appearance of the open sea seldom 
gives any impression of rhythmic regularity. The 
picture Is frequently one of apparently random move- 
ment and chaotic disorder. Elevations and depres- 
sions of various shapes and sizes appear and- disap- 
pear; some are superimposed upon others; they may 
travel at different speeds and even in different gen- 
eral directions. Nevertheless, the deformation of the 

" surface at aov given place and time rnay, with some 
allowance for turbulence, be thought of as the com- 
bined result of some finite number of relatively 
simple wave trains of varying periods, amplitudes, 
velocities, and crest lengths. 

A simple-wave can be completely described by 
three or, at the most, four measurements. First there 
are the wave length, which is the distance from crest' 
to crest or from trough to trough, and the wave 
period, which is the time in seconds required for the 
passage of one wave length. The ratio-of these two 
quantities gives, of course, the speed of the wave. 
Then there is the height of the wave from trough to 
crest. Finally there is the crest length. For most waves, " 
the crests (and trotighs) are assumed to be of indefi- 
nite length. There exist, however, both In theory and 
in fact, waves whose crests are broken up into regular 
segments separated by segments of troughs. To de- 
scribe such waves fully one must specify the length of 
these crest-segments. This is the crest length and such 
waves arc called short crested waves. 

Below a certain very knv speed the wind can blow 
without causing so much as a ripple. Once a rising 
wind has begun to form waves, it will increase their 
si^e and speed rapidly by a combination of pressure 
on the windward slopes and suction on the lee. The 
speed of waves so propelled is obviously limited by 
the speed of the wind, and observations indicate that 
generally the largest waves have a velocity about 
eight-tenths that of the wind. 

The limit to a wave's steepness is relatively low. 
Unless the length of a wave is at least 7 times its 
height, the wave wilt break. Waves may reach the 
breaking point either through the action c-f the wind 
or through reinforcement by-some other wave train 
of different period. Whenever waves break, or even 
approach breaking, the simple wave form is dis- 
torted and there is a, marked degree of turbulence, A 

- wind of force 5 (Beaufort) or more augments this 
raising effect by blowing the wave- crests across the 
trough ahead in the form of spume. 

With a rising'sea, "waves of, various lengths are 
present. The smallest waves break at low- wind vdoci-- 
tics, while the-fongi-r ones remain and aftaln a greater 
height, their size beirö finally limited by the velocity 
and duration of the wind and the distance traveled. 
The tendency of waves to'increase ir» length with the 
distance traveled and for their speed to increase cor- - 
respondmgly may occasionally lead to the surprising 
resnk that the swell following a storm has a higher 
velocity than the wind which originally produced it. 

If an observer at s-ea watches a gull or other object 
floating on the water, he will see' that as a wave 
passes, the-movement of the object is not merely up " 
and down but rather It describes a roughly circular 
or elliptical orbit, in such a rnaimer that at the crest 
the object moves forward with the-wave asid in the 
trough it is moving In the opposite direction. Par- 
ticles of water In the wave move in somewhat similar 
orbits. Furthermore, the-raovetnent occurs not only 
its particles of surface water but also in- those some 
distance below the surface. The orbits of movement 
are bigger for large waves than for small, but for any 
wave the size of the orbit and the velocity decrease 
rapidly with depth, approaching zero at a depth of 
more than half a wave length b-eiow the mean surface 
level. 

The fact that the velocity decreases cominuomly 
with depth prevents the orbits from being completely 
closed drcles. That is, a water particle travels faster 
in the-upper part of its orbit than in the lower, and 
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"so after having completed one revolution does not 
return to the point from which it started but to a 
point slightly farther forward. Thus there is a irans- 
|x>rt of water in the direction of the waves' progress. 

The rate of this forward trasisport is greatest at the 
surface and decreases rapidly with depth. The total' 
volume transport is dependent on the wave's length 
and height. With a very low wave in deep water it is 
negligibly-small. With larger waves the transport is 
probably of the same order of magnitude as wind 
driven currents. 

In surnmariidng the effects of waves on the tem- 
perature structure of she ocean it is important lo 
compare the direct effects of wind" and the indirect 
eifects resulting from wave motion. In each case there 
is mass transport of water, caused on the one hand 
by die frictional drag of the wind, and on the other 
by the character of the movement of water particles 
in die wave. Both are therefore capable, by transport- 
ing surface water, of producing zones of convergence 
or divergence, acconjpanied by raising or kwering of 
the thermoC'line, which-alters diving and sound con- 
ditions locally. Or they may be responsible' in some 
cases for water of one temperature being carried over 
water of another. If the water on top is cooler than 
that below, marked convection will resrdt. If it is 
warmer there will be stable st-ratification. • 

Both wind and waves are also «apable of altering 
bound conditions by causing vertical turbulence. 
Mixing by the wind results both from convection and 
from frictional drag caused by die horizontal trans- 
port, of water. Mixing by waves occurs chiefly when 
they break; there is no evidence to indicate that wave 
transport produces a measurable amount of tur- 
bulence. 

Thus wind and waves have very similar effects on 
oceanographk conditions and echo ranging, al- 
though the effects are produced in quite di&rent 
ways. Because they are so similar, the effects arc not 

easily separable, and quanlitative Investigations have 
only just begun. 

643 The Scascmal Ttiermodme 
GENERAL DEscRiFnoN 

We have seen that, except for the short-lived nega- 
tive temperature gradients of diurnal warming, con- 
vection and tvind-msxing tssually maintain a surface 
layer of substantially isothermal water. However, 
during the time of year that insolation markedly ex- 
ceeds heat: losses, this mixed layer seldom extends 
down io the main thermodine. Tins is partly because 
convection is efficient only lo the depth that the water 
is unstable, or at least of uniform density, and partly 
because during that time of year winds are ordinarily 
mild. In any case, as the surface water gradually 
grows warmer with the advance of spring, there de- 
velops, immediately below the depth to which con- 
vection and wind-mixing remain effective, a second- 
ary thermoclioe. If the temperature of the layer 
above this thermodine continues to rise, the thermo- 
dine itself will grow steeper and become more of a 
barrier to downward mixing. 

A typical seasonal thermal cycle in mid-ladwdes is 
soowsi! in Figure S2 by a series of bathythcrmograms 
taken in the Bermuda area and in more diagram- 
maiic form in Figure S3. In raidwhuer the water 
column is essentially isothermal from the surface to 
the lop of the main thermodine (Figuj c 3SA). Start- 
ing in March the surface water begins to warm, and 
the depth of wind stiiTing is at once markedly de- 
creased (Curve B, Figure S3), Thus in spring the 
wate column from lop to bottom consists of the fol- 
lowing parts: (1) a-relatively shallow, wind-stirred 
surface layer which is rapidly Increasing in tempera- 
ture, (2) a relatively shallow layer of transition, the 
seasonal thermoclme, (3) an isothermal layer which 
retains midwinter temperature, (4) the main thermo- 
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dine, and (5) the deep water. Until midwinter again 
these five subdivisions can be made out in any tem- 
perature-depth curve in mid-latitudes. Irs high lati- 

- tudcs there is, of course, no permasient thermocline, 
and in the tropics because of the small seasonal 
change it is difficult to distinguish between the per- 
manent and seasonal thermodine. By midsummer 
over the greater part o£ the oceans, surface warming 

- and vertical "turbulence have increased both the 
- depth and ihc magnaude of the seasonal thermodine 
(Curve G, Figure S3). During the autumn (Curve D, 
Figure 33) cooling at the surface and the resulting 
"tendency for instability rapidly increase the thickness 
of the wind-sdrred surface layer. The seasonal ther- 
modine also deepens rapidly., but at the same time it 
decreases in magnitude, only to vanish as the simple 
midwinter conditions are restored. 

By comparing Figure 33 and- Figure 14 it will be 
seen that the seasonal cycle bears a marked resem- 
blance to the diurnal cycle, if the change in scale be 
neglected. Thus the curves for winter and night, for 
spring and morning, for summer and afternoon, and 
for autumn and evening are each of very similar 
shapes. 

Obviously, seasonal changes are at a minimwin 
near the equator. Furthermore, the changes do not 
come simultaneously over the whole ocean basin, but 
work gradually northward and southward with the 
sun. An additional complitatlng factor is that the 
winds are not steady outside the trade-wind belt so 
that the development and the decay of the seasonal 
thermodine do not always proceed steadily. Never- 
theless, once the seasonal thermodine has been well 
established (by May, for example, in mid-latitudes) it 
will not disappear, no matter how great or how many 
the storms, until late in the autunm. This funda- 
mental quality of a ihermodine. eamcly, that it has 
stability and can thus resist vertical turbulence, 
should be borne in mind throaghout the reading of 
this report. ■ \ 

GEOGHAPHICAL FACTORS 

The main (or permanent) thermodine is respon- 
sible for the vertical t,cm|>t*raiure gradients encoun- 
tered by a deep submarine over only a rather small 
fraction of the total ocean area, chleliy in the tropics. 
The influence of the seasonal thermodine, o« the 
other hand, is va y widespread. 

This leads to an analogy which can be drawn be- 
tween land warfare and subsurface warfVc, and 

FIGIIRE S3. Diagram of season«! ihermoctine in the Ber- 
muda area. A.Winicr. H. Spring. C. Summer. D. Autumn. 

which may serve at this point, in the discussion'to 
clarify somewhat the roles of the various types of 
thermoclines. In land fighting, as is well known, sol- 
diers are very conscious of two factors: the weather 
and the terrain. In subsurface warfare the weather 
also plays an important part in that by controlling 
diurnahwanning it determines the temperature-gra- 
dients at and near projector level These In turn de- 
termine the refraction pattern and thus the general, 
sound conditions. But there is also in the sea a 
physical structure analogous to terrain in land war» 
fare. The seasonal thermodine, !>ecause of layer 
elfcct. Is comparable to a hill behind which a sub- 
marine can hide. At times and at places where the 
seasonal thermodine is sharp and well developed, 
by submerging to below die isothermal surface layer 
a submarine may he able to gain very considerable 
cover. Other parts of the sea, from this .standpoint, 
because of the absence of vertical thermal gradients. 
are comparable to a level plain in land warfare. This 
is a rather new and far-reaching conception. It means 
that both the submarine and her adversaries will 
find it an advantage to know the subsurface tempera- 
ture distribution much as a soldier lias to know the 
topography, both for local cover and for strategic 
planning. 

One can gain a good picture of the magnitude and 
geographical variations of the seasonal thermodine 
merely by subtracüog midwinter surface tempera- 
tures from midsununcr surface temperatures. The 
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resulting chart. Figure 34, shows, as would be ex-    aitkai fora modern submarine greatly increases the 
pected. that the greatest seasonal change occurs in    diffkuky of getting out practical charts of either the 

sound or the diving conditions. Since seasonal 
changes are continuous, though more rapid in spring 
and autumn, it is sometimes misleading to group 
observations for periods even as short as a month. 

mid-latitudes, especially in the western pans of the 
oceans where the prevailing winds are off the con- 
tinents. It will also be noticed that in those areas in 
the equatorial regions where the seasonal thermo- 
ciinc is less than 2.5 degrees the main thennodine is 
largely above the depth of 600 feet (see Figure 8), In 
these areas, therefore, the maisi thermodine rather 
than die seasonal Is of major importance in deterann 

THE SEASONAL PROGRESSION 

There are two quite different ways in which the 
available data can be plotted to demonstrate for our 

iog layer depth and there is compatattvely iitlk present purposes the significant points in connection 
change throughout the year. with the seasonal temperature cycle. It Is possible to 

The fact that the seasonal therraodine so doml- show  average monthly   tempcraturc-depth  carves 
nates the vertical temperature distribution at, depths ' (Figure 35, for example), or it is possible to plot iso- 

APRIL JÜUE DEC 

FifiURE 3«. Seasonal cycle in She Bernmihi area—average isotherms. 
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FicuRK 37. Variability in individual bathythpunograms 
in the jicrtnuda area in April. 

therms with deptli and time as coordinates (Figure 
36). Both methods have certain advantages and dis- 
advantages. 

The figures show the avaslabie data irora near 
Bermuda and are typical o£ the seasonal changes over 
wide areas of the warmer waters of the western North 
Atlantic. The tempera lure-depth curves {Figure 35) 
show the average of the available BT data and there- 
fore indicate the type of conditions roost likely to be 
encountered. Some variation in iridividual bathy- 
thertnograms is to be expected. To give some Idea of 
the degree of variability in the Bermuda area a-se- 
lection of the observations for April has been plotted 
in Figure 37. 

It will he noted in Figure 35 that from May 
through August on an average ihe warm surface-layer 
is thermally stable (surface temperature minus the 
temperature at 30 feet is greater than OJ F) to a 
degree which would limit the maximum range on ü 
shallow, target. This tendency for negative gradients 
near the surface in the summer reflects the rather 
moderate winds near Bermuda at this particular sea- 
son, plus the rapid warming due to elear skies. For 

example, of the 360 bathythermograms available 
from May to August in this area, 65 per cent show an 
isothennal surface layer varying in depth between 
•!0 and 100 feet, while 85 per cent show thermal sta- 
bility at ami near projector level. The average curve 
then will be one having weak negati.v- temperature 
gradients near the surface, and this is somewhat mis- 
leading. The""safne applies to a lesser degree'to 
September- 

H the observations were more numerous, only 
bathythermograms taken at night or during periods 
of strong winds might be used to develop average 
lemperature-depth curves and in this way the effects 
of diurnal warming could be eliminated in such a 
diagram as Figure 35. However, as yet there are too 
lew observations from most months to make this,de- 
sirable. On the other hand. In Figure 56, since iso- 
therms for only every one degree are «sect the effects 
of diurnal warming are eliminated. Nevertheless, 
from this type of diagram it is somewhat more diffi- 
cult to iudge the refraction pattern. 

Figures 38 and 39 show the same kind of graphs for 
the seasonal"cycle in mid-latitudes in the Pacific.8 

The differences between these two temperature cycles 
are very slight. The depth of the winter mixed layer 
appears to be slightly greater in the Atlantic than in 
the Pacific, and the development of the seasonal ther- 
mocline in spring is perhaps less regular. Both these 
differences are due at least in past to the fact that in 
the area of the Atlantic chosen for analysis the fre- 
quency of winds of gale force is 10 to 20 per- cent 
greater during the winter and spring months than in 
the Pacific area. It is reasonable to suppose that when 
observations from more regions have been analyzed. 

a Figure 38, like Figure 35, was prepared by plotting the aver- 
age sonperature ditecnet« frem the swrface to,certain fixed 
tkpehs nml then making the main break in each curve occur at 
the average, iayey depth. The bathythfrinogranis.löj- Figure 38 
were read,a,efewer ;deptl« than iiiwe for Figure S5, ana so, no 
auempi ha« been made lo Join the points by-a ssneoth curve. ' 

4m pm mm mm mT^'imi' mvf am SEPT OCT 

FIGUR«. 3H- Seasonal cycle in mid-latitudes in the Padflc-average monthly fcmperatHre-depth curves. 
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FICDRK 39. Seasonal cycle in mid-iathiidea in the Padäte—average isoJlierms. 
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¥mvm: 40. Se,wnal cycie In the equatorial Pacific—average isoihcnn». 
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FIGURE 4!. Srasonai cycle over the continental stope ot the wesumi North Atlantk-average montjilv temnerati 
depth curves. v ,    -   » •• 
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FicimE 42. Ssasonai cycle over the cominentaS slope of the western North AHamk—averige monthly isotherms. 

tnany stich minor differences in seasottai cycles will 
be foimd, which am be correlated with local climatic 

- variability. 
In the trade wind belt the magnitude of the tem- 

perature change between winter and summer be- 
comes less pronounced t^an it is in mid-latitudes, but 
the pattern of the change Is in other respects very 
similar. The annual. temperature change becomes 
least near the equator and may be no more than 4 or 
5 degrees, as shown in Figure 40. Here the form of the 
seasonal cycle Is quite diffeiem from those previously 

described, for there is a bimodal seasonal curve, with 
the highest teruiÄ'ratures occurring in April and in 
October slighdy after the time when the sun has 
passed directly overhead. 

Going to the opposite extreme, very marked sea- 
sonal cycles are found in the higher latitudes not far 
from land. This is shown in Figures 4! and 42, in 
which observations from between the northern edge 
of the,Gulf Stream and the continental slope in the 
sector off southern New England have been plotted 
by the same methods previously used. Here the maxi- 

Si 
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FIGURE 43. Seasonal cycle Aleutian area—average tnonthlv isotherms. 
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s® THE BASIC VERTICAL THERMAL STRUCTURE OF THE OCEANS 

mum temperature dilTerence; between summer and 
winter is of the order oC 20 degrees as compared with 
about hall' as much as is shown in Figures 35 and 36. 

In high latitudes and at greater distances ham the 
continents the seasonal changes become Jess pro- 
nounced again; this reflects the smaller range In sur- 
face temperature (see Figure 34) and the stronger 
winds. Uniorlunaiely the available oh\ .rvatlolis are 
too lew from.any one area in high latitudes to demon- 
strate the complete annual cycle. The best data are 
from the Aleutian Islands area (Figure 43) and, as 

would be expected, einphaske the shorter summer 
season. 

It is hoped that this small sample (Figwcs S54S) 
will have served to illustrate the development, and 
the decline of the seasonal ihcrmocline in the open 
ocean. It would require a great many such diagrams 
to illustrate tht sHghl, differences encountered from 
region to region/When the number of BT obscrva-" 
tions becomes sufficient :o permit this to be done in 
considerable detail It will be possible to improve the 
charts of average echo ranging conditions. 

.?%■»*;>.■' 
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Chapter 6 

RELATIONSHIP OF SALINITY AND TEMPERATÜÄE 

«•» TEMPERATURE-SALINIIT 
CORRELATION IN; THE DEEP WATER 

AND IN THE MAIN TIIERMOCLINE 

TN THE surface waters the relationship between 1cm- 
■«• fjerature and salinity is highly variable since it is 
affected by surface heating mid cooling, evaporation. 
and precipitation. In the main thermodsne and the 
deep water layer, however, the temperature-salinity 
correlation remains nearly constant within large 
areas. Knowing the temperature in situ, one can pre- 
dict the saiinity of a sample oi water with almost as 
much accuracy as it is measured by the routine 
process {rt0.02 '»/,„,). This is illustrated by Figure 1 
in   which   the   observations  having  temperatures 
colder shan 66 F from nearly all the available ocean- 
ographk: stations in the central part of the North 
Atlantic have been used. But when the water masses 
from" widely different areas are compared, slight dif- 
ferences in the tem|>erature-salmity correlation can 
be-distinguished. For example, the bottom water 
originating in high southern latitudes of the Atlan- 
tic has a salinity of about 34.8 Voo as compared with 
about 34.9 Voo in the North Atlantic. Such small but 
persistent differences provide oceanographers with 
an excellent method of tracing the slow water movc- 

SAOWtY  % 

ments in the main thermodsne and below. However, 
for our present purposes it is to be concluded that 
as Jong-as a-submarine is operating in the main/ 
thermocline, the density can be predicted with very 
satisfactory accuracy merely by observation of the 
temperature. 

It will also be seen from Figure 1 that; as the tem- 
perature increases, the salinity also increases. It fol- 
lows then that within the main thermocline s-dlnky 
decreases with depth. This is' the general rule In the 
open ocean and, as will, be discuss«! in more detail 
below, is in marked contrast to the conditions in 
coastal waters where nearly always salinity increases 
with depth. 

From the point of view of the stability of the whole 
water column in the deep ocean, the vertical distri- 
bution of salinity tends to decrease slightly the sta- 
bility due to-temperature alone. In other word», if 
there were no d«; „rease In salinity with depth, density 
would increase with depth slightly more rapidly. 
However, the vertical salinity-variations are so minor 
that at a typical oceanic station at depths below the 
top of the main thermocline the observations for tem- 
perature and density fall along" nearly parallel curves 
when suitable scales are chosen (Figure 2), It should 
be pointed out also that at depths where the vertical 

epm 

s 

I 
ie,©eoi~ 

14000 

FwaiRK J. 'iemperaiure-saHnhv correlation in mid- 
Atirjiiik. 

FiGURE Z Comparison besween temperaiure-depth and 
density-depth curves in the raid-Altautic. 
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Mt RELATIONSHIP OF SALINITY AN» TEMPERATÜRE 

remperature gradient increases, ihe vcriicai salinity 
gradient also increases. 

It will be seen from Figure 1 that in the central 
basin of the North Atlantic the waters at mid-depths 
are slightiy fresher than would be, the case if they 
were formed locally by she mislure of surface and 
bottom water. Tins situation also occurs in the other . 
oceans "near the axis of the main theraiocline andis 
even slightly more pronounced. It is explained by the 
fact that when the stability is great, lateral mixing is 
more effective than verucal mixing. This is similar to 
the phenomenon described in connection with the 
establishment of temperature gradients, in which a 
force sufficient-to.overcome the frictional resistance 
of the water will cause mixing in water of uinfonn, 
density, but a greater force is required to destroy den- 
sity differences. Therefore when there are density 
gradients, most mixing occurs laterally iolknving the 
surfaces of constant density. Thus the temperaiure- 
saHnity correlation at mid-depths can be explained 
by following.the surfaces of constant density north or 
south until they intersect the sea surface. In short, 
they have the temperature and salinity character- 
istics they actpdred at.or near the surface in rakh 

" winter in the higher latitudes, and in the course of 
their transport to the main thennodine region of the 
central basinsthey have been little jnodifiedby ver- 
tical mlsing. 

§.ä    SÄ1JK1T¥ GRADIENTS NEAR THE 
SURFACE 

- Salinity gradients arise (I) from the dikiüon of the 
surface by rainfall, melting ice, and the runoff from 
the land, (2) from evaporation of water from the sea's 

" surface, and'(By from the How of waters of different 
salinity over one another as the result of ocean 
enrrents,- 

In temperature, regions above latitudes 'W N and 
S there h usually, an excess of rainfall over evapora- 
tion and consequently, positive salinity gradients 
tend to develop beneath the sea's surface. Along the 
coasts of such regions the outflow from rivers very 
greatly' augments this effect and substantial density 
gradients result from the dilution of the upper layers 

- of water. It follows that the shallow temperature gra- 
dients characteristic of temperate regions in sumsner 
are accompanied by salinity gradients. These gra- 
dients are particularly strong in coastal regions. Both 
kinds of gradient cause the water to be more dense as 

100 

200 

»00 

TEMPEfiATUSe 

40" SO* 80° 

■ism* 33%9 34*. 
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FiGt'RK S. Vertical icmpt-nuure, salinify, am! density 
curve« in coastal waters, 

depth Increases, that is, they supplement one another 
in developing the stability of the water column. 

It may be observed from Figure 3., which shows the 
gradients of temperature, salinity, and resulting den- 
sky in a situation of this sort, that the gradients of 
temperature and salinity very closely coincide in 
depth. Where the temperature gradient is strongest 
the salinity gradient is strongest also. This arises be- 
cause the surface waters are prevented from mixing 
with the deeper waters by the sharp density gradient 
while both above and below, the water mixes more 
freely. Both gradients.consequently tend to develop 
in the same relation to the resuidng demky pattern. 
During the winter, when the disappearance of the 
terapcratiire gradient decreases the stability of the 
water, the mixing which results also destroys the sal- 
inity gradient. In spring the raekingof snows and the 
rainfall characteristic of the season led to the early 
development of the salinity gradient. This becomes 
relativelv less important than the temperature gra- 
dient in determining the density distribution as the 
summer season advances. 

In the warm oceanic areas sahnky gradients are 
less pronounced and are thus of less importance in 
determining the density distribution in the upper 
layers of the sea. In the central basin of the North 
Atlantic, near the borderline between temperate and 
subtropical waters, seasonal changes in evaporation 
and precipitation can produce slight vertical salinity 
gradients at relatively shallow levels. As an example. 
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AREAS OF VARtABluE SALINITY GltADiENT NEAR THE SURFACE 53 
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Ficuke 6. Saiiftity jM-ofik, Mowtauk Point to Bctinuda. 

-SARSÄSSO SEA- 

tlie" surface salinfly In the Bermuda area averages 
close to 36.6 Voo *" winter when strong and relatively 
dry wmds prevail, but In susnmer die damper, weaker 
winds permit (he surface layer to freshen to about 
36.i Vw« T^6 resulting slight increase of salinity 
with depth,-occurs at about the same level as the 
summer thermocline, so the effect on sound is neg- 
ligible.- However, for this reason, as well as because 
of the seasonal thermal cycle at the surface, the tem- 
perature-salinity correlation is by no means constant 
at depths above the top of the main thermocline. 

In substantial are?« of small rainfeii in the sub- 
tropics evaporation exceeds precipitation, and the 
most saline water is found at the surface. Such sal- 
inity gradients are small and are associated with 
similarly small negative temperature gradients, with 
the result that the density of the water column is 
nearly uniform. On the other hand, near the equator 
the high rainfall of the doldrunrbek redncesthe 
sjirface salinity and makes it considerably fresher 
than the water near the top of the main iherraot'line. 
The latter, as has been shown above is relatively 
shallow in these latitudes, hence both temperature 
and salinity contribute to the very high stability near 
thesurface. 

Thus it is apparent that the distribution of hahnky 
in the surface waters shows slight but distinct varia-' 
lions which are controlled by climatic factors and 
hence have pronounced seasonal and geographical 

characteristics. The latter differ sometvhat from those 
of temperature. In general, temperature si the sur- 
face decreases with increasing latitude. Surface sal- 
inities reach their maximum in a belt centering at 
about latitude 2S% along the outer edges of the c m \x 
winds where the air i «e «-nding and reiadvely dry 
and where evaporation is greater than either nearer 
the equator or in high latitudes. This Is illustrated in 
Figure 4, which is a world chart of midwinter surface' 
salinity. 

"       AREAS OF VAEIABLE SALINITY 

GRADIENT NEAR THE SURFACE 

When the surface waters of a warm, sal|ne current 
mix with those of a colder and less saline current, as 
occurs off the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, to cite 
what is probably the extreme example, the tempera- 
ture-salinity correlation becomes very variable in- 
deed. At times water as^ fresh as 32 V^ may Ire just 
above or immediately next to water of salinity greater 
than 36 <yW!, Jn the latter case the dift'erence in color 
of-the two contrasting water masses may be striking 
and easily seen from a ihip's deck. It is to be noted 
that density may not change much across such a sharp 
line of demarcation because the more'saline water is ' 
a I.« much warmer. 

A similar situation, though less extreme can be 
encountered at'any time north of the Ckilf Stream 
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54 RELATIONSHIP OF SAtlMIira AmTEMFESATUK 

between Cape Hatteras and the Grand Banks. Here 
the westerly winds sometimes drive the reJativeiy 
frt"^ coastal waters far offshore. The situation south- 
er '• xard from Momauk Point, Long Island, In July 
IHM (Figure 5) affords a good example of relatively 
sharp salinity gradients near the surface caused by 

■.coastal water being carried more than 100 miles bc- 
- yond the limits of the continental shelf. Although it 

■is justsuch situations which make it desirable to com- 
pensate the submarine-model Imthythermograph 
[BT] for salinity changes so that it will indicate the 
ballast changes conrectly, from the acoustical stand- 
point the vertical variations in salinity shown in Fig- 
ure 5 are negligible, for in each case the vertical sal- 
inity gradiente are accompanied by relatively much 
stronger temperature changes. It is necessary to find 
a ikuadon where shallow salinity gradients occur in- 
dependently of temperature gradients before sound 
:    •    il   ' .    - noticeably influenced. In the open 
(»■■;.;-. this very seldom occurs. However, since one of 
the major assumptions in maximum range predic- 
tions based ots BT observstions is that-vertical sal- 

can be «eglecfed, it Is advisable here 
to discuss this matter in more detail. ■ 

.The refraction pattern might differ significantly 
from that indicated by a BT trace in the following 
possible clrcuwtaBces; 

L A positive iemperaiure gradient might be sig- 
nificaatly reinforced by an increase of salinity with 

- depth.. 
.2. Within an isothermal surface layer salinity 

might increase with depth, causing Increased upward 
.refraction. : ....,■-. 

S. A slight negative temperalure gradient might 
be partially or entirely offset by an mereasc of salinity 
with depth. 

!. A negative temperature gradient might be re- 
inforced by a decrease of salinity with depth. 

m't      Fotsitlve Salinity Gradient and 
Pusitivc Temperaiiire Grsdlciii. V 

During periods of Tapid cooling, positive tesipera- 
ture gradients may be developed near the surface. 
Since this condition is thermally unstable it ordi- 
narily occurs only to a slight degree and during calm 
weather. : 

Wherever a. marked.positive temperature gradient 
exists it Is safe to say that there Is also a positive sal- 
inity gradient which is at least sufficient; to counter- 

balance the thermal inssabilky of the water column. 
The combination of positive temperature and salin- 
ity gradients may occur when there is a heavy rain 
that freshens the surface layer, and when the rain is 
colder than the sea water or is followed by conditions 
that favor surface cooling by evaporation. 

Still more marked examples are found near the 
edge of a current or along the continentalslope where 
there h a flow of colder over warmer and more saline 
water. In such cases the density gradients are ofteE 
so highly stable as to permit a submarine to balance 
ou what would appear from the temperature trace 
alone to be an unstable layer. 

SJA Positive Salinity Gradieat 
ia Isothcraial Later 

This situation can and does occur occasionally in 
the open ocean. It is relatively common close to the 
land In early spring. :_--,* -.er, offsho» ■ resulting 
Increased upward refraction is seldom critical to 
sound conditions, nor is the resulting stability of the 
water colurrui often sufficient to Influence trim sig- 
nificantly in drriug. 

In the open ocean salinity can increase with depth 
within a virtually Isothenaar surface layer during: 

and after a-heavy rain, provided .the winds are light 
and provided the temperature of the rain water is 
close lo that o£ the äisrface water. The circumstances 
are" probably most frequeally favorable isi the dol- 
druns belt. '; _ 

i-s-8       Posiiive Salinity ©radieiit aai 

Negafive Temperature Gradient 

This situation could occur when slight surface 
warming Is accompanied by precipllaUon, 

In the current range-prediction.rafcthod the nuns- 
.muoi negative temperature gradient that is signifi- 
cant is a decrease of more than 0.3 degree between the 
surface and a depth of Bi) feet. For the downward.re- 
fraction thus produced to be counteracted, the posi- 
tive salinity gradient would have to average more 
than 0.4 ®/m to 0.7 %o over the same depth range 
(see Figure 3, Chapter 3),-depending on the surface 
temperature. It Is unlikely that this ever occurs in the 
open oceaiveKcept possibly in nearly calm weather 
when the negative temperature gradient persists for 
several days. Sufficient precipitation is not apt to tale 
place during the few hours when slight negative tem- 
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AISEAS OF -VARIABLE SAMWHf GRAWENT NEAR THE SÜÄf ACE 5$. 

perature gradients become established by diurnal 
warming. _    ,      • ■ 

«-•t Negative Salinity Gf adieat and 
Negative Temperatare" Gradient ■ 

A more likely case Is thai surface warming is ac- 
companied by evaporatron, the negative salinity gra- 
dient being iasuffident to caisnteract-die effect of the 

negative temperature in maintaining stability. In 
this" case the downward refraction due to tempera- 
ture would be reinforced slightly by the-salinity gra- 
dient. It is believed that rhls eifert is common in such 
specialized situations of dry, wann air as occur in 
pahs of the Mediterranean, the Red Sea and the 
Persian Gulf. However,, the further reduction in 
raAge which can occur in this way is of mino.i | ■ •. 
tical isnporiance. ■     ----- 
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Chapter 7 

OCEAN CURRENTS 

THE factors considered up to this point are those 
for the most part which have an orderly and gen- 

erally gradual effect on temperature and salinity 
structure. A picture has been presented of a more or 
less Idealized ocean with a temperature structure 
which is permanent and relatively constant except 
near the surface where small-scale heating, cooling, 
and mising processes result in diurnal and seasonal 
temperature changes. 

However, it has gradually become apparent that 
there are important gcographkaJ variations in tem- 
perature structure which are caused partly by cli- 
matic variations and partly by the great ocean cur- 
rents. Some knowledge of currents, both as to their 
general characteristic:, jrnl the location of the major 
systems, is essential for mastery o£ the problems of 
subsurface warfare. 

Variability of a more local nature must also be 
co ssklen d. Under this heading are included a wide 
variety of phenomena. The surface processes of heat- 
ing and cooling are subject to a great deal of local 
variation, particularly in .temperate and polar re- 
gions, where relatively sudden and violent weather 
changes are common. Various kinds of small-scale 
thermal structure are produced as a result of water 
transport or meteorological influences. Finally there 
are the special phenomena of coastal waters. All such 
variabilky not-only is an essential part of ocean- 
ography but also phiys an important role in sound 
transmission. 

w 

7.1.1 

FMNCIPLES OF 
OCEAN CIRCULATION 

Water Msvemenis in Eekdoa t© 
Beaslty Diisrib«ti©n 

Previous sections have mentioned the movements 
of water that result from changes, in density. In the 
tropics where surface heating Is strong, the light 
water thus formed tends to spread northward and 
southward over the surface and to be replaced by 
colder water from below. As it moves into high lati- 
tudes, it overlies water that is colder but less saline, 
having been subjected to less heating and lew evap- 

■aratbri. Tims when the tropical water cools, ftssaim- 
- '        '-   '^>. warer underneath/attd It 

sink . ? -v'. M M ,. r .14« l oi. * .ntr toward tht poles 
is compensated by a return flow %vhlch largely takes 
piaceasasloi   -'    -  ■  ■ B of the ocean. Si 
tar ttioyements also lake place on a much smaller 
scale as a residt of local heating and cooling. 

In discussing the forces Involved in such move- 
men«, it fc c,} m nmn to compare them with meteor- 
ological phenomena, since the problems are essen- 
tially the same. A weather map shows isobars, lines of 
equal barometric pressure separating low- from high- 
pressure areas or topognrJ: =,-..... r -., 
surface. In ih- -.. '      ■ >   ^ ^ ; „. 
creases downward becaiiM of nhv     . /., of the over» 

, '-     -.   md tin ;   x   r.       . ■ r  . 

'"    ;' '      > • 8l?e densitv ni    - t v u'ving 
mt-dium. It % therefore possible to chart thepresiure 
dlslrl-bution in the sea (usually by ploninr the topog- 
raphy of a selected is'.barir surface) which will show 
the direction of water movement In the same way 
that the isobars on a weather map indicate wind di- 
rection. The usefulness of these top. - -i-'-if charts 
depends on the fa« that the pre?-.  '     ..      .t js mm 

in ihe direction parallel to tb- uvHoiirs. Therefore, 
the initial tendency is for the water to iow at right 
angles to the contours, that is, downhill. As soon as 
the water Is set In motion, however, it is deflected 
from Its downhill course by theeffect of the earth's 
rotation, as will be explained below. As long as the 
«sobaric slope is maintained on a rotating eank die 
current will run more or less parallel to the c<v ■ - 
ol the isobaric surface in the same way that the wind 
follows the Isobars on a weather map. In order to 
understand this situation Mly, it h necessary to ex- 
amine In detail the effect of the earth's rotation 
wmch wdl be taken up in the next section, it will, 
also be necessary In dealing with wa^er movements In' 
general to dkcuss the Importanc role played by wind- 
generated currents. 

7..1.3 
Corlolis Force 

_  The effect of the earth's rotation on moving bodies 
is known as Coriolis force, after the French physicist 
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licuat; I. Wagranj illustrating Cioriolis (orce—roiatio») «f 
iXMMtf near she North .Pole.- - . 

who evolved the mathemaEicai theory. It is s fictl- 
ilous force, &s v/ill be explaloed, and acts always ai 
right angles to the dlreclio» oi motion.lts effect is to 
make a current of fluid particles seem to be deflected 
imvznl the right in the Northern Hemisphere and to 
.due left In the Southern Hemisphere. Only as th« 
equator Is Coriolls force nonexisteiM, and it Increases 
to unmximmn at the poles, varying as the sine of the 
latitude. 

To explain how this"fo?ce acts, suppose an. .ob-" 
server la standing at the North Pole in the center of a 
homoaital circular platform and Is looking at s point 
on ihe edge of the platform. In Figure 1 the position 
of the observer is at A, and he Is looking at point, B. 
The earth rotates In the direction indicated, and 
point B rotates with it, taking the successive posi- 
tions Bi, B25 B8, and rt'turr.ing to the original posi- 
tion of B in 24 hours. The observer, of course, turns 
as the earth turns, coetinuing to lace B, and is not 
aware that the position of the latter has changed. It 
would be apparent to hi»», however, thai some stich 
motion was taking place if he bulk an imtmnient 
dm was capable of moving in.straighl. lines across 
ihe platform without being affected by the earth's 
rotation. Such an instrument would be a pendutom 
suspended from a tower" at A and swinging toward ' 
and away from B.as Indicated by the dotted line in 
the-figure. It would continue to swing in this plane, 
but B would rotate away from it until at position Bi 
the pendulun.! would swing in a line at right angles 
io the direction of B^ from. A. To an outside observer 
it is obvious that the pendulum k swinging in a 

FMIURE 2, Biagratn iltustrating Corioils forc.c~-apjMrent 
iaotion of a swinging pentMuni.on a rotating earth. 

straight line, but to the observer at A it would look 
as if B stands still and the pendulum swings more 
and more to the right. If the pendtdnm moved slowly 
enough so that its course-on each swing could be 
plotted. It would appear to be moving in a «rfes of 
airtvs s?ch m ,- , slightly to the right of the di- 
rection of motion as In Figure 2. After several swings 
its direction as shown. In ihe figure would be about 
at right angles to a line froni A to B, and it would 

Ftemufe 3. Diagram iliutrtratlng Coriolis force—rotation of 
points on ihe eqwaor. '    '       . ' 

■■: 
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FiCJURE 4. Diagram illustrating Coriolis force—rotation of points on the tqmim. 

omuvnn: la -'nge, making one complete apparent 
roiatlosi in 24 hours. 

A water mass at A or B will rotate wlrh the earth 
and will therefore appear stationary to an observer at 
either spot But If some force puts the water m mo- 
tion in any homoMal direction it will behave simi- 
larly to the.pehctoi««!, that is, it wli! tend becaass of 
its asomeHtuis, to move In: a straight liiie so that the 
earth rotates mider ft and its path appears curved to 
an observer who is not aware of the earth's rotation. 
Thus a current with an Inltisl '.npuise in the direc- 
tion imm-A toward B will curve to the rigbi and will 
pas'j to the westward of B. 

\n the same way a perfectly aimed bullet will strike 
to 'he right ol the ball's-eye (in the Northern Hetnl- 
sphere)i whatever the direction between the gim and 
the target may be. While the bnlkt is in the air the 

■earth-has twisted under it slightly so that the initial 

bearing Of the target in retedon to »pace hm changed. 
Thus any body w'-'"h has been set, in niotion and k 
not acted upon b) ;y lateral force appear», because 
of the earth's rotation, to be moving in a circular 
path, whldi is called its inath circle. The radlns of 
cnrvature depends on the velocity. The bullet ap- 
pears to curve only slightly, but an ocean current. 
with a much lower velocity has a siaaller radius of 
curvature. 

If point'A were-located at the South Pole, the 
sarlh's rotation would carry point B around it In a 
clockwise instead of counterdockwise rotation, hence 
the apparent deflection of a pendulum or of ä cur- 
rent of water is to the left. This general rule for the 
direction of deSectlon holds for the lower latitudes 
as well as the higher; the deflection k to the right in 
the Northern' 'Hemisphere and to the left in the 
Southern- The aiaount of deflection becomes less. 

; 
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ftci'BE 5. Diagram illustming Coriolis fos-cc—rotation of points at 45" N, 

however, at lower ladtmles aac! ceases at the equator. 
Suppose points A and B are on the equator as in 
-Figure 3. As the earth rotates, B follows A with tio 
change in homowal position. There Is still a circling 
mollors of a sort, which can he visualized hy holding 
A in a fixed position and letting the whole earth ro- 
tate around,k for a day's time as we look down on it 
from the North Pole (Figure 4). But to the observer at 
point A the circling, motion is in a vertical plane, and 
it does not result in any horkomal deieciions in the 
water around him, - 

If the points are located at an intermediate lati- 
tude.'say 45° N, then the drding motion has some 
of the characteristics of both the polar and equatorial 
movements. In that It has both horäomal and ve-ni- 

cai components. The resultant movement in a hori- 
zontal plane' around the observer at 45° N is impor- 
tant. It is nor. qtdte so easy to visualise B eircling 
around A. at this latitude as It was at the Pole. In 
order to simplify the illustration. Figure 5 is drawn 
;« if A is stationary and B is circling around it. Actu- 
ally, of course," both points are in motion, circling 
around each other.      - 

One of', the most difficult, things to understand 
about Coriolis i'ori.e is the fact that although the 
earth rotates once every 24 hours, except at the North 
and South Poles It takes more than 24 hours for the 
points A and B to circle each other, and for this rea- 
son also, Figure 51s an oversimplification of the facts. 
llsis was proven by Foucault, the physicist who first 
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Fif.iiRE6. DsagranriijuMratiiigCorioiis force—rolatloii of 
points at -IS". N. 

demonstrated the p^ndüliiM experiroent described' 
above. Golrjg back to that discussion, there was a 
circular platform at the Pole, fotstlng with the earth 
so that' the pendulum was swinging above It" in a 
.straight line but apparemiy malking a cop ■■.■-■>. ■■ 
tson in 24 iiotirä. Suppose iiow the pfatson» is enor- 
mously enlarged and tilted so that its edge reaches 
points •A and B on latitude 456 N, It stilhraust be 
horfeoatal at points A and B,because-we are inter- 
ested only in horizontal .deflections. It raust rotate 

with the earth, so its center Is the proioBged axis of 
the earth. Thus it is as shown iit Figure' 6, This disk 
then is the plane across which the pendulum swings. 
It rotates as the earth does with Its edge touchiBg at 
points A and B. But its drciiuiferenee is greater than 
the distance around the esuth at latitude 458; there- 
fore, It is similar to a reduction gear, with one revo- 
lution of the disk requiring more thaa a complete 
revolution of the earth. But points A arid B circle 
each other as the disk circles and the plane of the 
pendulum shifts in the same way, both requiring 
longer than 24 hours to complete their rotation.8 As 
the disk is further enlarged in order to extend to 
lower latitudes, the circling nsotton becomes slower. 
Finally at the equator It h impossible for a disk hori- 
zontal with the surface of the earth to have the axis 
pass through it. In other wordss the length of the 
drcmnference of the disk is infinity and the,circling 
motion is zero. The apparent deflection of the pen- 
dulum, or of a current of water varies with the speed 
of rotation of the disk and Its points A and B. There- 
fore Gorio!is force is. zero at the ixpiator a»d',.maxi- 
rnuns tu the poles, aad it can be proven matliemat- 
kally that the variation is proportional to the sine of 
the latitude, v ,v   ■ ■■',-■ 

?,i.s Tae: Gircplatioa Tkmry 

It is apparent notv that since any ■movement of 
water is affected by the earth's rotation, the simple 
explanation of circulation presented In the previous 

, « The tenglh ol time reqalred tor a «»mpletc rotatiers of-She 
plane of the pesidsiium ai any-given laskwJc is called a pendu- 
lum day. The iiiae required ftw a moving body ;;■;■ die same lati- 
tude \o »raptete kammia ihde (see p. 61) is össe-haif of ibis 
time mvm-kalf. pendulum day, Thereaseji for this may act fac 
imiaetliately apparent from the foregoing discusislo«. A wwrse- 
what more advanc«! ucataientof the subject will \x found-at 
the i«gjrtmng oC Chapter Xlli erf «leretjee 1, Chapter i. 

'S' 
FICTOE 7, Dlagi'am of water tnövements resylting froRi 
locallnecl heating of the sea 8Hrf«te. 

FteuKE 8. Eqwilibdum that '«salts -svhen movements 
shown in Figure 7 are carried to compietion. 
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FrcüUB 9. Effect of Coriolis force cm water movements 
resulting from iocalked heating of t!ie sea surface. 

section requires some modification. In building a 
theory that will explain the principles of circulation, 
it is desirable for the sake of simplicity to progress 
one step at a time, showing how each of these forces 
plays its part in setting up ocean currents.,But in so 
doing it must be understood that each step is. an ideal 
case that has, with minor exceptions, no counterpart 
In actual water movements which are affected by all 
the forces at once. At, the end it will be seen that they 
fst together into a usable picture of the major current 
systems of the world. 

First of all. Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of den- 
sity changes on a ■ nonrotating earth. The- surface 
water in a particular area is heated until it is warmer 
than the water around and umterneath it. .Heating 
expands the water so that the surface of the sea is 
slightly elevated In the center of the warm spot, and 
irätnediately the water begins to flow downhill tit all 
directions away from the center. fjoMer and denser 
water then presses up against the warmer and HglKer 
water, buoying It up. Circulation therefore occurs as 
indicated by the arrows in the diagram, and it con- 
tinues uRül there is an even- distribution of density 

' and pressure {Figure S), 
The effect of the earth's- rotation is to cause - als 

these movemeats to be deflected to the right (in the 
Northern Hemisphere), The result is a whorl of 
clockwise, water movements spr£?4pg, out, from,the 
wann center, as shown in Figure 9. Under ordinary 
circumstances this eddy of warm water can be ex.- 
pected to-spread until the density differences are 
equaiiMd and the condition of Figure 8 is estab- 
lished. The process is retarded, however, by the ten- 
dency of-water partides to be delfccted more and 
more to-the right, so that si the edge of the edd) the 
movement follows very nearly a circular path. 

The sinking of cold or saline water produces a 
somewhat similar current pattern but Inthe opposite 

Fir.iiKE 10. Diagram of water moyeroents resulting from 
localized cooling of the sea surface. 

direction. If the surface.water in a particular area ts 
cooled sufficiently to make it denser than the water 
underneath, it will sink until it reaches a level of its 
own density. As it does so the sea surface is depressed, 
and warm surface water flows in from all sides to take 
its place, Coriolis force" transforms-these movements 
into a counterclockwise whorl (in the • Northern 
Hemisphere) as shown in Figure 10, At first glance 
these water movements appear to be deSected to the 
left rather than the right. That this is not so is demon- 
strated-by Figure II, which shows the movement of a 
particle of water from the edge of the warm water (A) 
to the cold center. At each instant of its progress, A, 
Ai, Ag, etc., the direction of force k toward the center 
as indicated by the dotted lines, while the direction 
of movement as modified by Coriolis force is to the 
right of the direction of pressure.  ■ 

Suppose now the conditions of Figures 9 and JO are 
combined in a continuous process. For example, the 
eddy of warm water is continually heated too rapidly 
for water movements away from the center to stabil- 
ize the density distribution completely. Then at a 
paint on she periphery or the eddy the water is cooled 
just as rapidly as it was heated. Water will flow from 

, thefirst point to the second, and it is conceivable that 

FiciTRE it. Movement of water Into a a>id center, show- 
ing direction of pressure and the restiltlng «notion as 
roodified by Corioli» force. 
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FIGURE 12. Movement of water between two localized 
areas, one ol whifh is being wanned, the other cooled. 

a permanent eddy oC consfant size and shape will be 
cstabHshed; this is the resuk of a balance between the 
force produced by the density disiributlon and the 
frktional resistance of the water to this force. This 
situation can be visualiml diagrainmatkallyin Fig- 
ure 12, in which point A is the center of heating, and 
the' warm water is cooled at point B. Hie water 
spreads out from A In all directions in the form of a 
clockwise whorl as previously described- and then 
converge* at B. As long as the rates of heating and 
cooling remain constant thepattern nt currents'and 
the sue of .the eddy will also be constant. This condi- 
tion o£ equilibrium is coinmöniy known as a steady 

.. .?lrt,te,..,ln..parls of the eddy the density distribution is 
in a permanently unstable condition, particularly 

- near the edge where there Is a sharp downward slope 
in the thcrmodine. In other words the inec|uality in 
density structure still generates pressure which is di- 
rected outward from the center of the eddy in all di- 
rections. However, the water movements that must 
be" produced as' a result of the pressure gradient do 
not'increase the size of the eddy; Instead they take 
a circular clockwise course at its periphery. This is 
the extreme example of the application of Goriolis 
force. Just as Corlolis force is ptoportional to the 
mass and velocity of the movement of water and at 
right angles to it, so it exacdy balances the pressure 
that produces the water movements and is at right 
angles to the direction of pressure. Thus, when the 
presence of a permanent slope in the, density surfaces 
L'dicates that a steady state has been attained, the 
current that is generated is always at right angles to 
the direction of pressure/so tharif-an observer in the 
Northern Hemisphere faces in the direction Ift which, 
a current is flowing, the density' surfaces slope down- 
ward toward the right. 

This balance'between'the pressure gradient and 
Corlolis force can perhaps be more easily understood 

FKURE SS. Diagram of a wiiid-driven eddy.' 

by recalling the Inertia circle described in the preced- 
ing section. It was stated that a particle in motion and 
not under the influence of any lateral force appear-, 
to take-a curved path because the earth is turning 
beneath it The radius of the circle varies with the 
velocity and the sine of the latitude. For a current of 
average velocity located in mid-latitudes -this radius 
is about 1'5 miles. Bat the major ocean currents ob- 
viously have a very much krger radius of curvature, 
which'means that, they must be under the influence 
of a lateral force which deflects them from the path 
of the Inertia circle. In other word-,, for water to flow 
in a reasonably straight path in- the geographical 
seme, it must be acted upon by a component of gravi- 
tational force (the crosscurrent pressure gradient) 
wlurh deflects it to the left in the Northern Hemi- 
sphere and lo the right in the Southern just enough 
to balance Corlolis force. 

In a very genera! way the description.thus far de- 
veloped" can be. applied to ocean circulation. Weak 
density gradients extending over, great horizontal 
distances are important in transporting warm trop- 
ical and subtropkal water to pokr regions. Within 
the major ocean currents where steady-state condi- 

' tlons are approximated at least through parts of their 
courses, the flow is very nearly at right angles to the 
pressure gradient. However,-the uneven nsiure of 
the processes that originate the currents leads to con- 
tinual variations in velocity and varying amounts 
of crosscurrent transfer which shifts their position. 
Near, the surface the effect of pressure gradients is 
also greatly modified by the wind systems of, the earth. 
Around each, of the central basinsof the oceans the 
winds form a-great antkyclonic eddy, consisting pri- 
marily of the trades and prevailing westerlies. The 
force of these winds produces similar eddies in the 
ocean, the general features of which are illustrated 
in Figure 15, .„. ;,''''.■ " :. 
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Movement oi water in these eddies is deflected by 
the earth's rotation to the right of the wind direction, 
hence there is a drift of water toward the center of the 
eddy accompanied by a slight elevation oi the sea 
surface where the u-ater is converging. This creates 
an unstable pressure distribution that is compensated 
in two ways: (l) by a return drift toward the peri- 
phery of the eddy in the water underneath die wind- 
driven surface layer, and (2) by a genera! redistribu-. 
tion of density structure to equalize the vertical pres- 
sure. In other words there Is a tendency for readjust- 
ment of density surfaces so that the pressure on the 
underiying deep water caused by the weight of water 
above it is uniform, and any tendency to increased 
weight due to elevation of the sea surface is offset by 
an mn ease in depth of the relatively light mixed 
layer. Thus thelight water accumulates in the center 
of such a convergence, and the density surfaces slope 
down toward the center from all sides, giving rise to 
a permanent lens-shaped body of warm water. - 

This situation is stable only insofar as it is main- 
tained bv the force of the wind. If the latter ceased, 
the warm water would spread out in an even layer 
over the surface in the same manner as described in 
Figures 7 and B.ln this respect it is similar to an eddy 
of warm water maiatained'by surface heating, which, 
as has been seen, -Is permanent only by the action of 
an external agency. 

The similarity does not end there, however. In 
each case, there is an elevation of the sea surface and 
deformation of density surfaces, resulting in the de- 
velopment of a pressure gradient which in torn pro- 
duces a current flowing at right, angfes to It, AH these 
factors are interrelated—the difference In density be- 

" tween the warns water above and the colder water 
below, the slope ol the thennocllrie (as Infiuencm by 
latitude), and the velocity of the current produced. 
The relationship can bs expressed by a mathematical 
formula, so that by measuring the vertical density 
structure of ocean waters, it Is possible to determine 
the direction and velocity of currents. Cummt sys-' 
terns are commonly studied In this way, for actual 
measurements of the currents axe very inaccurate un- 
less the vessel is' equipped for anchoring in deep 
water, ami even so they are difficult and laborious. 
The principle of determining ocean currents from 
the density structure of the sea, which is generally 
known as the Bjerknes Circulation Theory, is one 
of the most important contributioio to modern 
oceanography. 

But a& indicated above, while the mathematkal 
relations of currents with the density structure of the 
water are always about the same, the causal relation- 
ships arc often inextricably mixed. The wind may 
set up a current, and the transport that results will 
cause the density surfaces to slope. Contrariwise, den- 
sity slopes that result from heating or coolmg proc- 
esses will cause a current to be formed. Often both 
processes arc involved, and some of the most power- 
ful ocean currents are those in which the prevailing 
xvinds and the density distribution work together. 

7.M Wind Trafispott 

In the oi^cn ocean many of the permanent currents 
- move in roughly the same direction as the prevailing 
winds and are primarily wind-driven. It is obvious 
that these currents are deep and powerful and that 
huge amounts of momentum are involved. But such 
basic questions as how long a wind must blow before 
a current, becomes established mid in what direction 
this current will flow sdil must I« dealt with largely 
on the basis of theory, for few satisfactory field studies 
have bees made. .., 

The classical theory of wind currents was advanced 
largely-on the basis of mathematkal calculations, and 
althouglh it has since been refined and modified, 
it Is best to begin by discussing It In its simple 
form. The theory assumes a limitless, deep ocean in 
which there is no change in density with depth. The 
force of the wmd.sets up a drift current in the surface 
water. As soon as the water is set in motion it is acted 
upon by Coriolis force, and when steady-state condi- 
üons are reached the resultant current at the surface" 
Is 45 degrees to the right of the downwind direction 
in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left in the 
Southern. The water below the surface is dragged 
along by friction, the velocity decreasing with in- 
creasing depth., and the direction of motion swinging 
more and more to the right. This Is the so-called 
Ekman spiral (Figure 14), named after the author of/ 
the theory. If the degree of frkuonal drag, or so-called 
eddy viscosity,.is constant with depth as assumed in 
the calculations, then it can be shown mathemat- 
ically that the net transport of the wind-driven sur- 
face layer will be 90 degrees to the right of the wind 
(in the Northern Hemisphere). It is believed that this 
sort of motion will become established within about 

-12,hours of the onset of a steady wind. Earlier the 
Sow will be more nearly in a downwind direction. 
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W.mvu. 11. Diagram iikistratsng ihe Ekman spiral, 
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This situittson is coinplicased by the fact, that wind 
transport is always accompanied by wa%'e transport. 
Furthermore it is associated with a considerable 
amount of vertical turbulence, frequently with the 
formation of convection ceils of the kind desenbed in 
Section 5.2.i, which produce some mixing to the 
bottom of the isothermal layer. Moreover, it has been 

..observed that.in the convergences of convection cells 
the surface water moves downwind at a considerabiy 
more rapid rate than in the divergences. This can 
sometimes be seen on a cold day by observing the 
bubbles and foam on the sea surface. Since the flow 
of water in response to the wind is uneven and since 
mass vertical motions occur Jn the convective layer, It 
is clear that the mathematical assumptiom oversim- 
plified the actual movements of water in the wind- 
driven surface layer. 

Furthermore, when water is" transported by the 
- wind, other water tends to take its place (compensat- 
ing currents), while ahead of the current, watf ids 
to be pushed forward and j sled up, leading to a slight 
elevation of the sea surface and a depression of the 
thermodlne to the right of the wind. This causes the 
development of a deeper current, commonly known 
as a gradient airrent, according to the principles' of 
the clrculatkm theory, which flows at mid-depths 
parallel to the Wind direction and below the Ekman 
spiral. When compensating and gradient- currents 
have been set tip, ihey seriously affect the direGtion of 
the original wind-driven current, and the wind-drift 
theory In Its simplest form is no longer completely 

'■correct. Thus it is argued that when a steady state has 
bee« reached, the ddlectjon of the surface water from 

. the downwind direction will be,reduced by perhaps 
half the 45 degrees called for by the simple theory, 

■and indeed In the trade wind belts, at least, it is pos- 
sible to demonstrate thitt the current at the surface is" 
at an angle of roughly 15 to 20 degrees to the right of 
the wind. 

For the present purpfsses, however, what is particn- 
larlyJmpörtant to subsurface warfare is not so much 
»he question of the exact direction of flow or velocity, 
but rath«- a general understanding of the way in 
-which local variability of the winds can transport she - 
surface water and sometimes carry warmer water over 
colder and vim versa, thus radically affecting sound 

■conditions. Moreover, wind transport and the asso- 
ciated gradient currents may in some cases move con- 
siderable masses of the warm surface layer, piling it 
up and thickening the isothermal layer (convergence) 

or spreading if out and reducing the amount of 
mixed water (divergence). 

The effects in the open ocean of convergence and 
divergence on a large scale are evident on the sum- 
mer-season sonar charts (see Figures 9 and 10 in 
Chapter 5). In the latitude of westerly winds, for ex- 
ample, the sound conditions are generally tetter on 
the lee side of the ocean than on the windward. Like- 
wise, in the trade wind belt sound conditions in the 
west arc relatively good, for example in the Carib- 
bean. 

7.S MAJOR CUREENT SYSTEMS 
OF THE EÄETH 

Figure 15 is a chart of the major surface currents of 
the oceans. For the most part their posllkm shifts 
only slightly with the seasons, although in the north- 
ern part of the Indian Ocean and slongthe China 
coast the direction of their flow Is actually reversed. 
Here they are shown in their midwinter position. 

If Figure 15 is compared with previously published 
current charts a marked difference will be noted. 
Most current chare show the average direction and 
strength of all available drift measurements for each 
small area of the ocean, usually supplemented by in- 
ferences from the more numerous wind observations. 
As a result they make the currents appear broad and 
diffuse and closely dependent on prevailing local 
winds. It is not always easy from such a chart- to dis- 
tinguish clearly between the central portso!» of the 

■major eddies, where the direction of drift is relatively 
haphazard, and the edges of those eddies where one 
finds true currents involving significant transport in 
a nearly constant direction and enough momentum, 
to leave them unchanged by occasional periods of 
opposing x^inds. 

An attempt has been made In Figure 15 to show by 
the continuous lines where the direction of How is 
most persistent, and, to group these lines into bands 
outlining the edges, of eddy movement in order to 
indicate where the currents are most clearly defined. 
The spacing cithe lines cannot, however, be taken 
as an exact measure either of constancy or of speed, 
and it should be noted that the Mcrcator projection 
makes them appear widely separated in the West 
Wind Drift, which is actually a fairly strong current. 

Tlte courses- and speeds^ of the currents at the sur- 
face are well known through ships' observations, and 
occanographers have studied the flow at greater 
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MAJOR CURRE-NT SYSTEMS OF THE EARTH 

FifiiME 18. Oiagrani of typical ocean riroilatioii, wind- 
driven eddy and subpolar convergence. 

depths, partly by direct observation and to a larger 
extent by dererrmnations of the density structure. 
The velocity of the currents is greatest near the sur- 
face where in a few places they reach a speed of S or 
4 knots. The greatest depth ;.t which a significant 
areount of flow can be detected varies with each cur- 
rent and in diferem parts of the same ciim;nt, but in 
sotne cases this depth is greater than a ratle. It is ap- 
parent therefore that, the larger currents carry huge 
volumes of water. For example, the total transport of 
the Gulf Stream in the latkiKic of Chesapeake Bay is 
approximately 100 million tons a second.' 

In examining the currents It is worth while to com- 
pare diem with the wind systems of the world (Fig- 
ures 16 and 17), which are similar in many respects 
and are to a large degree responsible for the general 
pattern of the currents. This is particularly true of 
the west wind drift in the Antarctic and of the North 
and South Equatorial Currents which lie in the trade 
wind belts. The latter currents form part of the great 
eddies cemermg in mid-latitudes, clockwise in the 
Northern Hemisphere, and counterclockwise in the 
Soulhern, corresponding to the prevailing wind di- 
rection. Since they are primarily wind-driven, they 
are swiftest at the surface. In the main thermocline 
and the upper part of the deep water layer, horizontal 
eddy-type of motion gradually decreases "with depth, 
giving way to slower deep water transport. 

These eddies take the general form described ir« 
the preceding section, and together with sinking 
centers in higher latitudes they set the demunant pat- 
tern of the current systems of each ocean basin. Fig- 
ure 18 is a diagrammatic representation of the scheme 

of circuiaiion, showing the density structure and the 
direction of the currents in a combined wind-driven 
eddy and sinking center. 

It is important to consider the density structure of 
the oceans in relation to the currents, since it is not 
only essential for proper undcrstamiing of the sub- 
ject but also has practical implkarions from the 
standpoint of echo ranging. Tor-this-purpose-refer- 
ence is made to previous figures (9 and 10, Chapter 5) 
which showed layer depth contours taken from the 
sonar charts for December to February and June to 
August, These are in a sense a superficial picture of 
the density distribution of the sea, but they are ade- 
quate for the present purposes. Winter conditions 
(Figure 0, Northern Hemisphere; Figure 10, South- 
ern) are particularly useful for examining the density 
structure in relation to currents. 

In the eddy currents centering in mid-latkudes, the 
density surfaces slope downward toward the right in 
the Northern Hemisphere and the left in the South- 
ern as is expected according to theory. Thus In the 
center of the eddies, layer depths are greater than 
arotmd the outer edges of- the currents, and the win- 
ter sound ranges are correspondingly better. On the 
edges of the currents the warm water-is often found 
as a shallow weclge over colder and less saline water. 
This condition is further shown by bathythermo- 
grams of the Florida Current and of the Gulf Stream 
further north (Figures 19 and 20). The negative tem- 
perature gradients at the edge of the current make 
echo ranging conditions poorer than they are either 
in die main body of the enrrem to the right or in the 
colder slope water, as it is called, to the left. With 
northerly or westerly winds the .slope water is forced 
to overlie the-warmer and more saline Gulf Stream 
water disrupting roe normal temperature structure, 
producmg temporary positive gradients, and setting 
up eddies that lead to complex and variable tempera- 
lure conditions. For all these reasons the edges of 
such a current are poor and variable from the aati- 
submarine standpoint. 

Fir.tmK 19, Series of biUhyShcrmograms across the Florida 
Current. 

ar 
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FICTRE 20. Series of bathyihftrrnognims across the On if Stream, 

1»   summer   (Scnahcrn   Hemisphere,   Figure   9; 
Northern, Figure JO of Chapter 5) the development 
o[ tlie scasonai thernioclincs obscures this general 
picture of density structure in the centra! basins, as 
shown in the sonar charts. The currem systems and 
their relationship to the main thermodine are ap- 
proxirmuely the same, but they do not benefit sound 
ranging conditions in the center of the great eddies. 
1 'here, as well as in the waters beyond the edge of the 
currents, seasonal warming -shortens sound ranges. 
Where the current is strongest, the turbulence de- 
velopeJ aids the vertical distributioa of heat, hence 
the best sound ranging conditions In the summer are 
found in areas where there are cürreilis, TWs is "par- 
ticularly true of currents that are partly or largely 
wind-driven so that tin; effects of wind-generated tur- 
bulente and, turbulent flow are combined. However, 
sonar conditions are also good in such places as the 
Florida Si raits where the wind is light and variable in 
summer and does not affect the current appreciably. 

Within the North and South Equatorial Currents 
•the density surfaces slope down toward the north in 
the Northern Hemisphere and to the south i» the 
Southern Hemisphere (Figure 21), aud w.aa is trans- 
ported rot only westward but also away from the 
equamr on both sides. Therefore where these cur- 
rents border on the equatorial doldrum belt the 
thermodine is shallow, and hence echo ranging con- 
ditions are relatively poor in the doldrums. At the 
same time the steady blowing of the trade winds 
exerts enough stress on the sea surface to raise ihe 
sea level slightly (in the Atlantic ocean it is about tx/n 
inches per thousand miles) in a westward direction 
along the equator. The equatorial countcrcurrents 
found in the doldrums result as a downslopc How in 
the zone where the winds maintaining the slope are 
absent. 

In the subairtic regions of both the Atlantic and 
the Pacific occam. the dominant feature is a group 
of counterclockwise currents set up around the so- 
called sinking centers. The depression of the density 
surfaces and the thickening of the mixed layer that 
accompany these tunvergences make sound ranging 
conditions good except when strong winds interfere, 
or when lateral eddies between water masses of dif- 
ferent temperature and salinity produce confused 
negative am! positive gradicrsss. 

In the Southern Hemisphere, sinking of surface 
water derived from the tropics also occurs, but lie- 
cause of the strong circumpolar currents which are 
caused by the prevailing westerly winds and arc un- 
impeded by the presence of land masses as in the 
Arctic, sinking occurs in a more or less continuous 
band at a latitude of about 50 to 60° S, rather than in 
localized renters. From tins convergence southward, 
layer depths are almost invariably great enough for 
good echo ranging, but the effective sound range is 
frequently reduced by strong winds. 

Thi: actual differences in density in the converg- 
ences are generally slight, and while presumably a 
certain amount of sinking of heavier water occurs all 
the lime in one part of the area or another, it seems 
probable that it is a highly variable phenomenon, 
much influenced by local water movements and 
weather. Ordinarily sinking occurs at the boundary 
between two wrat.er masses of slightly different tem- 
perature and salinity. Pronounced downward move- 
ment of water is favored by a tvind that transports 
heavy water over a mass of lighter water, or by cold, 
calm weather that permits considerable masses of tin- 
stable water to develop at the surface before they 
begin to sink. 

N« measurements have been made of the down- 
ward currents that result, and there is only the 
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vaguest infonnation about their size mid form, but 
evidence oi their existence has been wbserved from 
surface vessels. Sinking ordinarily occurs in a band 
a few yards wide and perhaps as much as several 
miles long. It has the choppy appearance of a tide 
rip and may be full of seaweed and other debris 
brought info it by the converging surface currents. 
The dbwndraft is strong enough to carry down debris 
of slight buoyancy, and the surface currents may be 
strong enough to hold a drifting vessel in the converg- 
ence in spite of a crosswir.d. 

Such convergences are probably important from 
the standpoint of diving operations. Submariners use 
the term fresh pocket for a place where the vessel 
suddenly ant! for no obvious reason begins to sink 
and requires reballasting. This can happen any time 

when a submarine goes too near the löwer limit of a 
supporting density gradient. Varying thickness and 
amount of temperature change in the therroocline'ls 
no cbubt responsible for some of the instances re- 
ported. On the other hand, sometimes the submarine 
sinks very rapidly and checks its descent with great 
difficulty and at a dahgerous depth. In such a case it 
may have encountered a convergence in which not. 
only is there no Increase in density with depth, but 
also there is a dowmvard current of water compar- 
able to downdrafts In the air that cause airplanes to 
lose altilude. From what is known about the shape of 
these convergences, it seems likely that a submarine 
held in one for any length of time lias come into it on 
a nearly parallel course and should therefore change 
course about 9(1 degrees to escape. 
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Chapter 8 

LOCAL VARIABILITY 

8.1 WINDS AND WAVES 

THE great permanent wind-driven currents occur 
only in those parts oi the oceans where winds 

blow fairly constantlv in one direction. Local varia- 
tions, particiilarly in iatitudes where there is a suc- 
cession of low- and high-pressure areas with con- 
stantly shifting winds, do not lead to pronounced 
transport. When, as frequently hap}>ens, permanent 
currents traverse such areas, it is only.by virtue of 
their hydraulic head. 

Local winds do not appear to be very effective in 
producing convergences and divergences, even OB a 
small scale. In the open ocean the pattern of winds 
around amoving low-pressure area would, in theory, 
cause divergence, that is, a lessening of the tfnrfcTifis 
of the warm surface layrr nr.-v m-r- >•- -..a ui die wind 
vw <! On iiu, uiiier hand, as a -low-pressure area 
passes, the winds usually increase in strength. Per- 
haps the two effects cancel At any rate in looking 
over the summer haihytlieraiograms, one does not 
gain the impression that gradual variations in the 
thickness of the wind-stirred layer arc produced by 
passing wind systems. 

A much more obvious effect of the winds is to 
tramform horizontal temperature gradients into 
vertical gradients. Because the temperature of the 
wind-stirred surface layer increases gradually from 
north to south in the Northern Hemisphere, a south- 
erly wind wil! often cause warmer water to overlie 
colder water. The ?)pposhc is not so often true, unless 
the horizontal gradient is very sharp, for a north 
wind ss usually a relatively cold wind and therefore 
effective in maintaining a deep mixed layer. In any 
case, unless there is also a horizontal salinity gra- 
dient, a north wind would tend to produce an usv- 
stable situation. 

Ofinuch greater practical importance is the effect 
of local winds on waves and vertical raising. Areas 
where winds are variable are also variable from the 
standpoint of echo ranging. During occasional vio- 
lent storms, echo ranges are reduced by heavy seas. 
There is also more calm weather, particularly in 
summer, so that "aflcrnoon effect" and shallow 
mixed layers are common. Thus on the average, 

sound conditions are poorer in the mid-iadtudes 
than in regions such as the trades where there are 
steady, moderate winds. On the other hand they are 
generally better than in the subpolar regions where 
winds of gale force interfere with echo ranging most 
of the time. 

In its total aspect the state of the sea depends on 
many factors: on the velocity of the wind, the length 
of time it has been blowing, and the fetch (the dis- 
tance upwind »hat the speed md direction remain 
roughly the same); on whether the wind is rising or 
falling; on the temperature of the air and the differ- 
ence in temperature between the air and the war^r- 
However, of all ihesr, 5|'>- vtrtorH) oi the wlatd t» by 
far UMJ siou iiftportant. The average seasonal and 
geographic variations of the wind force are well 
known, and climatic atlases summarize the mforraa- 
tlon in a more or less convenient form. Figures 1 and 
2 shoiv the frequency of winds stronger than force 6 
(Beaufort) in winter and in summer. The incidence 
of strtmg winds; as well as the. temperature gradient 
near the surface, is considered in preparing the Peri- 
scope-Depth Rsngc Sonar Charts. 

g.s EDMES 

Currents throw off eddies which vary in size from 
a few miles to perhaps 75 miles In diameter, large 
ones being common on either side ol the Gulf Stream 
between Gape Hatteras and the Grand Banks, North 
of the current the eddies contain, relatively warm 
water near the surface and arc easily detected. Those 
to the south of the Gulf Stream contain water which 
is only slightly warmer than that already in the in- 
vaded area, but the larger of these eddies can be 
made out irorn the ■rrenu of the deeper isotherms. 
From the acoustical standpoint the edges of eddies 
are much the same as the edge of the current itself. A 
.shallow layer of one temperature will be found over- 
lying a layer of some other temperature. 

Ho¥/ long such eddies persist and retain their ther- 
mal characteristics near the surface is not well 
known. Large eddies near the Gulf Stream are known 
to have persisted for more than a month, but the sur- 
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DEGREES   FAHRENHEIT 
SCALE 0 10 

FICURE 3. Bashythermofjiams illustrating intcrna! waves. 

face velocities when they first form may be as much 
as 2 knots. Presumably smaller eddiei» have much less 
momentum and soon die down, or at any rate their 
surface chanäcteristks are soon destroyed by wind 

■ sdmng.-I-lowever this may be, eddies are a potemiai 
source of poor and variable sound conditions. 

Eddies have seldom been fuliy delineated. Usually 
a single line of temperature observations crosses what 
might be a roughly circular core of warmer water or 
a tongue of warmer water extending back to the 
source. 

8,3 INTERNAL WAYES» 

The waves hitherto considered have been displace- 
ments of the surface of the sea. However, waves can 

" occur not only in the air-water boundary but also in 
the interface between strata of water of different den- 
sity. These internal waves, as they are called, have 
been observed both in the main thermocline and in 
the seasonal thermocline. Their effect on subsurface 
warfare has not yet been fully investigated, but there 
is no doubt thar they are responsible for some of the 
observed variations in sonar performa»ce. 

The difference in density above and below i ther- 
mocline is of course much less than that between the 
air and water at the surface of the ocean. Thus a 
boundary within the ocean itself can Be much more 
easily displaced than the surface of the sea, and the 
waves in the boundary set up with correspondingly 
less energy. Theoretical considerations not only in- 

^ " A memorandum by C. W. Ufford of UCDWR, dated May 
i 3, HM5, summarized work on internal wave» and provided most 
of the information in tlii.s section. 

dicatc that such waves do exist but also predict their 
properties. The waves have their greatest height at 
the interlace between the two layers and their am- 
plitude diminishes rapidly above and below it, ap- 
proaching zero at the surface and bottom of the 
ocean. The theory shows further that internal waves 
can be formed not only at a boundary where the 
density changes abruptly but also in water in which 
the change is more gradual. On the other hand, there 
are no internal waves in homogeneous water in 
which the density does not change with depth. 

That internal waves are oresenf/ln the ocean in 
fact as well as in theory has been proved by measuring 
the variation with time of the temperature, salinity 
and oxygen content at various depths, before ihe 
war, measurements were made in a series with sample 
bottles and reversing thermometers from an an- 
chored or slowly drifting ship. As- each lowering 
required an appreciable time, tiiere was a time inter. 
val of more than 1 hour and sometimes as much as 2 
hours between successive lowerlngs. This meant that 
only long period waves could be found by, these 
methods. 

In this way internal waves were found with periods 
of 24 and 12 hours, correspondmg to the periods of 
the tides, and with heights m great as 800 feet. There 
was some evidence of waves with shorter periods, but 
the periods found by this method had to be at least 
as large as the. interval of 1 to 2 hours between suc- 
cessive lotverings. 

In order to find out whether there were any waves 
of shorter period it was necessary to make lowerings 
in much more rapid succession. For this purpose the 
bathyihetmogi'aph [BT] has provided a greatly 
superior instrument. Series of lowerings every two 
minutes for as long a& 24 hours have been made. A 
few bathyth..;rmograms from such a series are repro- 
duced in Figure 3 to show the kind of variations that 
are obtained. 

It is convenient to represent these waves graphi- 
cally as a depth curve along which the temperature 
is constant, plotted against time. In an ocean with no 
internal waves, diese lines would be straight and 
horizontal; but owing to the irregular raising and 
knvering of the layers by the internal waves, the lines 
are moved up or down until they represent the form 
of the waves. One of these 24-hour series, shown in 
Figure, 4 A without the small-scale features, is charac- 
teristic of all the records that have been obtained off 
San Diego. The tidal period Is evident in the long 
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sweep of the curve. Waves of shorter period arc super- 
imposcil ojjoii the waves of long tidal period. The 
first secfiori of the curve of Figure 4A is reproduced 
on a larger scale in Figure -IB, which shows the 
shorter period waves oscillating around the average 

curve representing the tidal period. If, in Figure IB, 
the curve of (idal period is subtracted from the short 
period curve, the resulting waves are as shown in 
.Figure-IC. 

In addition to the lowering of bathythermographs 
from surface ships, a series of observations made 
aboard a submarine showed that while balanced on 
■s seßSOnsi tiicmliH iliic Jts Cicpin vailfu pCiluultaily, 

revealing the existence of internal waves with periods 
of 8 to 10 minutes and heights of about 20 feet. These 
observations arc described in more detail in the sura- 
mary volume on diving control. On another occasion, 
m t'Xpei'Uoens» oii San lliego, a subnicrsfed subr«.«- 
rinc ran through internal waves, maintaining a con- 
stant depth with its planes, and recorded periodic 
variations in the temperature at that depth. Calcula- 
tions based on these observations indicated that the 
period of the waves was about 5 minutes and the 
largest height 28 feet. 

Experinients have also been made to find the 
velocity and length of internal waves. In order to do 
this it is necessary to make BT lowerings simultane- 
ously from at least three positions on the same ship 
or from three ships anchored in a triangle. The re- 
sults of measurements made thus far suggest that the 
waves travel with a speed of about half a knot and 
have wave lengths of about 250 yards. Figure 5 shows 
a set of observations made aboard a single ship with 
B i' irislaUaSions at the bow, amidships, and at the 
stern. The order in which the curves on the figure 
progress indkaies that the waves came from the di- 
rection in which the ship was heading and succes- 
sively passed under the three installations. 

The practical consequences of internal waves in 
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MICROSTR ÜCTÜRl 75 

hand, internal waves could in some cases account for 
the penetration of sound into areas where the simple 
refraction theory would predict a shadow zone. As 
the iniernai waves progress all these effects will con- 
tribute to the variability that is one of the most strik- 
ine' characteristics of the sound field. 

submarine operations are discussed in the summary 
volume on diving. The very important acoustical 
consequences have only gradual! and quite recently 
become apparen t. 

With the passage of each internal wave tht' depth 
of the nearly isothermal surface layer varies. Because 
of the changes both in layer depth and in the strength 
01  tilt   uiiöeiiying  neg«tiive  gi«iuieiit,  uic onsuitu    g.4 MlCÄOSTKUCTÜS.,E 
range can be expected to vary, 'Fhus internal waves 
are one cause of variability in inaxhnum ranges, al- Attempts to measure very small-scale ihcrmal 
though not a particularly serious one, it would not structure in the open ocean are beset with very great 
be surprising, for example, to fiäjd that tiie range on     difficulties. The rolling and pitching of the ship, and 

yards from one attack to the next because of the cabk^ are only a few of the obstacles \vhich liave 10 be 
effect of an internal wave, but variations much overcome in order to distinguish between vertical 
greater than this would be fairly uncommon. Thus, and horizontal gradients. Nevertheless, there is a 
over a period of several hours, the variations in maxi- good deal of more or less indirect evidence that small 
nnnn range caused by oscillations of layer depth     but sharp temperature gradients exist in the water 

which rnav serve to scatter sound, 
I« the first place, even the BT, crude as it is for 

studying small-scale thermal structure, occasionally 
shows up surprising detail, which is reprocluced in 
both the up and the down traces, and is therefore 
vertical structure. Figure 6 is a magnified reproduc- 
tion of BT traces taken in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, 
which show pronounced development of successive 
strata of water, each with a relatively uniform tera- 

Every sound operator and antisubmarine warfare peraturc and separated from the stext by a sharp dis- 
officer is well aware of the fact that there is a great continuity. The lowerings were made slowly on a 
variability in the quality of submarine contacts hand-line paid out i'rom a dinghy in order to record 
which cannot readily be explained by the routine the temperature with the greatest possible acjuraev 
BT classification. One attack may be spoiled by lack and freedom from vibration. In each figure the down 
of information due to the intermittent and mushy trace is on the right and the up trace on the left, 
quality of the echoes, and the next attack, under ap- Failure of the traces to coincide is due to lag iu the 
parendy identical conditions, may be a good one. thermal response of the instrument used and to the 
Theory suggests that internal waves may be at least    fact that it was hauled in more quickly than it was 

paid out, which tended to smooth the temperature 
traces. Nevertheless, there is sufficient agreemeni. in 
each pair of traces to leave little doubt that valid 

the limit, oi sound beam penetration. This assump- measurements of vertical structure were obtained. 
tion is obviously not correct when internal waves are Measurements of vertical sound velocity gradients2 

present. reveal small-scale variations which arc presumably 
As the sound beam travels nearly horizontally at or largely due to temperature changes and therefore arc 

near layer depth, there will be regions behind each indicative of thermal microst run lire. The observa- 
wave in the surface of the thermocline where little tional method used did not pm lüde the possihiluv 
or no sound strikes the thermocline, situ.t it has been tha? part.of the recorded variations were caused by 
bent down by striking the slope of the wave facing vertical oscillations of the instrument through the 
the projector. This means that sound is removed water or by horizontal gradients, but comparison of 
irom pans 01 uic souuo ticio wncre H woum appear uown anct up traces snows tnat seltne vertical ITHCTO- 

if the thermodine were entirely level.. On the other     structure existed. However, the interest in this work 
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does not lie in its accuracy as a means of studying 
mkrostructure but rather in the fact that it is a con- 
Crete demonstranon of the existence of small stale 
variations in velocity within the souml fseld which 
can be in part responsible for variability in sound 
transmission. 

Attempts to measure small-scale horizontal struc- 
ture have not been very-successful, although it Is 
fairly dear thai near the surface convection cells, 
when they are well developed, must cause just such 
thermal structure. The temperature increase has 
been measured8 between depths of 8 and 20 milli- 
meters and has been found to be as much as 1.8 F. 
averaging afjout 0.8 F. This gives some Idea of the 
maximum degree of thermal instability that can arise 
through surface cooling and of the maximum 
amount, of horäoma! variation that might be ex- 
pected when the surface water drains into the con- 
vergences of convection cells. Thus far no accurate 
measurements have been made of the temperature 
differences within these convergences, although in 
horizontal   temperature  measurements, at various 

depths some evidence has been reported4 of small- 
scale cyclical variations of about 0.02 degree occur- 
ring about every ten yards in waters that were in- 
vestigated off San Diego, as well as occasional larger 
discontinuities of the order of 0.5 degree. 

The acoustic effect of microstmcture has not yet 
been measured accurately, but qualitatively it is 
fairly obvious how it affects sound transmission. A 
stepiike theraiodine of the kind pictured in Figure 
6 Is in reality a series of little therraodines of varying 
degrees of steepness. Moreover, they arc not horizon- 
tally continuous throughout the entire sound field 
because every BT lowering shows a slight!)' different 
pattern. The combined effect; is that the mdtviduai 
refraction paths of sound rays are highly variable, 
leading to irregular variations in intensity within the 
sound "fidd. Probably mkrostructure is one of the 
more Important causes of varying intensity from one 
echo to the neKtf as contrasted with the internal 
waves previously discussed, which would be more 
likely to produce larger scale, fluctuations of a. more 
regular nature over a period of several pings. 
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Chapter 9 

COASTAL WATERS 

NEAR most continental coast lines the vertical 
structure of the water column is so different from 

that prevailing in the open ocean as to warrant sep- 
arate discussion. This is especially true of coasts hav- 
ing a broad continental .shelf, where large or many 
rivers drain into the sea, or where offshore winds 
prevail. In general, the situation in coastal waters 
tends to be specialized through one or more of these 
raoses, Vrnkal jrradiems of »"mperature and salinity 

the seasonal changes are ustially greater also. The 
lOO-fathom contour roughly marks the boundary be- 
tween coastal and offshore water, although in special 
cmaimstances water which is clearly of coastal origin 
can be encountered 100 miles or more beyond the 
limits of the continental shelf. The currents in 
coastal waters, which are caused by density gradients 
and by local winds and tides, are complex and inter- 
esting oceanographically and highly Importam from 
a practical standpoint both, in'navigation and in 
echo ranging. The type of-bottom also Is ksfhwmial, 
in determining whether sound ranges will be im- 
proved by multiple reflections or will be shortened 
by masking reverberation. 

9.! 

S.u.! 

COASTAL CIRCULATION 

Beasity Currents 

Becalisc of land drainage the density of coastal 
water is usually less than at corresponding depths off- 
shore. Along any coast where there Is a significant 
amount of freshening due to land drainage, there is 
a general tendency lor the fresh water to, move off- 
shore on.the surface and the denser (more saline) 
water to move in underneath. Thus the salinity of the 
surface water increases from the shore outwards, and 
furthermore there is an increase in salinity from the 
surface downward. This is an unstable condition in 
that the density surfaces slope downward in an in- 
shore direction, and the unequal pressure gives rise 
so currents which in general behave according to the 
principles of the circulation theory. 

Since the density surfaces slope downward toward 
the shore line, the direction of the airrents is roughly 

parallel to the coast, with the coast on the right-hand 
side of the direction of How in the Northern Hemi- 
sphere and on the Id't-hand side' in the Southern 
Hemisphere. 

As a result of this prevailing situation, in the 
Northern Hemisphere the coastal currents on the- 
west side of the oceans are usually south-flowing and 
therefore relatively cold as shown in Figure 1, which 
is a'temperature section across the Labrador Current. 
k uC Oasei vaiiOä!ä ««Uv Wiudt; iü iSpihig, Atitl iseasojlid 
warming had affected the surface water. However, 
this did not obscure the fact that the inshore water 

DISTANCE   IN    MILES 
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FIGUBK I. Tejiiperasure profile across the Labrador 
Curieni, 
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FICITRE 2. Salinity profile licross the Labrador Curreut. 
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COASTAL WATERS 

that had come down from the north was much colder The extent to which a current parallels a coast 
than the water further offshore. Figure 2 is a salinit) depends to a considerable extent on the difference in 
section of the same water. The salinity is least near density between inshore and offshore water. When 
shore and at the surface. Salinity is responsible for the density difference is slight, the current may fre- 
the density gradient that sets up the current, since quently be set onshore or offshore. The directions 
from the standpoint of temperature alone, the in- that it takes will be dependent to a large degree on 
shore water obviously would Lre heavier rather than bottom topographv. Fricuonai retardation by bot- 
iignter. toui particles in contact with a current not only 

Along the east side of the oceans, coastal density affect its velocity but also h, direction. The iendencv 
currents generally liow northward and therefore are js for (jjC norinal twisting to the right (in the North- 
warmer than the offshore water. Thus both tempera- cm Hemisphere) to be accentuated as the current 
ture and salinity contribute to the density gradient moves over a shoaling bottom and to l>e lessened pyer 
between inshore and offshore water. a deepening bottom. Thus when the water is rela- 

Exceptions to these general statements occur where tively homogeneous it is common to find an inshore 
:b.r- rommr-nt-al <;he1f h -srro-A- ^nd where HttJIe rivrr %,■» •,.■.,wr''*. w--fä ->,r.-'. b;'..-.;*. fV'—nr* i^ 
water is hrought down to the sea. In Such cases local 
winds and seasonal variations in rainfall are im- 
ponant  in determining whether or not a typical 9J"2       LocaI Willd and Ti<Ial Cumntn 
coastal current will develop. For example, on the With an onshore wind, surface water is transported 
east coast oi the United States there is a weli-devel- toward the land, with the result that the surface layer 
oped coastal current as far south as Fort Pierce, Laickens near the beach. With an offshore wind the 
Florida. Beyond that point the shelf narswvs rapidly warm surface layer is removed and the underlying 
and the coastal current, known as the Florida Coun- thermodine approaches the surface. This process is 
tcrcurrciu, becomes weak and sometimes very nearly called upwclling, although the term is somewhat 
nonexistent. The coastal water off Miami is slightly misleading, as little vertical motion is involved, 
cooler than the northward flovving Florida Current Where steady oifshore winds prevail, as in the 
offshore (sec Figure 19, Chapter 7). It is also slightly trade wind belt, upweiling may he a more or less 
fresher, enough so that, the countercurrent generally continuous phenomenon. The mixed surface layer is 
Hows during die wetter months of the year. During carried offshore by the wind as fast as it is formed. 
the spring and summer raoalhs,  however, steady Kxamples are the west coast of Africa in the region 
sontheasterly breezes carry the Florida Current close of Dakar and the Gulf of Panama. To a lesser extent 
inshore, and the coastal current is either obliterated similar conditions occur or. the lee side of islands in 
entirely or is driven ixdow the surface where it can the trade wind belt.                            ■ 
be detected only by the BT or by other subsurface Along the cast coast in higher latitudes, upwclling 
sampling methods. may occur as a result of strong offshore gales in 

A somewhat smniar situation occurs off the Call- winter. Several oceanographic stations made in Feb- 
fornia coast. Figure S shows the oceanic California . ruary on a line across the Nova Scotian continental 
Current liowing well offshore and the coastal current shelf show a mixed surface layer only about 100 feet 
known as the California Countercurrent which flows deep overlying much warmer and more saline water, 
northward closer inshore. The latter is typical in so The strong positive gradients thus produced would 
far as it is a warm, north-fiowmg current, but the give a deep submarine almost complete protection 
temperature difference is slight, and  there is not against sonar detection. 
enough coastal  drainage to produce a significant While no other %vinter temperature observations 
salinity gradient. Hence it is weak and diffuse, fre- arc available front, this area, it is believed that nor- 
ipäcuSly permitting the development of still another mally a much deeper isothermal surface layer would 
countercurrent close inshore, as shown in-,the figure, be found with  positive gradients confined to  the 
During the summer, when the prevailing winds are outer third of the continental shelf. At anv rate thai 
offshoie. the coastal current occurs only in the sub- is the prevailing situation further south, A possible 
suriacc waters and Js_replaced at the surface by a explanation of these relativciv shallow and sharp 
complex circulation resulting from upweliing. positive gradients off Halifax is that strong offshore 
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winds had recently removed much ol' the supfrfidal 
layer froni the cominentai shelf and that this water 
had been replaced by a deep indraft of much warmer 
and more saline oceanic water. 

Apparently on a broad continental shelf, as off 
Halifax, bottom friction and the strong soutlnvard 
iknving coastal current are usually able to combine 
in prevenfing all of the coastal water from being 
blown out to sea by the prevailing offshore winds. 
Nevertheless, a certain amount of upwelling must 
obviously occur. Where the continental shell is nar- 
row and tise coastal current is weak because of lack 

of land drainage, offshore winds will be much more 
effective in decreasing the depth of tiie mixed surface 
layer close to the coast and thus reducing the effec- 
tive echo range. 

The converse to upwelling, the accumulation of 
warm surface water near a coast by an onshore wind. 
improves sound conditions and is equally common. 
It is a special case of convergence, just as upwelling is 
a special case of divergence. 

Tides are a form of wave motion, and as such their 
behavior is in many respects similar to that of wind- 
driven waves, in the open ocean where the height of 
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m COASTAL WATERS 

i'H.um   i, Contigunuion at surface currents, N'cwfound- 
l;iiid area. 

the wave is Jess than 3 feet and its length several hun- 
dred miles the orbital movement of water panicles 
in the wave extends to the bottom. The mass transfer 
oi water involved in this movemeni is large, but the 
horizontal displacement of individual particles is 
small. However, as the wave approaches shoaling 
water the hori-mnial components of flow are greatly 
iricreaseti because of the decreasing cross sectional 
area. The resulting tidal current is accompanied by 
a shortening of the wave length and an increase in 
the height of the tide. 

in a restricted area such as a channel, tidal currents 
generally flow back and forth, reversing direction 
with each tidal period. In more open shallow waters 
tidal currents have a rotary motion which is appar- 
ently an effect of the earth's rotation. The direction 

shifts around the compass during each tidal period 
(generally every 12 hours), and any given water par- 
ticle in the tidal stream describes a roughly eilipdca! 
course. 

'""■ Georges Bank off the Gulf of Maine provides a 
notable example of the effects of strong lida! cur- 
rents. Immediately north of this bank in the deeper 
waters of the Gulf of Maine there is a pronounced 
seasonal cycle with well-established vertical stability 
(Figure 17). To the south of it is a typical slope water 
area (Figure 40, Chapter 5). Bur. inside the 50-fathum 
contour on the bank itself stability develops only 
briefly and iniermittently during a short: summer 

erai tiays at a lime. At all other times tidal stirring 
and winds keep the water cohimn mixed from surface 
to bottom. As a consequence relatively low surface 
temperatures are encountered over the bank in sum- 
mer. This of course explains the widespread reputa- 
tion of Georges Bank lor fog. Another result of the 
strong tidal stirring is that near the edges of the bank 
rather special hydrologkal conditions are found 
where the mixed waters of the bank are in contact 
with the stable waters surroumling u. This is illus- 
trated in Figure 5 which shows the temperature 
across Georges Bank in northwest-southeast profile 
in June 1939. Not only are the sound conditions, 
provided reverberation Is not Hmlung, markedly 
better over the bank than on cither side, but also a 
submarine crossing such an area would find that trim 
for resubmergence would alter significantly. 

Tides and variable winds also affect the speed and 
direction of coastal currents. As their velocity varies, 
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FICIJRE 5, Temperature profile across Georges Bank. 
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I 

more or less crosscurrent transfer takes place. This is 
usually offshore at the surlacc and Inshore along the 
bottom. It is the inshore coinponent near the bottom 
which is especially significant, for it is this which is 
chiefly responsible for the large vertical salinity gra- 
dients typical of coastal waters. Especially where 
deep gullies cross a continental shelf, highly saline 
water will be able to move in close to the land, while 
above it much fresher surface water will be moving 
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MT.  DESERT  ROCK-<- 
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FIVE   FATHOM  BANK 

WINTER   QUARTER 
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along shore, occasionally with a slight offshore com- 
ponent. It is imponant to remember that if coastal 
waters are not to become fresher and fresher, there 
must be an inward movement of saline water along 
the bottom, which through veitka! turbulence car- 
ries salt up to the surface. The stronger tidal cur- 
rents'near the coast are favorable for such vertical 
mixing,, but the high-thermal-stabilily typical-of ■ the 
summer season has the opposite influence. 
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Finvm (a. .Seasonal temperature cycle in shallow water off the eastern coast of the United States. 
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82 COASTAL WATERS 

From the foregoing discussion, therefor'i, it is ap- 
parem that lidat currents have a direct cilcct on all 
phases of coastal .submarine warfare in she foiknvi!:', 
ways: first, they tend to destroy vertical (empcraiurc 
and salinity gradients, and second, in many localized 
areas they produce mixed water where otherwise it 
would not exist. This naturally improves echo rang- 
ing conditions. It also simplifies diving operations of 
submarines but at the same time makes evasion more 
difficult. 

»■a        VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF 

TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY 

Except in a few specialized areas in low latitudes, 
the vertical temperature gradients in coastal waters 
are dominated by the seasonal cycle. In general, 
coastal waters are sufficiently shallow so that in 
winter the whole water column becomes isothermal. 
Thus there is no counterpart to the main thermo- 
dineofthe open ocean. 
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VERTICAL DISTÜiBlfTlON,Of TEMPERATURE AN» SALINITY 83 

The available B.T observations permit illusirating 
the seasonal temperature cycle in most detail for a 
large area along she eastern coast of the North Atlan- 
i:c. The many oceanographic stations which are. 
available from the western IS'orth Pacific indicate 
that the coastal conditions there are endrely com- 
parable. 

Close to the beach the relatuely strong tidal cnr- 
i^nts and tfic shaliowness of the water usually pre- 
vent marked thermal stability from developing out 

to roughly the 10-fathom contour. With this in mind, 
a useful sort of diagram has been developed from the 
routine surface temperatures collected from light- 
ships along the Atlantic Coast (Figure fi). It gives a 
fairly representative picture of the seasonal tempera- 
ture changes at the surface as a function of latitude 
and although these are inshore surface temperatures, 
they are on the average only slightly ff »wer at anv 
given iatUude than the surface temperatures across 
the whole continental shelf."- 

si» ,&l» 
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DISTANCE       IN        MILES 
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FiGU»» 9. TesnpeKH«re profile SE from Morttaisk Point in mid winter 

Detailed studies have been made of the distribu- 
tion of temperature and salinity in the Gulf of Maine 
and southward over the continental shelf to Cape 
Hatteras. For the^present purposes, the significant 
conditions over this area can be summarized in two 
diagrams: the first {Figure 7) shows the average differ- 
ence in temperature betweenthe surface and the bot- 
tom in July and August, while the second (Figure 8) 
shows the magnitude of the vertical salinity gradient 
at the same season. Thus it will be seen that in sum-- 
rner over much of this area surface temperatures arc 
from 20 to 30 degrees higher than at the bottom, 
while the surface waters are from 1 VW) to S.5 0/ö0 

fresher than at the bottom. The resulting vertical 
change in the speed of sound Is therefore generally 
greater than, 150 feet per second and is In some areas 
as great as 200 feet per second. 

Profiles of temperature and salinity constructed- 
from observations made at different seasons on a line 
extending southeastward from Montauk Point, Long 
Island, serve to Illustrate both the seasonal cycle and 
the horizontal changes in, the offshore direction. 

Starting In midwinter the wafer column Is vimi- 
alty mixed from surface to bottom across most of the 
continental shelf (Figures 9 and 10). The tempera- 
ture and salinity, however, both increase gradually in 
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FitttiRE 10. Salinity profile SE from Montatik Point In midwinter. 
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J'icusE 1L Tetuperaäure profile SE froin Montauk Point in spring. 

the^ offshore direction, and the isotiierms and Iso- - responding to the ■ decreased land drainage of- the 
hallnes are on the whole qsnce parallel, the warmer winter months when much of the precipitation re- 
watei tK-ing the n.tHT saHüc. ,:; '%n ■Afai that near tlm r-r-it i - i, -.ul ^ - I^TUI of snow and ice. 
edge of the conduai-al shcl[ this iiicrearc Is soaie- ^:1^caprin■.;^HKIl^^'f^.•-'^illustratedhyFigures 11 
what snore rapid near the bottom, corresponding to and 12. As the surface waters stabilize, because o£ 
the inshore component of the bottom water. At this vernal warming, surface salinities decrease, both he- 
season the crosscurrent density gradient, and there- cause of decreased \>- - „. • .-..,. . ,KS md the spring 
fore the strength of the current, is at a minimum, cor- freshets. Thus over the continental shelf the warmer 
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FICURK lü. Salinity profile Ski from Montauk Point in spring. 
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., FioüBE IS. Tfemperature profile SE from Montauk Point In ^üunräcr. 

water becomes tlie less saline, which Is the reverse of other In a complex manner which is not %veii under- 
the situation in midwinter.                            •  ' stood, but which is also at least partly caused by the 

Vertical stability increases and consequently ver- strongest current, in this case southwestward, being 
tica! mixing decreases until midsummer (Figures IS concentrated near the  lOO-fathom contour. Thus 
and 14).'Under such conditions lateral mixing Is in- near the offshore end of the coastal water section, 
creased In the layer of greatest stability. This may cold water from the north is being carried into the 
partly explain the characteristic outward bulge of profile more rapidly than further inshore, 
the Isotherms at mid-depths over the continental During the autumn the coastal water, because of 
slope. Here the isotherms and isohalines cross each the prevailing cold and offshore winds, cools more 
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FwifRE 15. Temperature profile SE from Momauk Point in mmimn. 

SARßÄSSO   SEA- 

rapidly than the offshore water. Thus positive gra- brought down to the sea by many rather evenly 
dients both of temperature and of salinity, develop spaced rivers. Consequently a southward-flowini? cur- 
over the continental slope (Figures 15 and 16). rent, whkh tends to bc-mongmt along die 100- 

The major features desn ib«! in these sections off fathom contour, follows the eomlnental shelf soiuh- 
Momauk Point could be made out in any profde ward and is only partially interrupted by such major 
across the continental shelf from Labrador to irregularities as the Laurentian and Fundian 
Honda. Except off Cape Halteras and off southern Channels. 
Florida, along the whole of this coast the continental In Figures 17-19 the seasonal cycle at various point» 
shelf is broad and wiWeveloped. Fresh water is along this coastline is illustrated In the same manner 
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FIGURE 17. Seasonal cycle. Gulf of Maine, average, monthly tempcraiure-depth curves. 
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FIGOKE 18, Seasonal cycle,'Gulf of Maine, average monthly isotherms. 
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FIGURE 19. Average raonthiy tenapeiaturc-depth curves in coastal wate« beiw«si New York and Cape Hatteras. 
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in Part 2 above (Figures 34 to 42, Chap 
comparison between the two sets of diagrams 

iphasize the relatively great stability of 
as compared to offshore waters. Only 

areas where strong tidal currents occur Is 
generally true. 

o£ the fact that the temperature-salinity 
in coastal waters varies widely, both sea- 
geograpliically, with only a few" excep- 

vertkal imiperature distribution controls 

the fact that In layers where the salinity 
most rapidly with depth, temperature 

does likewise. Only when the salinity gradients are 
unusually strong is the BT lowering likely to be mis- 
leading from the ac >ustkai standpoint. For example, 
Figure 20A shows the vertical distribution of tem- 
perature and salinity at the mouth of the Baltic Sea 
in May I9S7. Here relatively fresh and warm Baltic 
water overlies colder and more saline Atlantic water, 
and the depth of thr ,n - r,*. ih ,- ,,orc or less coin- 
cides with the depth of the maximum salinity gra- 
dient. A BT reading would indicate sham downward 
icw-atuon with very short echo ranges. The salinity 
gradieni,,- however, partly compensates for the tem- 
perature effect. .Both together are equivalent accjus- 
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FuiURE 21. Bathyshermograms from jM-obable area« of critical salinity gradients. 

tkaily to a temperature decrease of about i degree in 
the upper 60 feet, and the predicted r?rtgc is medium. 
Thus it is apparent that in extreme cases salinity gra- 
dients can be important, but that a very large salinity 
gradient will be compensated by a relatively weak 
lempcrature change. In Figure 20B, which shows a 
more typical temperauire-salinity distribution in 
that the salinity gradient is not so extreme, a reason- 
ably accurate prediction can be made from tempera- 
ture alone. 

Sometimes, however, strong salinity gradients oc- 
cur when there is little or no vertical change in tem- 
perature. Examples are shown in Figures 20C and 
20D, which represent conditions off the mouth of the 
Amazon. ■ The salinity gradient in Figure 20C is 
higbiy significant since it Is not compensated by a 
temperature change. In .this case .there will be sharp 
upward refraction, and it is unlikely that a vessel 
with conventional (non-tilting) sonar gear will be 

able to get contact on a submarine below the Iresh 
surface kyer. 

Figure 20D differs from the preceding-one in that 
the salinity gradient h probably largely confined to a 
shallow surface layer above projector depth. When 
this is the case, it obviously will not interfere with 
echo ranging. It is uiSkuk to say how common it is 
to find salinity gradients of this sort because occano- 
graphic water samples have seldom been spaced at 
close enough depth intervals-to show the,complete 
vertical structure. However, there are many eKamplcs 
of bathyJhermograms such as the one in Figure 21A, 
in which a„..very shallow positive temperature gra- 
dient indicates the existence of a fresh surface layer 
too thin to affect echo ranging. 

The remainder of Figure 21 shows other examples 
o£ bathythermograms from areas where strong salin- 
ity gradients are ordinarily found. Their existence is 
obvious In Figure 21B, but' in C and Ds taken near 
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" the Amazon in areas where it: Is almost certain that 
such gradienl?» occurred, there is nothing in the 
bathytherraograms to indicate their presence. 

" In sumpiarizing the acoustic effects of salinity gra- 
dients, it is apparent mat there arc two main factors 
to be considered: (I) the depth of the gradient, since 
it is not important-if it is above projector depth; (2) 
the amount of change In salinity with respect to t^m- 
wm!*«- chpifc'-jm Tuo worst sltüifiOK inmi the 
standpoint of echo- ranging occurs when the water 
column is essentially isothermal, because then not 
only is the salinity gradient most effective but also 
the bathythermograms are most misleading. This 
condition is quite common-in the tropics. In tem- 
perate and arctic regions the outflow from rivers Is 
likely to be warmer than the ocean water in summer 
and colder In" winter. Therefore it is only for short 
pemxb in the spring and autumn that salinity gra- 
dients are likely to occur without corresponding 
temperature gradients. 

Since density currents must How parallel to coasts, 
the water m. reduced salinity which is formed near 
the möüths'of-'rivers tends to spread along the coast 
instead of flowing out to sea. The iniftence of a large 
river may be noted hundreds of miks away. Thus in 
the Gulf of Mexico a fresh 'surface layer extends west- 
ward from the mouth of the. Mississippi, and the 
freshening influence can be detected, particularly in 
spring, beyond Galvcston (Figure 2011). In areas of 
adequate Tamfall, therefore, continuoiis bands of. 
water of low salinity are formed along the coasts, and 
the influence of the rivers seldom extends far out to 
sea except near the equator where Coriolk-force Is 
much reduced. 

Minor and temporary cases where the refraction is 
controlled by vertical salinity gradients can be found 
at Mew London, Gonnecticut, where the outflow 
from the Thames River sometimes overlies virtually 
isothermal water of about'the same temperature 
which has been mixed by the strong tidal currents of 
the narrow entrances to Long Island Sound. 

At the' edge of the continental shelf, where near 
the surface the relatively fresh coastal water tends to 
overlie more saline water,-one would expect occa- 
sionally to find aituariom where vertical salinity gra- 
dients conirolled-the refraction. No pertinent obser- 
vations have been uncovered, but since' the band 
where the right conditions prevail is narrow, the . 
oceanographlc stations do not usually come at Just 
thecmical point. 

§.3 BOTTOM STRUCTURE 

It was pointed out in the introductory statements 
that both bottom topography and the composition of 
sediments are important in echo ranging. Whether or 
not it is an advantage for an echo ranging ship to 
work mtx a bottosn that is a good reflector of sound 
dSf*!tö**mSrdv' c-n ra« drreUiOi; ;s: »lud« the sound 
is reflected. A smooth, hard bottom that, reflects 
sound on ahead is ideal, and ranges will be nearly as 
good as in deep water with perfect temperature con- 
ditions. But II bottom irregularities intercept sound 
at nearly right angles, reflecting it back toward the 
sound source, the result is reverberation and skip 
distances. The size o£ the irregularities does not need 
to be very great. Stones or ripple marks only 3 or ^ 
inches high will raise the reverberation level of super- 
sonic gear markedly. Hence stony, rocky, and coral 
bottoms are almost always poor from the echo rang- 
ing standpoint because of their roughness. Sand bot- 
toms are usually good hecaiise they are not only good 
reflectors but are also, generally smooth. Occasionally 
they may be poor, however, when there is enough cur- 
rent over the bottom to produce ripple marks, and 
there Is some evidence that a particular sand bottom 
may vary considerably in this respect according to the - 
way it Isdisturbed by titles and storms; 

The manner in which these generalizations fit the 
observed facts is illusttated' by a recent analysis1 of all 
the observed maximum ranges and suitable acous- ' 
tical measurements In shallow, wiuer. It was found 
that for all refraction patterns over rock and coral 
bottoms, ranges were less than 1,500 yards 60 per cent 
of the time and averaged about 1,000 yards.. Maxi- 
mum ranges over sand were less than i ,500 yards 
only 20 per cent of the time'and averaged 2,500 yards, " 
while over sand and mud the ram j'.'ere less- than 
1,500 yards SO per rent of the; time and averaged 
about 2,200 yards.."Over soft mud bottoms, results 
varied according to the refraction pattern as in deep 
water.-    - 

The methods of correlating bottom types with 
acoustic phenomena were discussed in some detail in 
Chapter 2, as well as the principles used in construct- 
ing bottom sediment charts for tactical use by nava! 
forces. This work can be understood more clearly, 
however, by considering,briefly how the different bot- 
tom types are produced in the first place and how 
various oceanographlc. factors affect their distrilm- 
tiön. 
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Marine sediments as a whole are a very hetero- 
geneous collection of all the materials carried into 
the sea or produced in it which are he.tvy enough to 
sink to the bottom and inert enough so that they have 
not dissolved or decomposed into soluble substances. 
A fairly !arge proportion of the sediments is derived 

action.!« one of the most imporiant sources of such 
material. River drainage depositing Its load of silt in 
the sea h also imporiant, as is glacier movement. A 
lens obvious but certainly significant source of marine 

- ,' i-ats kair-borrscdit ,'- -hed hom arid regions 
and from volcanic explosions. The sea produces some 
of its bottom sediments, for the most part by bio- 
■■•;■'- ;■ processes (shells, coral) but also by precipita- 
UCMI ii u .-',;-;?lcclsemka! substances from sea water 
and by accumulation of the products of submarine 
volcanic aciiviiy. Taken altogether these are prob- 
ably die most Imporiant sources of marine se-iimen*0 

although there are a great tnaay orher conti-»bus:äs„J 
agenrJ*" -A minor significance. 

The sea is continually ITJ- •.■ :md reworking the 
loads of sediment brought Into it. The physic;',i s-?- r- 
of waves and.currents carries the smaller particles 
along, grinding shem against each other and'against 
li",rger stationary objects on the bottom. The eroding 
effect of such action is obvious on any rocky beach, 
.where the smaller" pebbles are rounded and the sur- 
face of'the larger »odes, and boulders .are" worn 
smooth. The tendency then- is for boulders to be. 
tramformed gradually over long periods of time into 
mud. Over similarly long.periods cheniical activity 
is also important, dissolving a«d decomposing sedi- 
mentary materials. Some minerals are far more sub- 
ject to chemical as well as physical dissolution than 
others. The hardness and inmness of: csuarte, for ex- 
ample, is responsible for " • -^ ^ ■ s >- T; Conn 
of sand),on the continental shell. It remains behind 
while other less stable substances are reduced to a 
finer state and carried further out to sea. 

Transportation of sediimmts obviously depends on 
both particle size and the speed of the current. Sup- 
post, for example, a swift-flowing river delivers into ~ 
the sea a load of sedimem ranging in particle size 
from fine mud to sand. In the slower moving ocean - 
currents the sediment wilt settle gradually, the larger  ' 
particles going to the bottom more quickly, so that   ■ 
they are not carried as far from the source as the . 
smaller sizes. Thus, speaking in broad terms and neg- 
lecting many local variations, sediments tend to lie 

coarse near shore, grading to fine mud in the deep 
oceanic basins. 

Particles too large to be carried comple" ty in sus- 
pension may be lifted momentarily and arried for 
a short distance before they settle back to the bottom. 
Still larger particles may be roiled along. And finally, 
r cerfsir« smnurit cf tramportatiyr; may occur in the 
absence o! currents. The familiär terrestrial phenom- 
enon of landslides has its counterpart on the sea floor. 
Mud slides are a fairly common phenomenon wher- 
ever silt settles on a sloping bottom. Because the 
buoyancy of the'water makes'thefriction -between 
the mud particles much less than xt would be in an 
aerial envirovsment, mud slides may occur on very 
slight slopes. 

The type of bottom that occurs in any particular 
area depends on the interaction of the- factors that 
have been mentioned—the kind of sedimentary ma- 
terials available, the way they have teen worked over 
by marine agencies, and the way their deposition Is 
afr cted by local currents, it is possible to tell a great 
deal about the bottom simply by esamlning a chart 
that shows the shore line and bottom- topography, 
since these are' indicative of both the character of the 
materials and the current pattern. Thus It is natural 
to find »Had'deposits off the mouth of-a large river, or 
a smooth, sandy bottom lying off a low, sandy coaia. 
Or. if the shore line is irregular, with headlands and 
estuaries, the bottom is likely also to be variable both - 
as to topography, and bottom type. It probably will 
be rocky off the headlands, in the mouths of rivers, 
and around submerged reefs where the currents are 
strong enough io scour the bottom and carry away 
finer sediiT.-ents. On die other hand, small basins will 
collect deposits of sand or mud. 

Further offshore, topographic features of the bot- 
tom are associated with similarly characteristic-sedl- - 
mem types. Submarine ridges or sharp changes in 
depth such as occur at the edge of the cominental 
shelf are neatly always accompanied by currents that 
expose rock surfaces or at least ripple the sand suffi- 
ciently to make echo ranging difficult. Offshore banks ' 
with their strong rotary tidal currents also show pro- 
nounced ripple marks, often at depths of nearly 100 
fathoms. Currents can affect submarine topography 
as well as be- affected by It, since a current strong- 
enough to'transport sand must uldmateh/ deposit it 
somewhere^ generally in the form of a rklge or bank 
at the current's-edge. 

In the tropics, coral reef formation Is often .the 
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dominant feature of submarine topography in shal- 
low water, and In such areas high reverberation 
raak« echo ranging very difficult. Of similar acous- 
tical quality is the rough, rocky bottom in the neigh- 
borhood of islands produced by submarine volcanic 
eruptions. 

Bottom topography and ■ structure have always 
been of ronsiderable interesrfroaithe-standpoirit of 
navigation, and most coastal areas have l.»een sur- 
veyed at one time or another with varying degrees of 
accuracy and compietenef.s. The depth of water has 
been measured b -nHMdini leads and more recently 
by acoustic fathometers which provide far more com- 
plete data. Bottom type was largely determined from 

■ ■ small samples col Sected by a ■ cup or tube on the end 
of the sounding Jead or by j^ease smeared In a de- 
prcsloa on its lower end. 

Oceanographie expeditlonn have also obtaintd a 
considerable amount of info-madon about bottom 
type and topography. In general, larger samples ot 
houom have been collected th;m in the case of navi- 
gational surveys. Scientific description of bottom 
structure requires large samples, .Since often the bot- 
tom is composed of widely different sizes and kinds of 
fragments, a small sample can be very misleading. 
For this reason oceanographers. have.used various 
types of dredges, tubes, asid containers with jaws that 
snap shut on contact with the bottom. More recently 
the underwater camera referred to in a previous 
chapter has been used extensively in such studies.-It 
takes a picture of about 50 square feet of the Ixrttom 
and shows many, details of bottom structure and 
small-scale  topography  that are valuable supple- 
ments to the information .obtained by sampling de- 
vices. Examples of bottom pictures are shown it» 
Figures 22-24,       ■ 

, Charts of bottom topography can be prepared in 
very great detail by using modern recording fathom- 
eters. It is a far more laborious task to sample the 
bottom adequately for charts of sediment types. This 
has been done in a few local areas for-sciendfic pur- 
poses and in connection with the acoustical tests de- 
scribed in Chapter 2. In other places, where only 

- government survevs have been made, the.bottom no- 
tations on the charts are not completely adequate ior 
acoustical purposes. Wheie soundings are nor, closely 
spaced, it is necessary to decide whether or not a par- 
ticular area is divided in-o patches or is continuous, 
and what its area! extent and probable boundaries 
may be. Thus it is necessary to depend a great deal 

Photograph of a smooth, sandy bottom. 

on general oceanographie and geological knowledge 
about the kind cT sedimentary materials available in 
the region and how they might be deposited accord- 
ing to local currents and bottom topography.. 

In order to understand more fully just what the 
requirements are' for a bottom sediment chart, the 
chapter ends with a discussion of the material col- 
lected by the government surveys and how it has been 
used, for purposes of-subsurface warfare. 

For the continental United States and- its posses- 
sions, which-have-been surveyed by the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey, the data are unusually complete. In 
addition" to the bottom notations "on the printed 
charts, a great many of the samples have been pre- 
served, and access may be had to the original field 
data sheets.. These sheets'are drawn on a much larger 
scale and contain many more soundings and bottom 
noiacions iliun appear on the finished printed charts. 
Such In formation was used for drawing the boun- 
daries between the different bottom types which ap-  . 
pear on the wreck charts for the Atlantic and Gulf 
Coasts, and for" bottom sediment charts covering 
areas in the Philippine Islands. 

In the case of foreign areas, it is necessary to con- 
sult the archive files of the Hydrographie Office,'not 
only for their latest edition of any particular chart, 
but also for all the foreign editions from which it was 
compiled. There is a tendency on the newer charts to 
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FW;URE 23, Photograph of a rough, sanely faoMom show- 
ing rippie marks rauscd by curfents," 

omit bottom notations and frequently earlier surveys 
may Inrmsli additional information. 

The British surveys of regions outside their own 
coastal waters arc excellent, particularly in the Far 
East, and the French and Germam have also done 
good work off their more limited foreign possessions. 
The Japanese Hydrographie. Office has published 
many detailed surveys of the Home Islands and die 
adjacent Asiatic coast. Data from these latter charts 
were carefully cjwmined from a geological and topo- 
graphic point of view, and the bottom information 
was found to be in line with what might be expected. 
The charts compiled from ihem are believed to be 
fully as accurate as those compiled from other sources. 

The Archives of the Bridsh Admiralty have also 
been available and photostais of field data sheets as ■ 
well as of earlier surveys have been furnished for 
critical areas—material which was not available in 
Washington. 

Certain conditions must be borne in mind when 
charts of the bottom are drawn from information on 
the navigation charts and not from actual material. 
If the notations on the charts were everywhere ac- 
cepted at their face value, many mistakes would re- 
sult. As stated before, the samples were taken as an 
adfuna of sounding -with a lead, and a very small 

FIGURE 24. Photograph 61 a corai bottom. 

amoum of material was obtained. Several misconcep- 
tions may arise as a result. First, there is a tendency to 
overemphasize the mud areas and make them appear 
more numerous and larger than they really are. Any 
bottom that feels at all soft or a sample which -looks 
dark colored and oozy when wet is generally called 
mud by hydrographers. A mechanical analysis of the 
material, in many cases, would shoi¥ this sediment ur 

"be sand and mud. Second, any bottom which feels 
hard to the leadsman and from which no sample is 
obtained, is apt to be labeled rocky or coral, depend- 
ing on the latitude. In most cases, this is correct, but 
stones or small coral fragments, m some cases, would 
have the same "feel." Third, as the sampling appa- 
ratus can pick up only a small amount of material 
consisting of the smaller particles, only the gravel 
and sand fractions wotdd be brought to the surface 
over some stony bottoms. Adequate dredge samples 
and also photographs have shown that gravel !w>t- 
toms usually have numerous stones. Consequently, 
except in glacial areas, it was decided to classify all 
gravel bottoms as stony. The same applies to such 
dasssfitatlora as pebbles and shells, which usually 
occur In conjuncliou with stones. Fourth, the term 
clay suggests that the bottom has been somewhat 
compacted so that it will reflect sound better than 
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ordinary mud but probably not as well as a sand bot- 
tom. Since sand and mud is also an imcrmcdialc clas- 
sification, it is used for clay. Then there are cases in 
which two or more bottom symbols are given, such as 
rock and sand. The acoustical significance of the rock 
portion is greater than dial of (he sand, and the sedi- 
ment is so classified.   _ .       . ■ 

These, then, are the principles used in construct- 
ing bottom sediment charts from information that 
admittedly was not so adequate as might have been 
desired. No chart is ever perfect, and die navigation . 
charts themselves are subject to constant improve- 
ment. The bottom sediment charts depend on the 
hydrographk survey which preceded them, together 
with whatever geological information can be brought 

to bear. Obviously, a better bottom sediment chart 
can be constructed from a detailed, large-scale survey 
of an important approach than from a region where 
the soundings are widely scattered. Neither one is so 
accurate as a chart made from an area from which 
botfom samples and photographs have been ob- 
tained. Also it is probably true that at present-the 
bottom sediment charts are more accurate from the 
geological standpoint than they are us predictions of 
echo ranging conditions. If greater accuracy is to be 
attained in predictions for foreign areasv further- 
work in underwater sound should be carried out over 
all types of bottom where it is possible to take samples 
and photographs, so that all the unknowns may-be 
investigated smiultaneousiy. 
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GLOSSARY 

AMBIENT NOISE. Noise present HI the medium other thai! 
target and oivn-ship tsoise. 

BOURDON TUBE. A flattened curved ml» which tend» to 
straighten out under internal pressure, used as (he driving 
ciement in pressure temperature gauges. 

BT. Bathythermograph. 

BUOYANCY. As used in this voiunie, the net buoyancy, or the 
difference between the weight of the water displaced by a 
vessel and the weight of the vessel, 

CONVECTION CELL. A vertical section of the isothermal 
mixed layer bounded by cool currents descending from a 
convergence and warm currents rising to a divergence. 

DENSITY GRADIENT. Change of density with depth. 

ISOBALLAST LINES. A set of lines, on the SBT chart, each 
starting from a set of selected points on the teitiperautrc seal« 
and passing through a!! points for which the net change in 
buoyancy, resniting from changes SR water temperature and 
depth is zero for a submarine of. a given compression. 

fSOHAI.INE.l Lines drawn through all points having the same 
salinity. 

ISOTHERMS, Lines drawn through all {joints having the same 
temperature. 

LAYER DEPTH. The depth of the mixed surface layer. 

LAYER EFFECT, Reduction in the echo and listening rmgen 
mi a submarine located within or beneath a thermoclinc. 

MIXED LAYER. The ispthermal layer occurring at ihe water 
surface. ■ 

REVERBERATION. Sound scattered diffusely back toward 
the source, principally from the surface or bottoi» an«! from 
small scattering sources in the medium such as bubbles of air 
and suspended solid matter. 

REVERSING THERM' DIETER. A deep-sea recording thcr- 
raoraeter the temperature reading at the desired depth is 
preserved by overturning the instrument 10 break the mer- 
cury column. 

SALINITY.'Number of grams of salt per thousand grants of sea 
water, usnaliy expitsscd in parts per thousand. 

SALINITY GRADIENT. Change in salinity with dcpih, ex- 
pressed in parts per thousand per foot. 

SBT. Stdmiarlne bathythermograph. 

SHADOW ZONE. Region in which refraction effects cause ex- 
clusion of echo-ranging signals. 

SINKING CENTERS. Subarctic regions where strongly saline 
surface water of tropical origin sinks through the colder, but 
less saline underlying layers, 

STABILITY. The resistance to overturn or i.jixing of the water 
column, resulting from the presence of a density gradiens. 

STATION. A set ot pairs of thermometer readings taken in a 
specific location at approximately ICO-meter depth intervals, 
along With a corresponding set of water sample» analyssed for 
salinity. A station is "occupied" when these reading«, are 
procured. 

TARGET ASPECT. Orientation of the target as seen from 
own-ship,. "^   '"'"■■' ■' 

TEMPERATURE GRADIENT. Change of temperature with 
depth, expressed In degrees F per foot. 

THERMOCLINE. A layer of water in which temperature de- 
crease« with depth; a negative temperature gradient. 

UFWELLING. Rise of the main thennociine, and the underly- 
ing deep-water mass, totvard the upper levels as the warm 
surface water is swept away by the winds. 

VELOCITY GRADIENT. Rate of increase in the velocity of 
sound with increasing water depth. 
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